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Summary 

Cancer is one of the leading causes of death worldwide and the number of cases is 

expected to keep increasing in the next years. Even though nowadays most employed 

cancer treatments in clinical practice (surgery, chemo-, and radiotherapy) are 

effective, they are still associated with multiple limitations and side effects. The main 

pitfall stays in their non-specificity to tumour cells, which leads to affecting healthy 

tissues. Therefore, alternative treatments able to overcome the oncologic challenges 

of the current treatment regimens by specifically treating only the cancer cells, be 

minimally invasive, and limit short and long-term side effects are highly needed. As 

the number of patients diagnosed with cancer in incipient stages is constantly 

increasing, such alternative treatments are currently even more attractive. Due to the 

advances in nanotechnology, cancer nanomedicine is a fast-advancing field, 

employing nanoparticles to both diagnose and deliver therapy of cancer, namely, 

nanotheranostics. Nanobrachytherapy is the brachytherapy treatment delivered via 

injection of radioactive nanoparticles into the tumour. The great advantage is that 

nanobrachytherapy retains the characteristics of brachytherapy, such as precise and 

targeted dose delivery, while allowing a less invasive administration and a more 

uniform dose distribution in the tumour. However, the radio-resistance exhibited by 

the tumour cells can hinder the success of nanobrachytherapy, but the synergetic 

combination of cell damaging agents, as well as radioactivity and heating, is well-

known. Thermal treatments, such as hyperthermia, offer a hyperthermic 

radiosensitization making the tumour more susceptible to irradiation, while thermal 

ablation can serve as surgery replacement. Furthermore, thermal treatments can be 

delivered by injection of colloidal suspensions of magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) in 

tumours and heating them via exposure to an externally applied alternating magnetic 

field. An additional advantage of such magnetic nanoparticles is their ability to 

ensure visualization via magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), a non-invasive 

technique, helpful in monitoring the treatment effects. This thesis aims to develop a 

nanotheranostic agent, able to deliver therapeutic effects via radiation and heating, 

with additional imaging via magnetic resonance imaging. We envision the 

nanotheranostic as a core-shell hybrid nanoparticle in the form of 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide. 
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The palladium core is radiolabelled with 103Pd radioisotope, responsible for the 

required radiation dose, whereas the iron oxide coating ensures 

hyperthermia/thermal ablation and imaging. 

The design and preparation of such magnetic hybrid nanoparticle is a challenging 

task, therefore, Chapter 2 focused on the synthesis of the desired nanoparticles in 

their non-radioactive form (Pd/Fe-oxide NPs). A seed-mediated thermal 

decomposition synthesis method was identified best in producing core-shell hybrid 

nanoparticles with great uniformity. As the properties of the nanoparticles are 

strongly related to their morphologies, gaining full control of the synthesis method is 

essential. For this, we systematically investigated the effect of different reaction 

parameters on the synthesis method and unravelled important insights on the 

synthetic mechanism. Via this systematic investigation, variously sized and shaped 

batches of hybrid Pd/Fe-oxide NPs were produced.  

Chapter 3 studied the magnetic properties, such as saturation magnetization (Ms), 

coercivity (Hc) and blocking temperature (TB) via SQUID measurements of the 

aforementioned Pd/Fe-oxide NPs batches. Their dependency on characteristic 

parameters of the hybrid NPs was highlighted, with attention to the influence of the 

non-magnetic palladium component that disrupts the iron oxide crystal lattice. It was 

determined that the majority of hybrid nanoparticles batches exhibit a 

superparamagnetic behaviour, as it is desired for biomedical applications, and 

confirmed that the magnetic parameters (Ms, Hc, TB) increase with the size of the 

nanocrystals, with few exceptions. This could be explained by shape and composition 

variations or by the presence of the non-magnetic palladium component that leads to 

substitution of Fe2+ with Pd2+ within the iron oxide crystal lattice. As the thermal 

decomposition synthesis method rendered the nanoparticles hydrophobic, different 

surfactant modification techniques to make them water dispersible, with satisfying 

colloidal stability, were investigated. The best results were obtained by surface 

modification via an additional layer with DSPE-PEG2000-COOH surfactant. Lastly, the 

batches of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs with the best magnetic properties were tested as 

hyperthermia/thermal ablation and MRI agents. Pd/Fe-oxide NPs with sizes around 

20 nm exhibited the best performance, being deemed best candidates. 

In Chapter 4, the effects of manganese doping on the properties and performance of 

Pd/Fe-oxide NPs as thermal and MR-imaging agents were assessed. First, a seed-
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mediated thermal decomposition synthesis method for producing Pd/Fe|Mn-oxide 

NPs with different Mn-content was established. Next, the presence and placement of 

Pd, Fe and Mn in the composition of the MNPs were shown. Subsequently, the 

magnetic properties of the Mn-doped MNPs were determined, confirming their 

superparamagnetism and increase of saturation magnetization with Mn-content 

present in the composition of the doped MNPs. Their performance as thermal and 

imaging agents was assessed in comparison to Pd/Fe-oxide NPs with similar sizes 

and shapes. Higher specific loss power (SLP) values were recorded for the two 

batches of doped MNPs in comparison to their non-doped analogous, with highest 

SLP obtained for the MNPs with highest Mn-content. Lastly, their performance as T1 

and T2 contrast agents was assessed via MRI measurements, both batches of 

Pd/Fe|Mn-oxide MNPs showing r2-relaxivities comparable to their Pd/Fe-oxide 

analogues, and additional increased r1-relaxivities, with higher T1 contrast 

enhancement measured for the MNPs with higher Mn-content.  

Lastly, Chapter 5 explored routes for radiolabelling of the previously introduced 

Pd/Fe-oxide NPs with 103Pd radioisotope, to obtain 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide theranostic 

nanoparticles. Solubilisation of the 103Pd radioisotope powder in aqua regia, and its 

addition together with commercially available Pd(II)-acetate precursor during the 

synthesis, proved to be successful. After it was confirmed that introduction of aqua 

regia in the reaction mixture does not affect the size, shape and magnetic properties 

of the prepared hybrid nanoparticles, the radiolabelling efficiency of the method was 

assessed, showing consistent high radiolabelling efficiency, and additional flexibility 

in tuning the amount of activity with which the NPs are radiolabelled. Next, the 

biocompatibility of the designed nanoparticles in their non-radioactive form was 

investigated by monitoring the in vitro toxicity effects on 3D spheroid models of a 

breast cancer cell line MDA-MB-231. Additionally, the uptake by the spheroids was 

determined. It was demonstrated that the MNPs exhibited a very low uptake and 

showed no significant toxicity with concentrations as high as 1 mg/mL. The next step 

was to evaluate in vitro the combined therapeutic effects of hyperthermia/thermal 

ablation together with 103Pd radiation on the spheroids. It was confirmed that the 

combinations of low 103Pd dose with thermal ablation and high 103Pd dose with 

hyperthermia or thermal ablation are successful in spheroids destruction, plus that 
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heating rate and time exposure to heat during the treatment are important factors to 

be considered.  

Overall, this thesis lays the groundwork for the design of an alternative cancer 

therapy by using 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs, which, following the next steps towards 

injectable formulations development and in vivo evaluations, will unlock the full 

potential of these materials. 
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Samenvatting 

Kanker is een van de meest voorkomende doodsoorzaken wereldwijd en de 

verwachting is dat het aantal gevallen de komende jaren zal blijven stijgen. Hoewel 

de meest toegepaste behandelmethodes tegen kanker al behoorlijk effectief zijn (o.a. 

operatief verwijderen, chemotherapie en bestralen), komen ze ook met beperkingen 

en bijwerkingen. Het grootste nadeel van deze behandelmethodes is dat ze niet-

specifiek zijn voor tumorcellen, waardoor ook gezond weefsel aangetast wordt. 

Daarom is er een grote vraag naar alternatieve behandelingen, die specifiek op de 

kankercellen gericht zijn, minimaal invasief zijn en de bijwerkingen op de korte en 

lange termijn beperken. Omdat het aantal patiënten dat in een vroeg stadium 

gediagnostiseerd wordt met kanker toeneemt, worden deze alternatieve 

behandelmethodes nog aantrekkelijker. Door de ontwikkelingen in nanotechnologie 

worden er ook steeds meer nanomedicijnen tegen kanker ontwikkeld. Een voorbeeld 

is nanotheranostiek, waarbij nanodeeltjes worden gebruikt voor zowel de diagnose 

als de behandeling van kanker. Daarnaast is er ook nanobrachytherapie, een vorm 

van brachytherapie waarbij radioactieve nanodeeltjes via injectie in de tumor worden 

gebracht. Het grote voordeel van nanobrachytherapie is dat het de eigenschappen 

van brachytherapie behoudt, zoals een precieze en doelgerichte stralingsdosis, terwijl 

het minder invasief is en zorgt voor een gelijkmatigere dosisdistributie in de tumor. 

De radioresistentie van de tumorcellen kan het succes van nanobrachytherapie 

tegenwerken, maar de synergetische combinatie van celbeschadigende midelen, 

evenals radioactiviteit en verwarming, is algemeen bekend. Warmtebehandelingen, 

zoals hyperthermie, zorgen voor radiosensibilisering waardoor de tumor gevoeliger 

wordt voor bestraling, terwijl thermische ablatie een alternatief kan vormen voor 

chirurgische verwijdering van de tumor. Bovendien kunnen thermische handelingen 

worden uitgevoerd door injectie van colloïdale suspensies van magnetische 

nanodeeltjes in tumoren en deze te verwarmen via blootstelling aan een extern 

wisselend magneetveld. Een bijkomend voordeel van de magnetische nanodeeltjes is 

hun zichtbaarheid in MRI, een non-invasieve techniek dat helpt in het monitoren van 

de behandeling. Dit proefschrift heeft tot doel een nanotheranostisch middel te 

ontwikkelen waarmee de behandeling kan worden uitgevoerd door zowel straling 
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als warmte, en daarnaast kan ook zichtbaar gemaakt worden met MRI. In onze optiek 

bestaat dit nanotheranostische middel uit een tweelaags hybride nanodeeltje 

gemaakt van 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide. De kern van het nanodeeltje is gemaakt van 

palladium gemengd met radioactief 103Pd dat de stralingsdosis levert aan de tumor. 

Daaromheen zit een laag van ijzeroxide die zowel de hyperthermie als de MRI 

mogelijk maakt. 

Het ontwerpen en maken van magnetische hybride nanodeeltjes is een uitdaging, die 

in hoofdstuk 2 wordt besproken, inclusief de synthese van de nanodeeltjes in hun 

niet-radioactieve vorm (Pd/Fe-oxide nanodeeltjes). We hebben de meest succesvolle 

synthesemethode gevonden om uniforme core-shell hybride nanodeeltjes te maken 

door thermische decompositie met kleine start-kernen te combineren. Omdat de 

eigenschappen van de nanodeeltjes sterk afhangen van hun morfologie is het 

essentieel om volledige controle te krijgen over de synthese. Hiervoor hebben we het 

effect van diverse reactieparameters op de synthese systematisch bestudeerd en 

belangrijke inzichten opgedaan. Als onderdeel van deze systematische analyse zijn 

nanodeeltjes gemaakt in diverse groottes en vormen. 

Hoofdstuk 3 onderzoekt de magnetische eigenschappen van de hierboven genoemde 

Pd/Fe-oxide nanodeeltjes, zoals de saturatiemagnetisatie (Ms), coërciviteit (Hc) en de 

blokkeertemperatuur (Tb), met gebruik van SQUID-metingen. De afhankelijkheid van 

karakteristieke parameters van de hybride nanodeeltjes was benadrukt, met 

aandacht voor de invloed van het niet-magnetische palladium dat de kristalstructuur 

van ijzeroxide ontwricht. Het meerderdeel van de hybride nanodeeltjes blijkt 

superparamagnetisch gedrag te vertonen, zoals gewenst voor biomedische 

toepassingen, en er is bevestigd dat de magnetische eigenschappen (Ms, Hc en Tb) 

toenemen met toenemende nanodeeltjesgrotte, op enkele uitzonderingen na. Dit kan 

verklaard worden door de variaties in vorm en samenstelling van de nanodeeltjes, of 

door de aanwezigheid van een niet-magnetisch palladiumcomponent dat een 

substitutie van Fe2+ door Pd2+ in de kristalstructuur van ijzeroxide veroorzaakt. 

Omdat de thermische decompositie synthesemethode de nanodeeltjes hydrofoob 

maakt, zijn verschillende technieken onderzocht waarmee de oppervlakte-actieve 

coating van de nanodeeltjes kan worden aangepast, zodat deze een voldoende 

stabiele suspensie in water vormen. De beste resultaten werden behaald met een 

techniek die gebruik maakt van een extra laag met DSPE-PEG2000-COOH. Tot slot 
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werden de batches van Pd/Fe-oxide nanodeeltjes met de beste magnetische 

eigenschappen getest op hun geschiktheid voor hyperthermie/thermische ablatie en 

MRI. Pd/Fe-oxide nanodeeltjes met een grootte rond de 20 nm gaven de beste 

resultaten en zijn de beste kandidaten voor de nieuwe behandeling. 

In hoofdstuk 4 zijn de effecten onderzocht van een doping met mangaan op de 

eigenschappen van de Pd/Fe-oxide nanodeeltjes op de MRI- en 

verwarmingsprestaties. Na de methode met thermische decompositie en start-kernen 

voor de synthese van Pd/Fe | Mn-oxide nanodeeltjes met verschillende hoeveelheden 

mangaan werd ontwikkeld, de aanwezigheid en locatie van Pd, Fe en Mn in de 

structuur van de magnetische nanodeeltjes werd aangetoond. Vervolgens werden de 

magnetische eigenschappen van de Mn-gedoteerde nanodeeltjes bepaald, wat de 

superparamagnetische eigenschappen bevestigde en een verhoogte 

saturatiemagnetisatie vertoonde wanneer Mn in de nanodeeltjes aanwezig was. De 

MRI- en thermische prestaties werden getest en vergeleken met die van Pd/Fe-oxide 

nanodeeltjes van vergelijkbare grootte en vorm. Hogere verwarmingswaarden 

werden gemeten voor de twee batches van nanodeeltjes met sporen van Mn in 

vergelijking met de tegenhangers zonder Mn, waarbij de hoogste verwarming 

gemeten werd bij de nanodeeltjes met de grootste hoeveelheid Mn. Ten slotte was de 

geschiktheid van de nanodeeltjes als T1 en T2 MRI contrastmiddelen getest, waarbij 

de r2-relaxatiewaarden voor beide batches van Pd/Fe|Mn-oxide nanodeeltjes 

vergelijkbaar waren met die van Pd/Fe-oxide, terwijl hogere r1-relaxatie en T1 contrast 

werden gemeten voor de nanodeeltjes met een hogere hoeveelheid Mn. 

Als laatste, verkend hoofdstuk 5 de routes voor het radioactief labelen van de eerder 

geïntroduceerde Pd/Fe-oxide nanodeeltjes met het radioactieve 103Pd om 103Pd:Pd/Fe-

oxide theranostische nanodeeltjes te verkrijgen. De oplosbaarheid van het 103Pd-

radioisotoop als poeder in koningswater was succesvol, net als het combineren van 

deze oplossing met de commercieel verkrijgbare Pd(II)-acetaat precursor tijdens de 

synthese. Nadat was bevestigd dat het introduceren van koningswater in het 

reactiemengsel geen invloed had op grootte, vorm en magnetische eigenschappen 

van de hybride nanodeeltjes, werd de radiolabelingsefficiëntie bepaald. Hieruit bleek 

een consistent hoge efficiëntie en flexibiliteit in het aanpassen van de hoeveelheid 

radioactiviteit waarmee de nanodeeltjes gelabeld worden. In de volgende stap de 

biocompatibiliteit van de nanodeeltjes in een niet-radioactieve vorm was onderzocht 
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door het volgen van de in vitro toxiciteit in een 3D sferoïdemodel van een 

borstkankercellijn MDA-MB-231. Daarnaast was de opname van nanodeeltjes door 

de sferoïden bepaald. Een zeer lage opname en geen significante toxiciteit van de 

nanodeeltjes bij concentratie tot 1 mg/mL werd aangetoond. Vervolgens werden de 

gecombineerde effecten van hyperthermie/thermische ablatie samen met de 103Pd 

bestraling op de sferoïden bestudeerd. Hieruit werd bevestigd dat de combinaties 

van een lage 103Pd stralingsdosis met thermische ablatie en een hoge 103Pd 

stralingsdosis met hyperthermie of thermische ablatie succesvol zijn bij de 

vernietigen van sferoïden. Daarnaast bleek dat de verwarmingssnelheid en de tijd 

van blootstelling aan hitte tijdens de behandeling belangrijke factoren zijn waarmee 

rekening moet worden gehouden. 

Concluderend, dit proefschrift legt de basis voor het ontwerp van alternatieve 

kankertherapie met behulp van 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide nanodeeltjes die, na de volgende 

stappen in de richting van de ontwikkeling van injecteerbare formuleringen en in 

vitro evaluaties, het volledige potentieel van deze nieuwe materialen zal 

ontgrendelen.  
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Rezumat 

Cancerul este una dintre principalele cauze de deces la nivel mondial și se 

preconizează că numărul de cazuri va continua să crească în următorii ani. Chiar 

dacă, în prezent, tratamentele oncologice cele mai utilizate în practica (chirurgie, 

chimio- și radioterapie) sunt eficiente, acestea sunt în continuare asociate cu multiple 

limitări și reacții adverse. Principalul dezavantaj constă în lipsa de specificitate a 

acestor tratamente catre celulele tumorale, ceea ce conduce la afectarea țesuturile 

sănătoase. Prin urmare, sunt extrem de necesare tratamente alternative capabile să 

depășească dezavantajele tratamentelor actuale, cu abilitatea de a trata în mod 

specific numai celulele canceroase, a fi minim invazive și a limita efectele secundare 

pe termen scurt și lung. Întrucât numărul pacienților diagnosticați cu cancer în stadii 

incipiente este în continuă creștere, astfel de tratamente alternative sunt în prezent și 

mai atractive. Datorită progreselor din nanotehnologie, nanomedicina este un 

domeniu care se dezvoltă rapid, utilizând nanoparticule atât pentru diagnosticarea, 

cât și pentru terapia cancerului Nano-brahiterapia este tratamentul cu brahiterapie 

administrat prin injectarea de nanoparticule radioactive în tumoră. Avantajul esențial 

al acestui tratament constă în faptul că nanobrahiterapia păstrează caracteristicile 

brahiterapiei, cum ar fi administrarea precisă și direcționată a dozei de radiație, 

permițând în același timp o administrare mai puțin invazivă și o distribuție mai 

uniformă a dozei în tumori. Cu toate acestea, rezistența celulelor tumorale în urma 

expunerii la radioactivitate poate împiedica succesul nanobrahiterapiei, însă 

combinația sinergetică de agenți care dăunează celulelor, precum radioactivitatea și 

încălzirea, sunt factori bine cunoscuți. Tratamentele termice, cum ar fi hipertermia, 

oferă o radiosensibilizare hipertermică care face tumora mai sensibilă la iradiere, în 

timp ce ablația termică poate servi drept înlocuitor chirurgical. În plus, tratamentele 

termice pot fi administrate prin injectarea suspensiilor coloidale de nanoparticule 

magnetice în tumori și prin încălzirea acestora prin expunere la un câmp magnetic 

alternativ aplicat extern. Un avantaj suplimentar al unor astfel de nanoparticule 

magnetice este capacitatea lor de a asigura vizualizarea prin rezonanță magnetică, o 

tehnică non-invazivă, utilă pentru monitorizarea efectelor tratamentului. Această 

teză vizează dezvoltarea unui nano-agent capabil să producă efecte terapeutice prin 
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radiație și căldură, cu abilitatea suplimentară de a oferi imagistică de rezonanță 

magnetică. Considerăm nanoparticula hibridă sub formă de nucleu-caracasă 

103Paladiu:paladiu/oxid de fier. Nucleul de paladiu este marcat radioactiv cu 

radioizotopul 103Pd, responsabil pentru doza de radiație necesară, în timp ce carcasa 

de oxid de fier asigură hipertermie/ablație termică și imagistică. 

Proiectarea și prepararea unei astfel de nanoparticule hibride magnetice reprezintă o 

sarcină dificilă; prin urmare, Capitolul 2 s-a axat pe sinteza nanoparticulelor dorite 

în forma lor neradioactivă (Pd/oxid de fier NP). O metodă de sinteză termică de 

descompunere mediată a fost identificată ca cea mai bună pentru producerea de 

nanoparticule hibride nucleu-caracasă cu o mare uniformitate. Deoarece proprietățile 

nanoparticulelor sunt strâns legate de morfologia lor, este esențial să se obțină un 

control deplin asupra metodei de sinteză. Din acest motiv, am investigat în mod 

sistematic efectul diferiților parametri de reacție asupra metodei de sinteză și am 

dezvăluit informații importante cu privire la mecanismul sintezei. Prin intermediul 

acestei investigații sistematice, au fost produse multiple grupuri de nanoparticule 

hibride Pd/oxid de fier cu diferite dimensiuni si forme. 

Capitolul 3 a studiat proprietățile magnetice, cum ar fi inducția magnetică de 

saturație, câmpul magnetic coercitiv (Hc) și temperatura de blocare (TB) ale 

grupurilor de nanoparticule menționate anterior. A fost evidențiată dependența lor 

de parametrii caracteristici ai nanoparticulelor, acordându-se atenție influenței 

componentei nemagnetice a paladiului care perturbă rețeaua cristalină a oxidului de 

fier. S-a stabilit că majoritatea grupurilor de nanoparticule hibride prezintă un 

comportament superparamagnetic, așa cum este de preferat pentru aplicațiile 

biomedicale, și s-a confirmat că parametrii magnetici cresc odată cu dimensiunea 

nanocristalelor, cu câteva excepții. Acest lucru se poate explica prin variațiile de 

formă și compoziție sau prin prezența componentei nemagnetice a paladiului care 

conduce la înlocuirea ionilor de Fe2+ cu Pd2+ în interiorul rețelei cristaline a oxidului 

de fier. Deoarece metoda de sinteză prin descompunere termică produce 

nanoparticule hidrofobe, a fost necesară investigarea diferitelor tehnici de modificare 

a surfactanților pentru a face nanoparticulele dispersabile în apă, cu stabilitate 

coloidală satisfăcătoare. Cele mai bune rezultate au fost obținute prin modificarea 

suprafeței printr-un strat suplimentar cu surfactantul DSPE-PEG2000-COOH. În cele 

din urmă, nanoparticulele Pd/oxid de fier cu cele mai bune proprietăți magnetice au 
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fost testate ca agenți pentru hipertermie/ablație termică și imagistică prin rezonanță 

magnetică. Nanoparticule cu dimensiuni de aproximativ 20 nm au prezentat cea mai 

bună performanță, fiind cei mai buni candidați pentru aplicațiile dorite. 

În Capitolul 4, au fost evaluate efectele dopajului cu mangan asupra proprietăților 

magnetice și performanței nanoparticulelor palladium-oxid de fier ca agenți termici 

și imagistici. În primul rând, s-a stabilit o metodă de sinteză satisfăcatoare pentru 

producerea de nanoparticule nucleu-carcasa paladiu-oxid de fier dopat cu mangan 

(Pd/oxid de fier|mangan). Apoi, s-a confirmat prezența și plasarea paladiului, 

fierului și manganului în compoziția nanoparticulei hibride. Ulterior, au fost 

determinate proprietățile magnetice ale nanoparticulelor dopate cu Mn, confirmând 

superparamagnetismul acestora și creșterea inducției magnetice de saturație cu 

conținutul de Mn prezent în compoziția nanoparticulelor dopate. Performanța 

acestora ca agenți termici și imagistici a fost evaluată în comparație cu 

nanoparticulele de Pd/oxid de fier cu dimensiuni și forme similare. O abilitate mai 

mare de a produce căldură a fost înregistrată pentru nanoparticulele dopate, în 

comparație cu cele similare nedopate, cu cea mai mare abilitate de încălzire fiind 

obținută pentru nanoparticulele cu cel mai mare conținut de Mn. 

În cele din urmă, performanța acestora ca agenți de contrast T1 (contrast pozitiv) și T2 

(contrast negativ)a fost evaluată, prezentând relaxivități - r2 comparabile cu analogii 

lor Pd/oxid de fier, si abilitate adițională de contrast T1, cu o creștere a relaxivității – 

r1 cu conținutul de mangan prezent în compoziția nanoparticulelor. 

În final, Capitolul 5 a explorat diferite căi de introducere a radioizotopului 103Pd în 

compoziția nanoparticulelor Pd/oxid de fier prezentate anterior, pentru a obține 

nanoparticulele teranostice 103Pd:Pd/oxide de fier dorite. Solubilizarea pulberii 

metalice radioactive de 103Pd în apa regală (solutie de acid clorhidric si acid nitric) și 

adăugarea sa împreună cu precursorul de acetat de Pd disponibil pe piață în timpul 

sintezei s-a dovedit a fi un succes. După ce s-a confirmat faptul că introducerea apei 

regale în amestecul de reacție nu afectează dimensiunea, forma și proprietățile 

magnetice ale nanoparticulelor hibride, a fost evaluată eficiența metodei de marcare 

radioactivă, demonstrând o eficiență ridicată constantă, precum și o flexibilitate 

suplimentară în reglarea volumului de activitate cu care nanoparticulele sunt marcate 

radioactiv. În continuare, biocompatibilitatea nanoparticulelor proiectate în forma lor 

neradioactivă a fost investigată prin monitorizarea efectelor toxicității in vitro asupra 
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modelelor tumorale 3D de sferoizi ale liniei celulare canceroase de sân MDA-MB-231. 

În plus, a fost determinată internalizarea nanoparticulelor de către sferoizii tumorali. 

S-a demonstrat o internalizare foarte scăzută a nanoparticulelor de către modelele 

tumorale și nanoparticulele nu au prezentat nicio toxicitate semnificativă în 

concentrații de până la 1mg/ml. Următorul pas a constat în evaluarea in vitro a 

efectelor terapeutice combinate ale hipertermiei/ablației termice împreună cu radiația 

de la radioizotopul 103Pd asupra sferoizilor tumorali. Combinațiile de doza scăzută de 

radiație și ablația termică și doza mare de radiație împreuna cu hipertermie sau 

ablație termică s-au dovedit de succes în distrugerea sferoizilor tumorali, la care se 

adaugă faptul că rata de încălzire și timpul de expunere la căldură în timpul 

tratamentului sunt factori importanți care trebuie luați în considerare. 

În concluzie, această teză pune bazele pentru conceperea terapiei alternative 

împotriva cancerului prin utilizarea nanoparticulelor 103Pd:Pd/oxid de fier, care, 

împreuna cu următoare etape de dezvoltare a formulelor injectabile și evaluări in 

vivo, vor debloca întregul potențial al acestor nano-materiale. 
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1.1 Cancer and limitations of currently available therapies 
 

Cancer is one of the leading causes of 

death worldwide, being responsible 

for nearly 10 million deaths in 2020 

only, i.e. one in six deaths being due 

to one of the existent types of cancer 

(Figure 1.1).[1] Globally, the total 

number of cancer cases are expected 

to increase from 19.3 million in 2020 

to 30.2 million by 2040.[2]  

Curing cancer is one of the biggest 

challenges the medical research of our 

time has to face. Being such an 

aggressive disease, it is extremely difficult not only to diagnose, but also to treat, as 

the common cancer treatments are limited and cause multiple side effects.[3] 

Nowadays, removal of tumour through surgery, chemotherapy and radiotherapy are 

still the most common types of cancer treatments available in clinical practice. But 

these treatments suffer from several drawbacks. Surgery is a viable option, but works 

only for compact tumours with well-known locations, plus it adds a high risk of 

infection, and in the case of breast cancer, leads to undesired and psychologically 

demanding cosmetic damages. Chemotherapy, although quite effective in destroying 

the cancerous cells, impairs the immune system and puts the patient at increased risk 

of infection. Moreover, it is not specifically directed to tumour cells and may also 

affect healthy tissues. In case of radiotherapy, it is difficult to homogeneously deliver 

the dose to the entire tumour, and therefore, this treatment is usually unable to 

eliminate the tumour completely. Furthermore, the neighbouring organs and healthy 

tissues are at high risk of losing their functionality due to increased exposure to 

radiation. Even though these treatments do overall improve the survival of the 

patients, the main pitfall stays in the non-specificity to tumour cells, which leads to 

affecting healthy tissues. Therefore, there is a high need in finding alternative 

therapies, which can specifically treat the cancerous cells while reducing the damage 

to the healthy cells, be minimally invasive, and limit short and long-term side 

Figure 1.1 Estimated number of deaths due to 

cancer in 2020, worldwide, both sexes, all ages. 

Adapted from [2]. 
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effects.[4-6] Such alternative treatments are even more attractive nowadays, as 

population screening programs are becoming more common and the number of 

patients diagnosed with cancer in an early stage is significant.[7,8] 

 

1.2 In search of alternative cancer therapies  

 
Brachytherapy 

Brachytherapy, an internal form of radiation therapy, is the short distance treatment 

of cancer with radiation provided by small, encapsulated radionuclide sources 

(Figure 1.2). This type of treatment is conducted by placing the radiation source 

directly into or near the area of interest. Brachytherapy can be performed at a high-

dose rate (HDR, > 12 GY/h) with the dose being delivered continuously over a short 

period of time through temporary implants, or at a low-dose rate (LDR, 0.4 – 2 Gy/h) 

where the implant gives off lower doses of radiation over a longer period of time, 

usually until complete decay of the radioactive source. The latter is employed mostly 

through permanent implants.[9,10] 

In comparison with the external beam radiation therapy (EBRT), brachytherapy 

enables an improved localized dose delivery to the target area, avoiding therefore 

possible radiation to the healthy tissue. The main drawback of brachytherapy is that 

it can be used only in cases where the tumour is relatively small, accessible and well 

localized.[9,11,12] However, as already mentioned, the number of patients diagnosed 

with cancer in incipient stages is significant and continuously increasing, making 

brachytherapy an attractive alternative for cancer therapy. 

Another limiting factor for brachytherapy is the radioresistance exhibited by 

tumours. The tumour environment is characterized by hypoxia and an increased 

acidic pH because of anaerobic metabolism and accumulation of lactic acid and other 

waste products. These factors are detrimental to cell killing by ionizing radiation, as 

a consequence of the complex interaction of various factors such as the levels of 

oxygen consumption, the ability of cells to repair the radiation-induced DNA 

damage, the number of dividing cells etc.[11-13] Considering this major biological 

disadvantage of brachytherapy, there is a high requirement in increasing the 

sensitivity of the tumour cells to the lethal effects of irradiation in order to enable a 

complete tumour eradication and improved rate of recovery.  
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Figure 1.2 Iodine-125 (I-125) containing brachytherapy seed: (A) X-ray image of I-125 implants, 

(B) examples of I-125 implants, their composition and dimensions, reproduced with permission 

from [14], 2023 Copyright Elsevier, and (C) impression of the seed size. 

 

There are over a dozen radionuclides proposed to be used as sealed sources in 

brachytherapy, however, only six are commonly used today in the clinic. One of them 

is palladium-103 (103Pd), a radioisotope that decays by electron capture, which results 

in X-rays of 21 keV, with a half-lifetime (T1/2) of 16.9 days. 103Pd is a great candidate 

for brachytherapy since its low energy photons are attenuated by a few micrometres 

of biological tissue, thus, constraining the radiation inside the tumour. Moreover, the 

half-life of this radionuclide is suitable for permanent implants, without the need for 

invasive post-treatment removal interventions. The intensive use of 103Pd in prostate 

cancer treatment in the form of micro-seeds has already shown promising results.[9,15-

17] However, brachytherapy is still an invasive procedure. The millimetric seeds are 

relatively large compared to the tumour dimensions, and their insertion causes a 

great deal of discomfort. Therefore, there is a need to develop smaller radioactive 

sources with adjustable activities and injection speed, that enable less discomfort to 

the patients. In this context, radioactive nanoparticles (NPs) containing the 103Pd 

radioisotope that are able to penetrate the biological tissues in a less invasive way, 

and that can diffuse more uniformly in the tumour represent a promising alternative 

to current brachytherapy implants.[15,18] 
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Hyperthermia/Thermal ablation 

When it comes to medical treatments based on heating, there are two different 

regimes that can be distinguished: thermal ablation and hyperthermia. Each of them 

is conducted at different temperatures, and varying the time exposure produces 

different results and effects on the body. [19-21]  

Thermal ablation refers to the application of elevated temperatures above 48-50 °C, 

translated into hyperthermic cytotoxicity. This mechanism results in direct killing of 

cancerous cells, a permanent and irreversible damage as a result of the destruction of 

molecular constituents of the living cells (mainly protein denaturation) and deprived 

micro-environment of the tumour. Cell death occurs just after a few minutes of heat 

exposure at such elevated temperatures. Thermal ablation is aimed as a replacement 

for surgery as it has an increased preservation of surrounding healthy tissues, lower 

morbidity, reduced cost, and shorter hospitalization times.[6,7,13,22]  

Hyperthermia is the procedure of increasing the temperature of a part or the body up 

to 44-46 °C for a defined period of time. Nowadays, hyperthermia is an approved 

cancer treatment, and it can be applied either alone, or as an adjunct to various 

established cancer therapies, such as radio- or chemotherapy. However, even though 

hyperthermia can be used by itself inducing shrinkage and sometimes complete 

eradication of tumours, these results may not last, and the tumours can 

regrow.[7,13,20,22] The cells existent in the hypoxic core of tumours tend to be more 

acidotic, and even though this feature makes them less sensitive to radiation, it 

enhances their sensitivity to thermal damage.[23] Therefore, in this lower temperature 

range, an increased thermal sensitivity of tumour cells in comparison to healthy cells 

is expected, due to their different metabolism and physiological cell parameters, such 

as above-mentioned acidity and hypoxia. Additionally, combining cell damaging 

agents such as radioactive or chemotherapeutic drugs with hyperthermia is highly 

complementary, as hyperthermia enhances the cell killing efficiency of the 

administered therapeutic. Therefore, when hyperthermia and radiation treatments 

are applied simultaneously, there is a hyperthermic radiosensitization, which means 

that the tumour is more susceptible to irradiation, and this in turn leads to better 

therapeutic outcome.[5,13,20,22]  
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Collectively, the previously described factors set the biological basis for combining 

hyperthermia and radiation and enabling the synergy between these two cancer 

treatments. Just as in all other cancer therapies, in thermal therapy the main 

requirement for being successful remains in localizing the heat inside the cancerous 

tumour without causing thermal damage to the surrounding healthy tissues. From 

the three types of conventional hyperthermia employed nowadays in clinical practice 

(whole body, regional and local hyperthermia), local hyperthermia is the most 

tumour specific. Still, the currently available modalities of hyperthermia are often 

limited by their inability to selectively target the tumour tissue, carrying a risk of 

collateral organ damage. Another disadvantage is the incapability to homogeneously 

heat the targeted area, often resulting in undertreatment of tumour. Additionally, 

placement of external heating sources or metal antennas within and around tumours 

is generally invasive and extremely challenging for deep-seated tumours.[23] 

Therefore, while hyperthermia is a treatment modality with a lot of potential for 

cancer therapy, it does suffer from many inadequacies. 

Luckily, the advances in engineering and fabrication of nanomaterials allow an 

unprecedented level of precision when it comes to the design of magnetic NPs with 

finely tuned properties that can interact with biological systems by generating heat.[23] 

Magnetic fluid hyperthermia (MFH) is a special form of interstitial thermotherapy, 

based on injecting colloidal suspensions of magnetic NPs and heating them through 

exposure to an externally applied magnetic field. Currently, iron oxide nanoparticles 

are the most frequently used in MFH due to their biocompatibility and good magnetic 

properties, that ensure effective heat generation.[3,6,13]  

 

Magnetic resonance imaging  

As previously mentioned, high tumour specificity is a primordial requirement for 

cancer treatments to be successful. Therefore, high resolution imaging is essential 

when such treatments are employed. 

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a non-invasive diagnostic technique, based on 

the principle of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, where images are 

generated by spatially encoding the NMR signal coming from protons present in the 

object to be imaged by applying time-varying, linear magnetic field gradients. The 
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main advantages of MRI are the very high spatial resolution and the ability to 

visualize and distinguish soft tissues.[24] The resolution of this imaging technique is 

comparable to X-Ray Computed Tomography (CT) and higher than Positron and 

Single Photon Emission Tomography (PET and SPECT, respectively). Additionally, 

as no ionizing radiation is involved, the whole imaging process can be conducted 

repeatedly, without harming the patients. However, sometimes insufficient contrast 

is observed, therefore, contrast agents with high relaxivities (relaxation rate 

enhancement per mmol of paramagnetic substance) are employed in MRI scans.[24,25] 

MRI contrast agents function by reducing either the longitudinal (T1) or the 

transversal (T2) relaxation times of protons in the target tissue. Two types of MR 

imaging representations can be generated: T1-weighted images that give positive 

(bright) image contrast and T2-weighted images that result in negative (dark) 

contrast. Metal-ion complexes containing paramagnetic metal ions like gadolinium 

(Gd3+), such as Gd(III)-DOTA or Gd(III)-DTPA are usually applied for T1-weighted 

imaging,[24,26,27] while superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPIONs) are the 

typical contrast agents in the case of T2-weighted imaging, such as clinically approved 

EndoremTM, also called FeridexTM.[24] As the magnetic moment associated with 

SPIONs is much higher than that associated with paramagnetic ions,[28] magnetic iron 

oxide nanoparticles have become extremely promising candidates for MR imaging.  

 

Magnetic nanoparticles in biomedicine 

Magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) refer to nanomaterials that show some response once 

they are exposed to a magnetic field.[28] There has been a tremendous interest in MNPs 

over the last half century, which is reflected by the vast body of published research 

about novel synthesis methods of unique shapes and composite structures, 

characterization techniques, and their possible applications in a plethora of fields 

such as catalysis[29,30], biomedicine[31-34], magnetic nanofluids[35], magnetic energy 

storage[36] etc. 

MNPs exhibit unique magnetic properties than the ones found in their corresponding 

bulk materials due to their finite size effects, such as high surface-to-volume ratio and 

various crystal structures.[28,37] The behaviour and inherent magnetism of MNPs 

under the influence of external magnetic fields make such nanostructures particularly 
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attractive for biomedical applications.[38] Therefore, through the extensive research 

efforts that have been put in developing novel nanotechnologies aimed at biomedical 

advancements, MNPs have been intensively studied for hyperthermia, target drug 

delivery systems, imaging and extraction of biomolecules, becoming an extremely 

important tool and providing new perspectives for challenging problems, such as 

cancer treatment.[33,39]  

Generally, MNPs are classified as diamagnetic, paramagnetic, ferromagnetic, 

ferrimagnetic and antiferromagnetic, based on the response of the net magnetization 

and the intrinsic MNP magnetic dipole in the presence and absence of magnetic field. 

However, most research focuses on MNPs that generate an optimal response once 

exposed to an external magnetic field, therefore, MNPs typically classified as 

ferromagnetic and ferrimagnetic are of high interest.[37] 

One class of ferromagnetic NPs consists primarily of metallic elemental cores of three 

main metals: iron, nickel and cobalt. They exhibit high magnetization, but are prone 

to oxidation and are therefore toxic to biological systems, which limits their direct 

usefulness in biomedicine. Alloy type MNPs composed of mixtures such as FePt, 

FeNi, FeCo, CoPt are another class of ferromagnets. They have also found limited use 

in biomedical applications because of their toxicity and rather poor 

superparamagnetism. Lastly, a third class of MNPs is represented by oxides of 

ferrimagnetic elements, such as magnetite (Fe3O4) and maghemite (γ-Fe2O3).[38] Iron 

oxide nanoparticles have become the basic component for the most promising 

magneto-responsive systems in biomedical applications, due to their 

biocompatibility, tuneable magnetic properties and low cost of production.[40,41] In 

addition, iron oxide nanoparticles, with small sizes of less than 20-25 nm, are 

superparamagnetic. This means that each individual nanoparticle behaves as a giant 

paramagnetic atom with fast response to applied magnetic fields, having a large 

magnetic moment, but negligible remanence and coercivity at the same time.[42] Some 

biomedical applications that employ iron oxide NPs are summarized in Figure 1.3.  
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Figure 1.3 Different biomedical applications of iron oxide NPs. 

 

A few sets of iron oxide NPs have already been clinically tested and approved for 

commercialization as contrast enhancing agents for MRI (Feridex, Ferumoxtran, 

Resovit) or magnetic hyperthermia therapy (NanoTherm). This laid the foundation 

for the introduction of inorganic materials into biomedical applications, rather than 

the well-accepted soft organic compounds such as nano-emulsions and liposomes.[41] 

Today, the paradigm of research in biomedicine is focusing more on multifunctional 

NPs, which are superior in comparison to their single-component analogues, since 

they have the potential to embody the unique properties of two or more modalities 

in a single entity. Insertion of different metals directly into one MNP endows such 

hybrid nanomaterial with interesting features. For example, the combination of iron 

oxide and noble metals in new hybrid NPs enables nanosystems that conduct more 

than one treatment at the same time, such as magnetic hyperthermia and 

photothermia.[19] 

The properties of nanomaterials are strongly dependent on their size, shape, and 

other structural characteristics, such as crystallinity, oxidation state, and surface 

chemistry. Thus, the overall architecture of nanohybrids is one of the crucial factors 

dictating their physical properties and functional performance. Additionally, the 

magnetic behaviour exhibited by MNPs is complex and governed by many factors, 
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which can either improve or disturb the desired magnetic properties. However, 

reproducible synthesis of such hybrid MNPs, while preserving the desired properties 

and characteristics is a difficult task. Most of the times it involves complex multistep 

synthesis, as it is necessary that the conditions for obtaining one material do not 

interfere with the properties of the second one.[19,28,42] Therefore, a high control over 

the synthesis during production of such hybrid MNPs is required.  

Hybrid NPs can generally be synthesized by physical and chemical methods. The 

physical methods are simpler in terms of preparation, but the control over the size 

and shape of the nanohybrids is difficult to achieve. On the other hand, chemical 

synthesis methods involve more complex procedures, which however offer a higher 

control over morphology.[19,43] In terms of chemical methods, there are several 

common ways to fabricate hybrid MNPs.[19,43-45] An overview of the most important 

routes and the main characteristics of each method are presented in Table 1.1.  

 

 Table 1.1 Chemical synthetic routes employed to fabricate hybrid nanoparticles and their 

characteristics. 

 

Synthesis 

method 

 

Main characteristics 

Pro’s Con’s 

Co-precipitation Simple, efficient, fast reaction 

times 

Poor morphological control, 

broad size-distribution, and 

possible aggregation 

Thermal 

decomposition 

Great morphological control, 

narrow size-distributions 

Multiple synthetic steps, long 

reaction times and high 

temperatures. The product is 

dispersible in organic solvents - 

exchange steps are required 

Hydrothermal Good morphological control; 

narrow size distributions 

High reaction temperatures and 

pressure, very long reaction 

times, high equipment costs 

Sonochemical Fast, safe, less complex, ecological Low efficiency and yield 

Sol-gel Very good morphological 

control; low reaction temperatures 

Slow hybridization between 

hybrid nanoparticles, long 

processing time 
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As already said, in order to produce hybrid NPs for biomedical applications, it is 

important to accurately control the size, shape and preserve the desired properties. 

Biocompatibility, hydrophilicity, and colloidal stability of the NPs can be achieved by 

coating them either with organic species, such as surfactants or polymers, or with 

inorganic layers, such as silica or carbon. Therefore, apart from the control over the 

synthesis method chosen for producing NPs, a very high control over the surface 

chemistry is also required,[28,38,46] as the (bio)chemical coating plays an additional role 

in morphology and biodistribution. NPs intended for in vivo and in vitro biomedical 

applications must satisfy certain crucial requirements such as stability, nontoxicity 

and hydrophilicity to be compatible with the living systems. However, little of the 

synthetic methods ensure these characteristics of NPs directly post-synthesis. For 

example, NPs synthesized via thermal decomposition, that employs high boiling 

point organic solvents, are capped with hydrophobic organic molecules, therefore, 

they need to undergo extra surfactant modification steps to ensure their 

hydrophilicity. In biomedical applications, the suspension of NPs can be delivered to 

the site of interest either intravenously or via local injection. In both cases, NPs must 

not agglomerate and not hinder their own distribution. This may require additional 

surface modifications that on its turn may strongly influence the performance of the 

NPs, and therefore, careful design is necessary. 

 

1.3 Nanoscale magnetism  

 
As already explained, MNPs are attractive for biomedicine when they present an 

instant response to an applied external magnetic field and favourable 

biocompatibility. Ferrimagnetic materials (magnetite Fe3O4 and maghemite γ-Fe2O3) 

are specifically interesting in this respect, as they are composed of Fe-atoms existent 

at different lattice sites with antiparallel magnetic moments. These magnetic 

moments being of different magnitudes do not cancel each other out, but generate a 

net spontaneous magnetic moment.[28,37] As a result, such MNPs exhibit unique 

magnetic properties compared to those found in their corresponding bulk materials, 

which typically reach stability by adopting magnetic configurations of multi-

domains, separated by domain walls. However, in case of small NPs, the balance of 
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magnetic interaction changes and 

single domain becomes the most 

stable magnetic configuration. The 

transition point from multi- to single-

domain and superparamagnetic 

regime depends on the size, 

geometry and composition of the 

MNPs, as exemplified in Figure 

1.4.[37,47]  

Magnetite and maghemite NPs 

undergo a transition from multi- to 

single-domain magnetic structure 

within sizes of 80-90 nm. In this particular situation, each MNP can be considered as 

a small magnet, possessing its net magnetic moment. By further size reduction below 

a critical value of 25-30 nm, and above a temperature known as the blocking 

temperature (TB), another phenomenon arises, called the superparamagnetic 

regime.[41] In this regime, thermal fluctuations tend to dominate the magnetic 

response of the MNPs, with a zero average magnetic moment in the absence of an 

external field and a rapidly increasing magnetic moment under the application of an 

external field.[37,41] This means that MNPs in the superparamagnetic regime exhibit 

no magnetic properties once the external field is removed, thus, have no attraction 

for each other, which is one of the reasons that makes them suitable for biomedical 

applications. Moreover, superparamagnetic NPs enable a better control over the 

application of their magnetic properties as they provide a strong response to an 

external magnetic field.[28,37] Overall, most of the MNPs used in biomedical 

applications are either single-domain or superparamagnetic.[48] 

However, nanomagnetism is a complicated matter, and it is important to understand 

the fundamental magnetic properties, their correlation and dependence on the MNPs 

characteristics, in order to be able to control and optimize them for particular 

applications. The performance of MNPs in applications such as thermal 

ablation/hyperthermia, proton relaxation and contrast-enhancing efficiency in MRI is 

strongly influenced by the magnetic properties of these NPs, which are dependent on 

Figure 1.4. Maximum diameters for 

superparamagnetic and single-domain MNPs 

of different compositions. Reproduced with 

permission from [47]. 
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the various characteristic parameters such as size, shape and composition.[37,49] 

Analysing the magnetic behaviour of ferro/ferrimagnetic and superparamagnetic 

NPs under the influence of an applied field, we can study the relevant magnetic data 

that is important in tuning such NPs for certain applications. 

An alternating magnetic field (AMF) can magnetize and demagnetize MNPs in 

opposite directions in a so-called hysteresis loop. Once an external magnetic field is 

applied, the material magnetization parallel to the applied field is measured. Figure 

1.5 shows a typical magnetization curve for ferro or ferrimagnetic materials (on the 

left) with the characteristic positions on the curve associated with saturation 

magnetization (Ms) – the maximum magnetization possible, which arises when all the 

magnetic dipoles are aligned in an external field, remanent magnetization (Mr) – the 

magnetization left after an external field is removed, and coercivity (Hc) – the intensity 

of an external coercive field needed to force the magnetization to zero. In the same 

figure (on the right), in contrast to the hysteresis loop for ferro or ferrimagnetic 

materials, is the sigmoid curve to an external field for superparamagnetic 

nanoparticles, which exhibits no hysteresis.[37,50]  

 

 
 

Figure 1.5 Magnetization curves for ferro/ferrimagnetic and superparamagnetic materials. 

 

As we have seen, the size of the MNPs is an extremely important parameter, and 

based on it, MNPs can exhibit different magnetic properties. For example, in most 

studies in literature, the value of saturation magnetization increases with size, until 

it becomes constant and is close to the bulk magnetization value. Therefore, 
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depending on the desired application for the MNPs, choosing to tailor the size of the 

MNPs in order to control such magnetic parameters, is important.  

Size has also a strong influence on the coercivity exhibited by MNPs. Similar to 

saturation magnetization, coercivity increases with size until it reaches a maximum. 

However, after reaching a maximum, the coercivity starts decreasing with further 

size increase. This phenomenon occurs in MNPs with sizes ranging from 

superparamagnetic to pseudo single- and multi-domain structures, where the 

moment of each domain may not be oriented in the same direction. In this particular 

situation, for the sizes closer to multi-domains, the application of a magnetic field 

causes the cancellation of the non-parallel moments, resulting in a reduced coercivity 

required to force magnetization back to zero.[37]  

This size-dependence of magnetic properties is, of course, also influencing the 

thermal performance of the MNPs, since the application of AMF will translate into 

heating arising from either hysteresis losses or Néel/Brownian relaxation processes, 

all based on the size of the MNPs. With decreasing the size of the MNPs and passing 

to single-domain and superparamagnetic regime, hysteresis losses are negligible or 

non-existent, thus, heating arises from Néel or Brownian relaxation. Néel relaxation 

refers to the internal friction caused when a particle’s magnetic dipole flips between 

two stable orientations. The relaxation to its natural axis causes energy to be released 

as heat, occurring without the physical rotation of the MNP itself. Oppositely, 

Brownian relaxation occurs when the MNP itself changes its orientation, aligning 

with its changing internal magnetic moment. This triggers physical rotation of the 

nanoparticle within an AMF, and through its rotation, energy is lost in the form of 

heat with friction from its surroundings. These internal and external sources of 

“friction” cause a phase lag between the AMF and the orientation of the magnetic 

moments, thus generating thermal losses.[21,23,37,51] Both relaxation processes occur 

simultaneously, but one can dominate the heating effects, however, it is difficult to 

distinguish the extent of the contribution of each mechanism. In general, Brownian 

relaxations dominate when the MNPs have sizes larger than 20 nm and Néel 

relaxations when the MNPs have sizes less than 20 nm.[37]  

The efficiency of heating achieved with MNPs is described by the specific absorption 

rate (SAR) or specific loss power (SLP), which is equal to the rate at which energy is 
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absorbed per unit of mass of the NPs at a specific frequency. For efficient MNPs 

heating, a high SAR provided by a minimal amount of MNPs is crucial, which then 

translates into efficient hyperthermia/thermal ablation with a minimal dose of MNPs 

required in the body.  

Previous studies from literature prove that there is a threshold size of 

approximatively 9.8 nm, below which the measured SLP is insufficient for 

hyperthermia/thermal ablation applications, and beyond the optimal diameter of 16 

nm, the SLP starts decreasing with particle size.[37,51] Therefore, not only that the size 

of the MNPs is a crucial parameter for good magnetic properties and performance in 

heating applications, but there is also a very small size range in which the best 

performance can be achieved. However, heating performance of MNPs via Néel and 

Brownian relaxation can also be tuned through changing the viscosity of the 

suspension medium, in case of Brownian relaxations, or through modulating other 

factors than size, such as composition and implicitly anisotropy of the MNPs, for 

enhanced Néel relaxation.[37]  

Looking at MRI as an accompanying application of the heat-producing MNPs, it has 

been shown that that their contrast enhancement ability is directly related to the 

measured Ms value. As the saturation magnetization exhibited by MNPs is strongly 

dependent on their size, this means that the efficiency of MNPs as MRI contrast 

agents is also size dependent.[37]  

Overall, even though size is a highly important design parameter that can be 

manipulated to tune the magnetic properties of saturation magnetization, coercivity, 

SAR for increased efficiency in MNP heating, and contrast enhancement in MRI, size 

manipulation alone is not always sufficient and sometimes may fail to produce the 

desired results.  

The shape of the MNPs is another parameter that affects magnetic properties through 

its influence on the saturation magnetization and magnetic anisotropy. For example, 

studies of Zhen et al.[52] and Gonzalez-Fernandez et al.[53] observed that cubic MNPs 

exhibit a higher saturation magnetization when compared to spherical MNPs of the 

same volume. However, this is not a universal observation, and cubic MNPs do not 

always present Ms values higher than those of spherical ones.[37] Simply put, it is 

challenging to draw a correlation between shape and Ms of dissimilar volumes.  
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Shape also plays a role in the outcome of coercivity. The study of Song et al.[54] found 

lower coercivity for cubical MNPs compared to spherical ones.  

As noted earlier, size influences both the heating and imaging performance of the 

MNPs. Similar observation concerning NPs shape was done by Zhen et al.[52] who 

describe cubic magnetite MNPs having four times smaller relaxation times, thus, 

better image contrast, than spherical magnetite MNPs. In case of heating efficiency, 

studies in literature also prove that usually certain shapes are better at generating 

heat than others. For example, it has been shown that cubical nanoparticles exhibit 

higher heating efficiency than spherical ones.[53,55] Additionally, the heating efficiency 

of flower-like MNPs has also been investigated, and the nanoflowers exhibited 

considerably greater heating efficiency than nanocubes of the same size.[56] Overall, 

no broad conclusion in favour of a particular shape can be drawn based on the current 

state of the literature, but it is clear that the impact of MNPs shape on magnetic 

properties is a powerful tool for manipulating these properties and enhancing their 

performance in particular applications.  

Finally, the composition of MNPs has a strong impact on the magnetic properties, as 

it directly affects both the Ms and coercivity. The magnetic properties arise in the 

presence or absence of unpaired valence electrons of the metal atoms or metal ions 

constituting the MNPs. Moreover, the nature and the location of cations within the 

octahedral and tetrahedral sites of the spinel or inverse spinel crystal structure is 

influencing the orientation of the magnetic moments, which defines the type of 

magnetic behaviour.[37] Iron oxide MNPs are most often composed of various ratios 

of magnetite and maghemite. Even though both have great magnetic properties, 

magnetite has higher values of saturation magnetization and anisotropy, thus, a 

better magnetic behaviour can usually be observed in this case. Therefore, the ratio 

between the two in the composition of the MNPs has an impact on their magnetism 

and efficiency in various applications.[37,57] Cation exchange in the case of ferrite NPs 

is especially attractive for tuning the composition through doping iron oxide NPs 

with metals like Mn, Co or Ni. This has shown promising increase in the magnetic 

response, and improved efficiency in heat generation and relaxivity.[23,37,57]  

As already mentioned, the paradigm of research in biomedical applications switches 

more and more towards multifunctional nanoparticles. In this case, introducing one 
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or more components in the MNPs endows such hybrid magnetic nanosystems with 

interesting features, making them superior candidates for biomedicine. Hybrid 

MNPs come in various compositions and architectures. It is very common to couple 

the MNPs with either non-magnetic or magnetic materials. Independent of the type 

of material introduced, there is usually an effect on the magnetic properties, due to 

the surface spin effects. For example, Larumbe et al.[58] synthesized Fe3O4 NPs with a 

silica coating and evaluated the effect of the non-magnetic coating on the magnetic 

response, by comparison with their analogous uncoated Fe3O4 NPs. The presence of 

silica was found to reduce the saturation magnetization of the NPs, thus lowering the 

heating efficiency. In contrast to most of the studies that show decreased magnetic 

properties for MNPs coated with a non-magnetic layer, Woo et al.[59] showed a higher 

Ms for silica-coated Fe3O4 MNPs.  

Most of the studies that present magnetic behaviour of NPs are based on 

homogeneous iron oxide nanocrystals. However, hybrid MNPs where a heterometal 

is directly inserted into the iron oxide core show a disruptor of the lattice, which 

affects their overall magnetic properties, even though some of the results may be 

counterintuitive. Additionally, the properties of hybrid MNPs depend on the 

effectiveness of the employed synthetic procedures to consistently make MNPs with 

crystal structures of unvarying composition. This aspect makes comparison of hybrid 

MNPs synthesized by different research groups using different synthetic procedures 

a challenging task.  

In conclusion, there is a strong interplay between the synthetic procedure, the 

resulting MNPs, their characteristics and the magnetic properties. Therefore, as 

previously mentioned, it is essential to study and have full control over the synthetic 

procedure employed to prepare MNPs, to be able to tune the necessary parameters 

that provide magnetic properties required for the desired theranostic applications, 

independent of the presence of other components in hybrid MNPs.  
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1.4 Image-assisted thermo-brachytherapy as alternative minimally 

invasive cancer treatment 

 
The potential of brachytherapy and thermal ablation/hyperthermia as cancer 

treatments is incontestable, and both have been employed as cancer therapies with 

promising results. On top of that, the combination of both methodologies is superior, 

as there is a strong synergy between the two, reaching a maximum when the 

treatments are conducted simultaneously. However, both therapies suffer from 

deficiencies and lack means for an adequate and minimally invasive delivery of 

radiation and heat with high tumour specificity. Additionally, non-invasive high-

resolution imaging techniques such as MRI, would greatly complement the 

brachytherapy/thermal ablation treatment combination by enabling in situ 

monitoring of the processes involved. 

Fortunately, continuous research focusing on multifunctional nanoparticles has been 

conducted, leading to nanoparticle systems that can present more than one 

simultaneous application. This kind of nanomaterials, commonly referred to as 

theranostic agents, are designed to serve both therapy and imaging applications. Such 

theranostic agents may hold the key to enabling alternative minimally invasive 

cancer therapies that have the ability to overcome many of the drawbacks presented 

by the already existing and intensively clinically used cancer treatments.  

Within this framework, a theranostic system for image-assisted thermo-

brachytherapy is proposed. The theranostic agent is envisioned as a biocompatible 

hybrid nanoparticle, graphically shown in Figure 1.6, composed of a 103Pd-seed as the 

radioactive source, providing the necessary radiation dose for brachytherapy and an 

iron oxide coating, responsible for hyperthermia/thermal ablation and real-time 

visualization by MRI during the treatment. Addition of a polymeric surface coating 

is further expected to improve the stability and biological performance of the 

designed nanoparticles. 

The proposed minimally invasive cancer treatment consists of implantation of the 

radioactive 103Pd-iron oxide NPs, possibly incorporated in a gel-like matrix, via direct 

injection into the tumour, while the patient is under light sedation. The hybrid NPs 

are expected to diffuse inside the tumour, while their distribution is visualized in 

real-time by MRI. Once the 103Pd-iron oxide NPs are dispersed in the tumour, the 
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cancer cells will be subjected to simultaneous hyperthermia/thermal ablation and 

brachytherapy by exposing the nanostructures to a high power – low frequency 

alternating magnetic field. The heat produced by the NPs will ablate most of the 

tumour cells, and simultaneously deliver a radiotherapeutic dose to the remaining 

cells. Additionally, the elevated temperature in the periphery of the cancer tissue is 

expected to induce a radiosensitizing effect making the entire treatment more 

efficient. With this approach, the tumour is expected to undergo shrinkage and 

complete eradication. A graphical representation of the proposed treatment is given 

in Figure 1.7.  

 

 

Figure 1.6 103Pd-iron oxide hybrid nanoparticle as theranostic agent for image-assisted thermo-

brachytherapy. 

 

 

Figure 1.7. Representation of the proposed image-assisted thermo-brachytherapy treatment 

conducted with 103Pd-iron oxide NPs as theranostic agents.  
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1.5 Scope and outline of the thesis 

 
This thesis focuses on the development of a theranostic agent, in which both 

diagnostic and therapeutic modalities are integrated into one unified nanosystem, a 

hybrid 103Pd-iron oxide nanoparticle for image-assisted thermo-brachytherapy. An 

alternative minimally invasive form of cancer therapy that overcomes many of the 

drawbacks presented by the already existent and most clinically employed cancer 

treatments, such as surgery, chemo- and radiotherapy. 

After general introduction given in Chapter 1, this thesis continued with Chapter 2 

that described the design and preparation of non-radioactive Pd/Fe-oxide hybrid 

nanoparticles. An increased attention was paid to the seed-mediated growth thermal 

decomposition synthesis method, as it produced the desired core-shell hybrid NPs 

with great uniformity. By systematically investigating the effect of different reaction 

parameters on the synthesis method, important insights on the synthetic mechanism 

were unraveled, while variously sized and shaped batches of hybrid Pd/Fe-oxide NPs 

were produced. In Chapter 3, we investigated the magnetic properties of the multiple 

batches of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs synthesized in the previous chapter and highlighted their 

dependency on the characteristic parameters of the nanoparticles, focusing also on 

the influence of the non-magnetic palladium component present in the iron oxide 

crystal lattice. Additionally, as the NPs post synthesis are functionalized with 

hydrophobic surfactants, different surfactant modification techniques to render the 

Pd/Fe-oxide NPs water dispersible with high colloidal stability were assessed. Lastly, 

the ability of the Pd/Fe-oxide NPs batches with best magnetic properties to perform 

as hyperthermia/thermal ablation and magnetic resonance imaging agents was 

tested. Next, Chapter 4 dealt with boosting the magnetic properties of Pd/Fe-oxide 

NPs via manganese doping of the iron oxide shell. A seed-mediated thermal 

decomposition method for synthesis of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs with different amounts of 

Mn doping was presented first. Subsequently, the effect of manganese doping on the 

magnetic properties, and their heating and MRI performance was assessed in 

comparison to Pd/Fe-oxide analogues. 

Lastly, Chapter 5 explored routes for radiolabelling of the previously introduced 

Pd/Fe-oxide NPs with 103Pd radioisotope. Once a synthesis method able to generate 

103Pd radiolabelled hybrid NPs, namely 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs, was established, the 
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radiolabelling efficiency of the method was determined. As these MNPs are intended 

for biomedical applications, in vitro studies on 3D spheroid models of a breast cancer 

cell line MDA-MB-231 were conducted with Pd/Fe-oxide NPs in their non-radioactive 

form to assess their toxicity and uptake. Subsequently, the combined therapeutic 

effects of hyperthermia/thermal ablation together with 103Pd radiation were evaluated 

on the spheroids via 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide MNPs. 
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Abstract: Heterostructured magnetic nanoparticles show great potential for numerous 

applications in biomedicine due to their ability to express multiple functionalities in a single 

structure. Magnetic properties are generally determined by the morphological characteristics 

of nanoparticles, such as the size/shape, and composition of the nanocrystals. These in turn are 

highly dependent on the synthetic conditions applied. Additionally, incorporation of a non-

magnetic heterometal influences the final magnetic behaviour. Therefore, construction of 

multifunctional hybrid nanoparticles with preserved magnetic properties represents a certain 

nanotechnological challenge. Here, we focus on palladium/iron oxide nanoparticles designed 

for combined brachytherapy, a type of internal radiotherapy, and MRI-guided 

hyperthermia/thermal ablation of tumours. The choice of palladium forming the nanoparticle 

core is envisioned for the eventual radiolabelling with palladium-103 radionuclide to enable 

the combination of hyperthermia/thermal ablation with brachytherapy, the latter being beyond 

the scope of this chapter. At this stage, we investigated the synthetic mechanisms and their 

effects on the final morphology of the hybrid nanoparticles. Thermal decomposition was 

applied for the synthesis of Pd/Fe-oxide nanoparticles via both, one-pot and seed-mediated 

processes. The latter method was found to provide better control over morphology of the 

nanoparticles and was therefore examined closely by varying reaction conditions. This resulted 

not only in understanding the most relevant synthetic parameters in thermal decomposition 

synthesis and their interplay, but also in producing multiple batches of Pd/Fe-oxide 

nanoparticles with different morphologies, which are interesting candidates to be further 

investigated as theranostic agents.  

 
Keywords: hybrid nanoparticles; iron oxide; palladium; thermal decomposition; one-pot 

synthesis, seed-mediated growth.  
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2.1. Introduction 

 
Nanomaterials have long been of high scientific interest due to their unique 

properties arising from the versatile nanoscale structural characteristics, and thus, 

functional performance. In recent years, research in nanotechnology has increasingly 

focused on the development of complex heterostructured nanosystems that combine 

two or more functional species within a single entity. Such hybrid nanoparticles 

(NPs) have an immense potential for a wide range of applications thanks to the 

superior inherent properties and the accompanying multifunctionality. 

Iron oxide nanoparticles (Fe-oxide NPs) are of particular interest as they exhibit 

tuneable magnetic properties suitable for various biomedical applications.[1] In their 

single-domain and superparamagnetic regime, Fe-oxide NPs are able to accelerate 

the transverse relaxation time (T2) of bulk water protons in the presence of an external 

magnetic field and can, therefore, be used as contrast agents in magnetic resonance 

imaging (MRI).[2] At the same time, they can also generate heat when exposed to an 

alternating magnetic field (AMF) allowing hyperthermia or thermal ablation of the 

surrounding tissues.[3] Effectiveness of these performances is highly dependent on the 

chemical (Fe2O3/Fe3O4) and morphological (size/shape/composition) characteristics of 

the Fe-oxide NPs. Additional functionalities, such as drug delivery[4], optical 

imaging[5], and nuclear imaging[6], are typically realized through appropriate 

functionalization of the surface. On the other hand, insertion of a heterometal directly 

into the NPs endows the hybrid materials with interesting features, such as 

antimicrobial activity (silver/Fe-oxide) and imaging by computed tomography 

(gold/Fe-oxide)[7], or chelate-free radiolabelling (zirconium-89/Fe-oxide) for Positron 

Emission Tomography (PET).[8] Since these modifications involve interference with 

the Fe-oxide lattice, the preservation of magnetic properties becomes a challenge, and 

extreme caution is needed to precisely control the synthesis of such hybrid 

nanomaterials.[9]  

Among the strategies to produce inorganic metal-based NPs, thermal decomposition 

(TD) is considered one of the most appropriate methods to generate highly 

crystalline, monodispersed NPs with good morphology control compared to other 

traditional wet-chemistry synthesis methods, such as co-precipitation[10], sol-gel[11] or 
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microemulsion.[12] The TD process consists of thermolysis, in which a metal complex 

undergoes chemical decomposition in organic solvent with a high-boiling point in 

the presence of surfactants that stabilize the generated NPs, preventing their 

aggregation due to van der Waals and dipolar interactions. The process between the 

start of precursor decomposition and the NPs formation is described by LaMer’s 

theory (Figure 2.1).[13]  

The mechanism of NPs formation, 

according to LaMer’s, follows 

three different stages. In stage I the 

metal precursor decomposes until 

the monomer concentration 

saturates and increases to the 

nucleation threshold, nuclei 

starting to form. Stage II implies a 

“burst nucleation”, which results 

in the formation of nuclei and the 

simultaneous rapid decrease of 

monomer concentration, until it 

drops below the nucleation 

threshold. Lastly, stage III occurs, 

where no more nuclei form, but the reaction is at the growth stage, where the free 

energy of the system drives the attachment of monomers to the preformed nuclei, 

until the monomers are depleted from solution, dropping again below saturation 

level. Lastly, for generating monodisperse NPs with narrow size distributions, the 

key point is to shorten the nucleation process and separate it from the growth phase, 

which in turn must be maintained at a uniform rate of growth around each nucleus 

previously formed.[13,14]  

A straightforward way to synthesize hybrid metal nanocrystals based on TD is the 

one-pot approach, where homogeneous nucleation and seed-assisted growth occur 

simultaneously.[15] On the other hand, the two-step seed-mediated method is 

considered a better alternative that allows for precise control of size and morphology, 

relying on the heterogeneous nucleation and growth of a second solid phase on the 

Figure 2.1. LaMer model for the nucleation and 

growth process. Reproduced with permission 

from [14], Copyright [2023] American Chemical 

Society. 
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surface of the preformed so-called “seeds” introduced into the reaction mixture.[16,17] 

This method facilitates the separation of nucleation and growth step, the 

aforementioned key factor in producing NPs with narrow size distributions.[13] The 

TD synthesis has a multitude of parameters, which enable great freedom in the design 

of NPs by tuning their size, shape, and composition.[13,18] However, these parameters 

are co-dependent and, despite the great effort put into the research of synthesizing 

hybrid nanoparticles via TD, the mechanism of formation and the role of the diverse 

synthetic parameters to achieve different morphologies are still not fully 

understood.[19] Thus, even though the concept of thermal decomposition may sound 

straightforward, its successful operation critically depends on having tight control 

and full understanding over all the reaction parameters and their interplay, as even 

a minor variation to the reaction conditions can result in unexpected products.[16] 

Synthesis of hybrid Fe-oxide NPs containing a non-magnetic heterometal via TD has 

been extensively described for gold/Fe-oxide,[17,19,20] but there are only a few reports 

on palladium/Fe-oxide systems,[20-24] with poor to no control over the morphology of 

the presented hybrid nanostructures. Moreover, these studies focus only on their 

application for catalysis, attributed to the palladium component, rather than on 

evaluating and understanding the synthetic mechanisms via the seed-mediated 

growth process, in order to be able to provide and tailor the necessary properties for 

other applications based on the inherent magnetic properties of these hybrid NPs, as 

a result of the iron oxide presence in the composition. Additionally, just because TD 

has been extensively described for gold/Fe-oxide, does not guarantee that all 

information gained through those studies can be readily translated to palladium/Fe-

oxide NPs obtained in the same manner. Heterogeneous nucleation of iron oxide onto 

surfaces is not a trivial process and alloying can be different or not valid for all metal 

combinations, as the two metals involved must conform to certain rules, such as 

presenting similar crystal structures with closely matching parameters and similar 

electronegativity.[16,18] 

For the aforementioned reasons, we conducted an in-depth study and explored the 

synthetic conditions for manufacturing Pd/Fe-oxide NPs via TD of iron 

pentacarbonyl and elucidated the effects of different reaction parameters on the 

morphological properties of the NPs. Within this frame of reference, both one-pot and 
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seed-mediated methods were investigated for the controlled production of Pd/Fe-

oxide hybrid nanocrystals. Next, the seed-mediated method was studied closely by 

the systematic variation of the following parameters: the Fe-precursor/Pd-seed ratio, 

functionalization of the Pd-seeds, surfactant/Fe ratio, heating rate and solvent. As 

described in the previous chapter, we aim through this thesis at exploring the 

theranostic potential of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a 

design which simultaneously enables diagnosis (MRI) and therapy to effectively treat 

tumours by means of combined hyperthermia/thermal ablation and radiotherapy, 

after injection of the NPs directly into the tumour mass as an alternative 

brachytherapy procedure. The latter component can be realized by creating a 

palladium core in the magnetic Fe-oxide NPs containing its radioisotope (103Pd), 

which decays with a half-life of 17 days by electron capture, emitting low energy X-

rays (21 KeV), ideal for depositing therapeutic radiation dose in tumours.[25-27] 

Methods to incorporate 103Pd into Pd/Fe-oxide NPs have recently been investigated[28] 

and will be presented in an upcoming chapter.  

As the aim is to employ the Pd/Fe-oxide hybrid NPs in biomedical applications, we 

need to satisfy a multitude of properties, such as biocompatibility and non-toxicity, 

which can be increased by encapsulating the palladium component into an iron oxide 

shell, thus, producing core-shell structures. Moreover, the sizes of these NPs have to 

be sufficiently small for uncompromised biodistribution and yet large enough to 

display the desired magnetic properties for MRI and AMF response. All these 

necessary properties of the NPs for biomedical applications can be controlled and 

tuned through the synthetic process. Thus, a high control over the synthetic route for 

Pd/Fe-oxide NPs and understanding the interplay of the parameters governing this 

process is key. With this study, we reveal the mechanisms and show how the 

synthetic conditions strongly influence the morphological properties, incl. the overall 

size and thickness of the iron oxide component in the Pd/Fe-oxide nanohybrids, 

resulting in both, exotically shaped and core-shell structures, all representing 

interesting candidates for further investigation as theranostic agents.  
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2.2 Materials and Methods 

 
Reagents 

Pd(II)-acetylacetonate (Pd(acac)2), 1,2-hexadecanediol, 1-octadecene (ODE), oleic acid 

(OA), oleylamine (OAm), iron pentacarbonyl (Fe(CO)5), ethanol, hexane, chloroform, 

Palladium (II) acetate, tert-butylamine-borane complex, n-dodecyl sulfide, toluene, 

diphenyl ether (DBE), dibenzyl ether (DBE). All chemicals were used as received 

without further purification. All synthetic methods were conducted in a standard 

airless procedure. 

 

Preparation of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs via a one-pot synthesis method 

Flower-like Pd/Fe-oxide NPs. The nanoparticles were synthesized via a one-pot 

synthesis method following a previously reported protocol.[29] Briefly, Pd(acac)2 (152 

mg, 0.5 mmol), 1,2-hexadecanediol (646 mg, 2.5 mmol) and 20 mL octadecene were 

added to a 3-neck round-bottom flask and purged with nitrogen for 30 min under 

vigorous stirring. Subsequently, the reaction mixture was heated to 85 C in approx. 

2 min, after which OA (190 µL, 0.5 mmol), OAm (175 µL, 0.5 mmol) and iron 

pentacarbonyl (263 µL, 2 mmol) were injected via a septum in this exact order. The 

reaction mixture was further heated to 300 C under nitrogen blanket and maintained 

at this temperature for 30 min. After 30 min, the reaction system was left to cool down 

to room temperature and the Pd/Fe-oxide NPs were collected by addition of 30 mL 

ethanol and centrifugation at 10500 RPM (11830 g) for 4-6 minutes. The procedure 

was repeated several times with ethanol and one or two times with a combination of 

ethanol and hexane in equal volumes. Lastly, the Pd/Fe- oxide nanoparticles were 

dried by a gentle flow of nitrogen/compressed air and stored as such until further 

use. The final product was redispersible in organic solvents such as toluene, hexane, 

chloroform.  

 

Popcorn-like Pd/Fe-oxide NPs. The nanoparticles were produced also via the one-pot 

synthesis method following a previously reported protocol[29] and described above, 

but with slight modifications. Pd(acac)2 (152 mg, 0.5 mmol), 1,2-hexadecanediol (646 

mg, 2.5 mmol) and 20 mL octadecene were added to a 3-neck round bottom flask and 
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purged with nitrogen for 30 min under vigorous stirring. Subsequently, the reaction 

mixture was heated to 85 C in approx. 2 min. At 85 C, OA (637 µL, 2 mmol), OAm 

(658 µL, 2 mmol) and iron pentacarbonyl (263 µL, 2 mmol) were injected via a septum 

in this order. The reaction mixture was further heated to 300 C with a 5 C/min 

heating rate under a nitrogen blanket and maintained at this temperature for 30 min. 

After 30 min, the reaction system was left to cool down to room temperature and the 

Pd/Fe-oxide NPs were collected by addition of 30 mL ethanol and centrifugation at 

10500 RPM (11830 g) for 4-6 minutes. The procedure was repeated several times 

with ethanol and one or two times with a combination of ethanol and hexane in equal 

volumes. Lastly, the Pd/Fe-oxide NPs were dried by a gentle flow of 

nitrogen/compressed air and stored as such until further use. The final product was 

redispersible in organic solvents such as toluene, hexane, chloroform.  

 

Preparation of Pd-seeds 

Preparation of oleylamine capped Pd NPs (seeds). OAm capped Pd-seeds were 

prepared based on previously published protocols.[30,31] Briefly, palladium (II) acetate 

(56 mg, 0.249 mmol) was added to 15 mL OAm in a 3-neck round-bottom flask. The 

reaction mixture was heated to 60 C in 10 min under a stream of nitrogen gas and 

vigorous stirring. In parallel, tert-butylamine-borane complex (130 mg, 1.495 mmol) 

was dissolved in 3 mL OAm and injected into the reaction mixture via a septum, once 

the temperature reached 60 C. After addition, the reaction mixture was further 

heated to 90 C with a heating rate of 3 C/min and kept at this temperature for 60 

min. After 60 min, the reaction system was left to cool down to room temperature and 

the Pd NPs were collected by addition of 30 mL ethanol and centrifugation for 8 min 

at 10500 RPM (11830 g). The Pd NPs were stored as such until further use. The final 

product was redispersible in organic solvents such as toluene, hexane, chloroform.  

 

Preparation of n-dodecyl sulphide capped Pd NPs (seeds). N-dodecyl sulfide capped 

Pd NPs were synthesized following a previously published protocol.[32] Palladium 

(II) acetate (100 mg, 0.89 mmol) together with n-dodecyl sulphide (0.825 g, 2.23 mmol) 

were added to a 3-neck round-bottom flask containing 25 mL toluene. The solution 

was heated to 90 C under a nitrogen blanket and kept at this temperature for 3h. 
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After 3h, the reaction system was left to cool down to room temperature and the 

solvent was removed under vacuum. The resulting precipitate was washed twice 

with acetone by centrifugation for 5 min at 10500 RPM (11830 g). The Pd-seeds were 

left to dry and kept in a scintillation glass vial until further use. The final product was 

redispersible in organic solvents such as toluene, hexane, chloroform. 

 

Preparation of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs via a seed-mediated method 

For the synthesis of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs, an iron oxide coat was added via a classical 

thermal decomposition procedure on top of the pre-made Pd-seeds, by following a 

previously published protocol with slight modifications.[33] OAm capped Pd NPs (20 

mg, 0.188 mmol) were dispersed in approximatively 0.5 mL hexane and sonicated for 

5 min. Next, the Pd-seeds in hexane were added to a 3-neck round bottom flask 

containing 20 mL octadecene, OA (1 mL, 3.14 mmol) and OAm (1 mL, 3.14 mmol). 

The reaction mixture was slowly heated to 120 C under nitrogen flow and vigorous 

stirring and left at this temperature for 30 min to ensure the complete removal of 

hexane. Subsequently, iron pentacarbonyl (150 µL, 1.141 mmol) was injected into the 

reaction vessel via a septum and the reaction system was heated to 300 C with a 

heating rate of 5 C/ min and kept at this temperature for 30 min. After 30 min, the 

reaction system was left to cool down to room temperature and the Pd/Fe-oxide NPs 

were collected by addition of 30 mL ethanol and centrifugation at 10500 RPM (11830 

g) for 4-6 min. The procedure was repeated several times with ethanol and one or 

two times with a combination of ethanol and hexane in equal volumes. Lastly, the 

Pd/Fe-oxide NPs were dried by a gentle flow of nitrogen/compressed air and stored 

as such until further use. The final product could be redispersed in organic solvents 

such as toluene, hexane, chloroform. 

 

Characterization  

Particle size, size distribution and morphology of the samples were determined by 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM), using a 120 kV Jeol_JEM1400 microscope. 

All samples for TEM were prepared by drop-casting a diluted nanoparticle 

suspension in organic solvents such as hexane on a Quantifoil R1.2/1.3 Cu300 grid 

and evaporating the solvent at room temperature. The mean diameter and the size 
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distribution of the samples were obtained by statistical analysis over 500-1000 NPs, 

by analysing the obtained TEM images with ImageJ software. The elemental mapping 

analysis was done with an Oxford Instruments EDS detector X-MAXN 100TLE on the 

same grids used for TEM. 
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2.3. Results and Discussion 
 

Nanoparticle synthesis 

The preparation of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs was investigated by following two routes: one-

pot procedure[29] and seed-mediated synthesis, and the resulting hybrid NPs were 

compared in terms of their morphology. Generally, the one-pot procedure (Scheme 

2.1A) involves in situ formation of metal seeds by means of homogeneous nucleation 

as a result of thermal decomposition of a precursor, in this case Pd-acetylacetonate 

(Pd(acac)2). Subsequent injection of the second metal precursor, iron pentacarbonyl 

(Fe(CO)5), into the reaction mixture and further temperature increase, trigger the 

second thermal decomposition reaction occurring on the surface of the already 

formed Pd-seeds. As the result, the final morphology of the hybrid NPs is determined 

by the second nucleation process in which iron oxide is deposited on the surface of 

Pd-seeds. For instance, introducing 0.5 mmol OA and 0.5 mmol OAm during the 

reaction and an instant increase of the temperature to 300 C (Scheme 2.1A(a)) results 

in flower-like Pd/Fe-oxide NPs (Figure 2.2A).  

 

 
 

Scheme 2.1. Synthetic routes for the preparation of hybrid Pd/Fe-oxide NPs via (A) one-pot 

procedure and (B) seed-mediated synthesis under conditions further notified as Exp_standard.  
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Figure 2.2. Characterization of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs obtained with different synthesis procedures: 

(A) One-pot synthesis resulting in: flower-like NPs – TEM images, incl. the three specific types 

of shapes they undertook (insets), (B) EDS elemental mapping with individual signals for Fe 

and Pd, (C) popcorn-like NPs – TEM images and (D) Seed-mediated approach using OAm-

capped Pd-seeds (conditions defined as Exp_standard) – TEM images and the corresponding 

size distribution. 

 

As depicted in the right inset, the NPs exhibit 3 different morphologies as they consist 

of a 7 nm Pd-core with one, two or three Fe-oxide lobes of approximately 9 nm.  

In the bright-field TEM image (Figure 2.2A), the darker areas correspond to 

palladium, while lighter contrast represents Fe-oxide. This occurs due to the different 

electron penetration efficiency on the Pd compared to Fe-oxide. To confirm this, EDS 

elemental mapping was performed on the flower-like Pd/Fe-oxide NPs visualizing 

the individual signals for Pd and Fe (Figure 2.2B). 

To better understand the effect of the synthetic conditions on the morphology of final 

hybrid Pd/Fe-oxide NPs, the one-pot synthesis was repeated with slight 

modifications, in which higher amounts of OA (2 mmol) and OAm (2 mmol) were 

used, and the 300 C, necessary for the second nucleation reaction, were reached 

gradually, increasing the temperature by 5 C/min (Scheme 2.1A(b)). This experiment 

resulted in Pd/Fe-oxide NPs with popcorn-like morphologies and sizes around 30 

nm, as shown in Figure 2.2C. Despite the same principle of NPs formation in both 

experiments, in the case of popcorn-like heterostructures the Pd-cores were found to 

be less uniform and completely coated with Fe-oxide (Figure 2.2C), which on its turn 

resulted in a decreased homogeneity within the sample. Clearly, the simultaneously 
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occurring homogenous nucleation and seed-assisted growth are two competing 

processes, which may be integrated under similar experimental conditions, but the 

individual optimal parameters can differ significantly and the control over the 

synthesis is challenging. This can lead not only to polydispersity in terms of size and 

shape, but also to diversity in the crystallinity and internal structure they present. 

Indeed, as demonstrated, both experiments based on the one-pot procedure resulted 

in Pd/Fe-oxide NPs with wide variations in size and shape. 

The aforementioned uniformity issues could be resolved by separating the nucleation 

processes of the two metals. This can be achieved by the two-step seed-mediated 

growth process, which offers the possibility to prevent premature homogeneous 

nucleation of the second metal, by deposition of its atoms on the preformed seeds 

with well-defined characteristics.[16] For better understanding, the seeded-growth is 

based on a key principle of the classical nucleation theory, which states that the 

energy barrier that needs to be overcome for a certain material to heterogeneously 

nucleate onto a pre-existing seed is lower than the activation energy necessary to 

induce the corresponding homogeneous nucleation.[18] In simpler terms, if pre-made 

seeds are inserted into a reaction mixture during NPs synthesis, it is energetically 

more favourable for monomers to undergo phase transformation at the surface of a 

seed, than to self-nucleate. Therefore, a seed-mediated growth process was applied 

for the synthesis of another batch of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs (Scheme 2.1B) in which the iron 

precursor (Fe(CO)5) was decomposed and iron atoms were deposited on the surface 

of the pre-made OAm-capped Pd-seeds with the average diameter of 5 nm (Figure 

2.3A). 

As the result, the iron-oxide formed a coating on top of the Pd-seeds, leading to 

monodisperse Pd/Fe-oxide NPs with spherical-squared morphology and sizes 

around 19 nm, as can be seen in the TEM images presented in Figure 2.2D. 
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Figure 2.3. TEM images and size distributions of: (A) OAm-capped and (B) nDS-capped Pd-

seeds. 

 

Both, the one-pot synthesis method and the seed-assisted growth method resulted in 

heterogeneous nucleation of Fe-oxide on the Pd-seeds by TD using Fe(CO)5 in 1-

octadecene with OA and OAm added as ligands. However, a lower monodispersity 

of the nanocrystals synthesized via the one-pot process can be observed when 

compared to the nanocrystals made via the seed-mediated growth process. This does 

not come as a surprise, and based on the previously stated principles of TD, the seed-

mediated growth procedure was more easily controllable than the one-pot synthesis 

method, offering hybrid NPs with higher uniformity. Therefore, the one-pot 

synthesis method was not further investigated, and all efforts were devoted to 

carefully study the synthetic process of the seed-mediated growth in order to better 

understand the mechanism and to achieve high control over the morphology of the 

obtained hybrid nanocrystals. Starting from the reaction conditions depicted in 

Scheme 2.1B (defined as Exp_standard) that generated the Pd/Fe-oxide NPs 

presented in Figure 2.2D, different synthetic conditions were investigated to 

determine the key parameters involved in the control of the nucleation and successive 

growth of Fe-oxide on top of the Pd-seeds. The overview of the conducted 

experiments along with the corresponding conditions are summarized in Table 2.1. 
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Table 2.1. Summary of the synthetic conditions in seed-mediated synthesis of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs 

and the resulting average sizes.  

a 2 mL OAm, w/o OA; b 2 mL OA, w/o OAm; c not measured; surf = surfactant = [OA] + [OAm]; 

ODE = 1-octadecene; DPE = diphenyl ether; DBE = dibenzyl ether. 

 

Tuning parameters in the seed-mediated growth procedure 

Effect of the [Fe]/[Pd] ratio. The effect of the [Fe]/[Pd] ratio was investigated by 

conducting an experiment under conditions summarized in Table 2.1 as Exp_10mg, 

using a smaller amount of pre-made OAm-capped Pd-seeds (10 mg) compared to that 

used in Exp_standard (20 mg). As the result, Pd/Fe-oxide NPs with spherical-squared 

morphology and sizes around 21 nm were formed (Figure 2.4). The possibility to tune 

the size of NPs by varying the precursor/seed ratio, in our case [Fe]/[Pd], is known.[16] 

Indeed, in the case of Pd/Fe-oxide hybrid nanocrystals obtained using only half of the 

amount of Pd-seeds compared to Exp_standard, the NPs presented a slight increase 

in their average size. This can be explained as introducing a lower amount of Pd-

seeds into the reaction translates into a smaller surface area available for Fe-oxide 

deposition forming a thicker Fe-oxide layer, resulting in overall larger sizes of Pd/Fe-

oxide NPs.  

Sample Pd-seeds 

(mg) 

Heating rate 

(C/min) 

[surf]/[Fe] 

(mol/mol) 

Solvent Average 

diameter 

(nm±SD) 

Exp_standard 20 5 5.5 ODE 19.5±1.5 

Exp_10mg 10 5 5.5 ODE 21.0±2.0 

Exp_nDS 20 5 5.5 ODE 14.7±1.8 

Exp_3 C 20 3 5.5 ODE 13.3±2.2 

Exp_7 C 20 7 5.5 ODE 18.9±2.1 

Exp_[surf]/[Fe]=2 20 5 2 ODE 9.8±1.1 

Exp_[surf]/[Fe]=3.25 20 5 3.25 ODE 16.1±4.3 

Exp_[surf]/[Fe]=11 20 5 11 ODE 16.3±1.7 

Exp_OAm 20 5 5.5a ODE – c 

Exp_OA 20 5 5.5b ODE – c 

Exp_DPE 20 5 5.5 DPE 12.1±2.1 

Exp_ODE:DPE(1:1) 20 5 5.5 ODE:DPE 15.5±1.8 

Exp_DBE 20 5 5.5 DBE 17.9+2.5 
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Figure 2.4. Characterization of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs obtained with 10 mg Pd seeds in Exp_10mg: 

(A) TEM images and size distribution of the prepared NPs; (B) second population of small iron 

oxide nanocrystals found in Exp_10mg. 

 

Notably, no major influence on the morphology of the hybrid nanocrystals was 

observed, meaning that both the thermodynamic and kinetic control of the reaction 

were ensured in order for the original shape to be maintained.[3] As the overall surface 

area of the nanocrystals increases with size, more capping agent will be gradually 

depleted from the solution, therefore, excess of surfactant is often necessary. This was 

ensured through the experiment, even though the [surf]/[Fe] ratio was not specifically 

adjusted in this case. 

As discussed earlier, seed-mediated growth offers an effective way to avoid 

homogeneous nucleation by deposition of the atoms on preformed seeds because of 

the lower energy barrier. However, when the monomer concentration exceeds a 

certain threshold, both homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation can occur 

concomitantly, leading to nanocrystals with diverse morphologies, sizes, shapes and 

internal structures.[3] In the specific case of Exp_10mg, next to the Pd/Fe-oxide NPs, a 

second population of small Fe-oxide nanocrystals with the diameter of around 9 nm 

could be found (Figure 2.4B). 

 

Effect Pd-seeds coating layer. Surfactants play a crucial role in the formation of the 

intermediate complexes during the synthesis of nanocrystals by TD. These ligands 

protect the surface and confine the size of the obtained nanostructures to nanoscale 
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by forming a dynamic layer, which not only allows to control the growth of the 

primary nanocrystals, but also the nucleation of another inorganic phase onto their 

surface, leading to hybrid NPs.[19] Therefore, requirements for the surface ligand 

include compatibility with growth-conditions and the nature of its binding to the 

surface of the primary seeds, which should generally not be too strong.[34] In order to 

investigate how different surfactant layers of the Pd-seeds, used during the seed-

mediated growth synthesis, influence the final morphology of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs, 

Exp_standard was repeated using Pd-seeds with n-dodecyl sulphide (nDS) instead 

of OAm as a capping agent under synthetic conditions summarized in Table 2.1 as 

Exp_nDS. These nDS-coated Pd-seeds have spherical shapes, but smaller sizes (3 nm) 

(Figure 2.3B) compared to OAm-coated Pd-seeds (5 nm) used for Exp_standard 

(Figure 2.3A). 

As presented in Figure 2.5, Pd/Fe-oxide 

NPs with an average size of 15 nm were 

obtained employing nDS coated Pd-seeds, 

compared to the 20 nm Pd/Fe-oxide NPs 

obtained using OAm coating of Pd-seeds 

in Exp_standard. Besides the decrease in 

size, the final NPs also exhibited a large 

diversity in morphology. The nanocrystals 

undertook spherical, squared, triangled, 

and flower-like morphologies, which 

ultimately translates in higher size 

distribution.  

As all other reaction conditions were kept 

the same during the synthesis, it is obvious that the new ligand nDS present on the 

Pd-seeds either affected the growth-phase, or played a role in limiting the access to 

Pd-seeds due to the strong binding to their surface. Similar effects of the sulphur-

containing ligands hindering the epitaxial overgrowth of metal oxides on noble metal 

nanocrystals have been reported in literature.[34] In contrast, as a weak ligand, OAm 

is known to bind less strongly to the surface of noble metals, presumably facilitating 

Figure 2.5. TEM image and size distribution 

of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs prepared with nDS 

coated Pd-seeds (Exp_nDS). 
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the growth-phase more than the nDS ligand, which on its turn explains the smaller 

sizes of the NPs obtained with the latter surfactant.  

Ligands also play an important role in the shape-control of the NPs, modulating the 

surface energy of a specific facet and favoring growth in certain crystallographic 

planes. The strength of binding of each capping agent is different for various facets, 

and in some cases, an exclusive facet is preferred over another. Lastly, a facet that is 

selectively capped will result in its dominant expression during growth. This means 

that a certain morphology will be preferred over others.[16] One of the examples of 

capping ligands determining the morphology of NPs is the combination of carboxylic 

acid/amine ligands, known to yield cubic structures.[34] Since such great diversity in 

shape was noted for the Pd/Fe-oxide NPs obtained with nDS-capped Pd-seeds, this 

ligand most likely has neither an exclusive facet for binding, nor a clear effect on 

specific morphology, as OAm does. 

 

Effect heating rate. As nanoparticle synthesis based on TD requires high 

temperatures to trigger the decomposition of the iron precursor, the rate of 

temperature increase is another important parameter among the wide range of 

variables that can influence this process. Cotin et al. considered that the heating rate 

used to reach the growth-temperature is probably even more important than the 

boiling temperature of the solvent in which the synthesis is conducted.[13] During this 

study, the influence of the heating rate was investigated by running experiments with 

two variable rates implemented to reach 300 C, one lower and one higher than 5 

C/min applied in Exp_standard. The experimental details for these batches of Pd/Fe-

oxide NPs are summarized in Table 2.1 as Exp_3 C and Exp_7 C for experiments 

with the heating rates of 3 C/min and 7 C/min, respectively. 

The Pd/Fe-oxide NPs resulted from the experiment with a heating rate of 3 C/min 

exhibited an average size of 13 nm (Figure 2.6A), which is smaller than the average 

size of the Pd/Fe-oxide nanoparticles obtained through the experiments in which 

higher heating rates were employed. A change in morphology was also noted in this 

case, as most of the NPs undertook a dumbbell-like shape, and irregular shapes were 

more frequently encountered than in the other samples synthesized with higher 

heating rates. This also explains the broader size distribution found in Exp_3 C 
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(Figure 2.6A). All these results are in agreement with those from other studies by 

Lassenberger et al.[35] and Cotin et al.[13], who also noted smallest core sizes and 

broadest size distribution for the NPs synthesized at low heating rates. Similar to 

these observations, our results suggest that the probable reason for this 

inhomogeneity comes either from multiple nucleation steps or as a consequence of 

the nucleation step not being quick enough due to the lower heating rate. 

Additionally, Ostwald ripening may also be the reason for the presence of both small 

and large NPs within the same sample. In this case, the smallest nanocrystals with 

the higher surface energy start to dissolve and the created monomers diffuse to the 

surface of larger NPs and participate in their growth further on. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.6. TEM images and size distributions of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs obtained with different 

heating rates to reach growth temperature of 300 C: (A) heating rate 3 C /min (Exp_3 C), and 

(C) heating rate 7 C /min (Exp_7 C), and second population of small iron oxide nanocrystals 

found in Exp_7 C (inset on the right).  

 

On the other hand, the nanocrystals produced via Exp_7 C were found to be very 

similar in average size, shape, and size distribution (Figure 2.6B) to the Pd/Fe-oxide 

NPs obtained from Exp_standard. The average size of the Pd/Fe-oxide NPs from 

Exp_7 C was 19 nm, retaining a round-squared morphology. However, the fast 

heating rate causes production of many monomers, surpassing the minimum number 

necessary for nucleation and possibly overcoming the threshold for homogeneous 

nucleation.[13] As the result, this high burst of monomers compared to slower heating 

rates causes the undesired homogeneous nucleation in the form of Fe-oxide NPs 

within the sample (Figure 2.6B, inset).  
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Effect surfactant to iron ratio. It is known that the surfactant/metal ratio ([surf]/[Fe]) 

has an influence on the size of the final NPs, and specifically, that a decrease in the 

amount of surfactant for the same iron precursor concentration is expected to produce 

smaller nanoparticles.[30] To investigate this, experiments were conducted under 

standard conditions, but varying the amount of surfactant introduced in the reaction 

mixture. Two experiments with a lower and one experiment with a higher [surf]/[Fe] 

ratio than that used for Exp_standard were performed. The synthetic conditions are 

summarized in Table 2.1 as Exp_[surf]/[Fe]=2, Exp_[surf]/[Fe]=3.25 and 

Exp_[surf]/[Fe]=11. 

The experiment in which a [surf]/[Fe] ratio of 2 was employed resulted in Pd/Fe-oxide 

NPs with 10 nm average size and a fraction of Fe-oxide nanocrystals around 4 nm 

(Figure 2.7A). Increasing the [surf]/[Fe] ratio to 3.25, resulted in an increase in the 

average size of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs to 16 nm, but no homogeneous nucleation was 

noticed in this case (Figure 2.7B). As expected, both experiments with [surf]/[Fe] 

ratios being smaller compared to those in Exp_standard (5.5) yielded Pd/Fe-oxide 

NPs with average sizes smaller than 20 nm. Interestingly, doubling the [surf]/[Fe] 

ratio from 5.5 in Exp_standard to 11 (Exp_[surf]/[Fe]=11), led to Pd/Fe-oxide NPs with 

a lower average size of 16 nm (Figure 2.7C).  

 

 
 

Figure 2.7. TEM images and size distributions of (A) Exp_[surf]/[Fe]=2, (B) Exp_[surf]/[Fe]=3.25, 

and (C) Exp_[surf]/[Fe]=11. 

 

Possibly, a larger amount of ligand used in Exp_[surf]/[Fe]=11 increased the stability 

of the iron precursor, and consequently the decomposition temperature. 

Additionally, increased surfactant concentration may also mean that there are simply 

more ligand molecules at the surface and around the formed nuclei, which also 
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contributes to either slowing down or inhibiting the growth-process. Consequently, 

this increase in amount of surfactant influences the growth-time, which also 

translates into a lower concentration of monomers available for the growth-step 

compared to Exp_standard. 

Notably, the Pd/Fe-oxide NPs obtained from Exp_[surf]/[Fe]=11 had an average size 

very close to those obtained from Exp_[surf]/[Fe]=3.25. However, the experiment 

with a [surf]/[Fe] ratio of 11 offered a better size distribution, while NPs prepared 

using a [surf]/[Fe] ratio of 3.25 exhibited high polydispersity. These observations are 

in agreement with Lassenberger et al.[35], who observed that the temperature for onset 

of rapid growth decreases with decreased surfactant concentration. Moreover, an 

increase in the polydispersity during the growth-phase was observed when using 

smaller amounts of surfactant compared to the cases when NPs were synthesized 

with higher [surf]/[Fe] ratios. [30]  

Based on the results obtained from 

this series of experiments, it can be 

hypothesized that the mean size of 

the NPs does increase with the 

amount of ligand up to a critical 

value, after which the behaviour fails 

(Figure 2.8). The mechanism 

underlying this phenomenon is 

however still not clearly formulated 

and conflicting results obtained 

through numerous studies on the 

stoichiometric ratio ligand/precursor 

with similar reaction mixtures make it difficult to compare our results with those 

from literature.[13]  The chemical nature of the ligand has also a direct effect on the 

reaction mechanism[13], and in order to study this, an experiment was conducted in 

the presence of OAm only with [OAm]/[Fe]=5.5, as in Exp_standard. The experiment 

resulted in a product composed of large aggregates, from which the majority is Fe-

oxide NPs (Figure 2.9A). In parallel, an experiment in the presence of OA only with  

[surf]/[Fe]=5.5, as in Exp_standard was conducted in order to study the influence of 

Figure 2.8. Average diameter of the Pd/Fe-oxide 

hybrid NPs as a function of the ligand/precursor 

molar ratio. 
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OA only on the NPs outcome. The experiment resulted in no core-shell Pd/Fe-oxide 

NPs either (Figure 2.9B). Amines are known to ease the decomplexation of the oleates 

coordinated to the iron, while the influence of carboxylic acid ligands can be quite 

complex as they can stabilize the precursors and have an effect of the monomer 

formation.[13,36] The results obtained in experiment Exp_OAm and Exp_OA suggest 

that using OAm or respectively, OA as the only ligand is not sufficient for obtaining 

well-formed Pd/Fe-oxide NPs. Therefore, we can conclude that both OAm and OA 

are necessary for the formation of well-defined Pd/Fe-oxide hybrid NPs, with both 

surfactants playing a role against aggregation and in the control of the iron oxide 

domains. 

 
 

Figure 2.9. TEM images of NPs prepared with (A) only OAm (Exp_OAm) and (B) only OA 

(Exp_OA). 

 

Effect solvent/temperature. The iron precursor decomposes at a wide range of 

temperatures, meaning, the higher the temperature during synthesis, the more 

monomers are formed, which results in bigger NPs. Therefore, the NPs size depends 

on and increases with the boiling point of the solvent, as demonstrated in literature.[36-

39] In order to verify this phenomenon for our hybrid NPs, the growth-mediated 

synthesis was conducted under standard conditions, but using solvents with boiling 

temperatures lower than that of ODE (315 C) used in Exp_standard. Three batches 

of NPs were prepared in DBE ( b.p. 298 C), a mixture of ODE:DPE (1:1, b.p. ± 270 

C), and DPE ( b.p. 258 C). The corresponding TEM images and size distributions 

are depicted in Figure 2.10 (A-C), respectively. 
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Figure 2.10. TEM images and size distributions of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs prepared in different 

solvents: (A) dibenzyl ether (Exp_DBE), (B) 1-octadecene:diphenyl ether 1:1 

(Exp_ODE:DPE(1:1)), and (C) diphenyl ether (Exp_DPE). 

 

As expected, the mean diameter of the Pd/Fe-oxide NPs decreased with the decrease 

of the boiling point of the solvent (Table 2.2), confirming that the growth rate 

essentially depends on the temperature in which the reaction is conducted. However, 

the final size of the NPs is also dependent on the nature of the solvent. Observations 

by Cotin et al. reveal that the solvent is able to interact with the metal precursor and 

affect the monomer formation rate depending on its chemical properties.[13] Thereby, 

a polar solvent is more likely to destabilize the formed complex and yield smaller 

NPs, while the non-polar solvents stabilize the complex and condition larger NPs. 

Baaziz et al. drew the same conclusion about the nature of the solvent governing the 

nucleation temperatures, and therefore, it is fair to assume that the solvent plays a 

key role in the stability of the complex and its decomposition kinetics.[36] Our results 

confirm these observations, as the largest NPs were formed in Exp_standard, with 

the least polar solvent, ODE. Oppositely, DPE, the most polar solvent out of the four 

used through this study, led to the smallest Pd-Fe/oxide NPs (Figure 2.10C). 

Another aspect presented in literature is that the polarity of the solvent can influence 

the morphology of the NPs. It is suggested that multinucleation may be favoured by 

the use of slightly polar solvents, such as diphenyl ether or benzyl ether. However, 

in non-polar solvents, such as ODE, the Fe-oxide domain drains electrons from the 

seeds on which it grows and disables them from potential polynucleation, resulting 

in a single Fe-oxide domain.[17,20,40] Contrastingly, the results of the experiments 

performed in different solvents presented by Wei et al.[20] suggest that neither the 

polarity of the solvent, nor the saturation of the solvent molecules play a role in the 
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final morphologies of the synthesized hybrid NPs. The reason behind this 

phenomenon is the crystallinity of the seeds on which the Fe-oxide was grown.  

However, most of the Pd/Fe-oxide NPs obtained from Exp_DPE do indeed present 

multiple iron domains, undertaking a flower-like shape (Figure 2.10C), as expected 

from a solvent with higher polarity.[40] Homogeneous Fe-oxide, found within 

Exp_DPE, is most likely formed due to the lower b.p. of DPE and, hence, the lower 

reaction temperature. These iron oxide species seem to have an amorphous character. 

However, complete crystallization of the Fe-oxide using DPE as a solvent seems to be 

possible with reaction time increased from 45 min to 3h.[41] For comparison, we 

conducted Exp_ODE:DPE(1:1), in which a mixture of ODE and DPE in 1:1 ratio was 

used as solvent. Due to addition of non-polar ODE, the solvent mixture had a 

decreased polarity compared to DPE only, and the polynucleation was not favoured 

anymore. Consequently, core-shell Pd/Fe-oxide NPs were obtained instead of flower-

like (Figure 2.10B).  

Interestingly, core-shell NPs obtained from both, Exp_ODE:DPE(1:1) and Exp_DBE, 

were similar to those of Exp_standard. In the case of the former experiment, the 

Pd/Fe-oxide tended to undertake hexagonal shapes, while the latter one resulted in 

various shapes like spheres, triangles and even isolated flowers. This difference in 

shape-control can again be explained by the higher polarity of the ODE:DPE solvent 

mixture, compared to ODE. Based on the results obtained through this study, it is 

clear that the solvent has a significant effect on the outcome of the reaction by 

influencing the physical properties of the reaction surrounding media (e.g. polarity) 

and the stabilities of different reactants and intermediate species. This is generally in 

agreement with the studies conducted by others as mentioned earlier. 

 
Table 2.2. Dependence of the average diameter of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs on the b.p. of the solvent in 

which the experiment was conducted. 

 

  

Solvent ODE DBE ODE:DPE(1:1)  DPE 

Boiling point (C) 315 C 298 C ± 270 C  258 C 

Average diameter (nm) 19.5±1.5 17.9±2.5 15.5+1.8  12.1±2.1 
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2.4. Conclusion 

 
We successfully synthesized Pd/Fe-oxide hybrid NPs with sizes between 9 and 30 nm 

via both, one-pot synthesis method and seed-mediated growth thermal 

decomposition procedures. As the hybrid nanocrystals obtained via the one-pot 

synthesis method presented less uniformity in terms of size and morphology, we 

focused on systematically investigating the seed-mediated growth procedure by 

varying one parameter at a time. These experiments offered important insights on the 

synthetic mechanism and shed light over the effect of different reaction parameters, 

enabling the production of variously sized and shaped hybrid Pd/Fe-oxide NPs. We 

saw that the [Fe]/[Pd] ratio parameter can be successfully used in tuning the size of 

the nanoparticles, but with certain limitations, as a too high ratio can overcome the 

critical concentration that leads to homogeneous nucleation in the form of a second 

population of small iron oxide NPs. An effect on the size and shape of the Pd/Fe-

oxide NPs was observed when differently capped Pd-seeds were used as a surface 

for iron oxide nucleation and growth, thus confirming that ligands play an important 

role during the synthesis by modulating the surface energy of specific facets and 

favoring growth in certain crystallographic planes over others. The heating rate 

chosen for the experiments was discovered as another important tuning parameter. 

Hence, a low heating rate enabled Ostwald ripening processes, which has led to 

hybrid NPs with multiple morphologies and broad size distributions. On the other 

hand, even though a fast heating rate did not have a huge impact on the morphology 

and size distribution of the obtained Pd/Fe-oxide NPs, homogeneous nucleation of 

iron oxide as a consequence of the high burst of monomers was observed. In the case 

of surfactant to iron ratio, we noticed a linear correlation between the two, as the size 

of the hybrid NPs increased with the increase of the [surf]/[Fe] ratio. However, this 

behavior holds until a critical value only, above which the size of the NPs decreases. 

Additionally, it was clear that the combination of surfactants is essential for the 

formation of well-defined Pd/Fe-oxide nanostructures. Lastly, the interplay between 

the boiling point and the polarity of the solvent used during the thermal 

decomposition synthesis is highly important as it affects both size and shape of the 

obtained NPs.  
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Therefore, from the multitude of batches obtained, the core-shell Pd/Fe-oxide NPs 

with sizes around 15-21 nm and narrow size distributions are considered the most 

promising candidates for potential biomedical applications and investigation of their 

magnetic properties will be presented in the following chapter of this thesis. 
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Abstract: Hybrid magnetic nanoparticles have been of high interest for biomedical 

applications, due to their ability to incorporate multiple functionalities in a single 

nanostructure, which makes them promising candidates for revolutionizing the field of 

theranostics for cancer treatment. Such magnetic hybrid NPs can simultaneously deliver 

therapy and allow following the treatment effects by imaging. However, they must possess 

specific magnetic properties for the desired applications, non-toxicity and stability in biologic 

environments. The magnetic properties are dependent on the characteristic parameters of the 

hybrid MNPs, and their non-toxicity and stability on their functionalization, therefore, an 

increased attention to the design of hybrid MNPs must be paid. Here, we investigated the 

magnetic properties via SQUID measurements of multiple batches of hydrophobic Pd/Fe-oxide 

NPs previously synthesized. Subsequently, we looked at the dependency of the magnetic 

parameters such as saturation magnetization, coercivity, and blocking temperature on the 

characteristics of the hybrid MNPs, with increased attention to the influence of the non-

magnetic Pd component that disrupts the iron oxide lattice. Additionally, different surfactant 

modification techniques were assessed to render the Pd/Fe-oxide NPs water dispersible with 

satisfying colloidal stability. The Pd/Fe-oxide NPs modified via an additional molecular layer 

with a PEG-surfactant (DSPE-PEG2000-COOH) provided the best results. Lastly, the 

performance in magnetic hyperthermia/thermal ablation and magnetic resonance imaging of 

the Pd/Fe-oxide NPs batches with the best magnetic properties in terms of saturation 

magnetization were tested and Pd/Fe-oxide NPs with sizes around 21 nm were deemed as best 

candidates.  

 

Keywords: hybrid magnetic nanoparticles, iron oxide, palladium, superparamagnetism, 

surface exchange, heating power, relaxivity.  
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3.1 Introduction 
 

Magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) represent an important branch of nanomaterials that 

enable interesting applications in many fields, and especially, in biomedicine.[1,2] The 

main research on MNPs concerns their analytical and therapeutic applications, such 

as separation and purification,[3-5] biosensing,[6-8] magnetic resonance imaging 

(MRI),[9-13] delivery of targeted drugs and active biocompounds,[14-18] and 

hyperthermia/thermal ablation.[12,19-21] Small sized MNPs translate into large surface-

to-volume ratios, which is the reason behind their unique magnetic properties 

compared to those found in the corresponding bulk materials.[1,22] Consequently, the 

inherent magnetism and behaviour under the influence of an external magnetic field, 

is what makes them particularly attractive for biomedical applications.[23] The key 

challenge in design of such MNPs is not only to endow them with the desired 

magnetic properties, but not less importantly, to ensure their non-toxicity and 

stability in biological environment.[24] From this point of view, magnetic iron oxide 

NPs (usually magnetite Fe3O4 or maghemite γ-Fe2O3) are of high interest because of 

their interesting magnetic properties, non-toxicity and high biocompatibility. Iron 

oxide NPs, especially in their superparamagnetic regime (SPIONs), i.e., no 

magnetism once the external field is removed, are increasingly prominent in the 

biomedical field.[1,25] 

The magnetic properties of iron oxide NPs govern their heating efficiency for 

hyperthermia/thermal ablation as well as their relaxivities (relaxation rate 

enhancement per mM of iron) and hence the efficacy as contrast agents for MRI.[26-28] 

Importantly, these magnetic properties of MNPs are determined by the characteristic 

parameters, such as size, shape and composition,[1,26,28] which must be considered 

during the design of materials for an intended application, bearing in mind that all 

these parameters are interdependent.  

Nowadays, the paradigm of research in biomedicine is switching its focus towards 

hybrid MNPs, composed of two or more distinctive parts in a single entity with the 

potential to gain superior performances that are difficult to achieve by simply mixing 

the individual constituents. The final properties of hybrid MNPs are again dependent 

on the aforementioned parameters (size, shape, composition), but additionally, on the 
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spatial organization, distribution of each constituent, and the interface between the 

components.[29,30] Coupling of MNPs with both magnetic and non-magnetic 

components inevitably affects the magnetic properties. Thus, rational design and 

well-regulated synthesis of hybrid MNPs are essential in facilitating the fine-tuning 

of their functional properties. Among possible chemical routes for production of 

hybrid MNPs, thermal decomposition methods are usually preferred, as they provide 

great morphological control and narrow size-distributions. However, the as-obtained 

products are usually capped with hydrophobic ligands, such as oleic acid, hence 

dispersion in aqueous media necessary for biomedical use is limited, and the MNPs 

require additional manipulation at their surface, that leads to improved 

biocompatibility.[22]  

In this thesis, we focus on multifunctional, biocompatible, theranostic MNPs 

composed of non-magnetic Pd-core and magnetic iron oxide shell. This hybrid 

magnetic nanosystem is intended to simultaneously enable diagnosis (MRI) and 

therapy to effectively treat tumours by means of combined hyperthermia/thermal 

ablation and 103Pd-based radiotherapy. Investigation of synthetic routs leading to 

hybrid NPs with various morphological features was described in chapter 2. This 

chapter describes the magnetic properties of the multiple batches of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs 

and discusses the correlations with the characteristic parameters of these MNPs, 

paying specific attention to the presence of the non-magnetic Pd-core. The Pd/Fe-

oxide NPs are hydrophobic post synthesis, hence, different functionalization 

methods were investigated to render the hybrid MNPs water dispersible and the 

effects of surface functionalization were assessed. Lastly, the magnetic properties 

were brought in relation with the best performance in magnetic 

hyperthermia/thermal ablation and MRI, determining the best Pd/Fe-oxide NPs 

candidates for image-assisted thermo-brachytherapy. 
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3.2 Materials and methods 

 
Reagents 

Hexane, acetone, trimethylamine, 2,3-dimercaptosuccinic acid (DMSA). 1,2-

distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-[carboxy(polyethylene glycol)-

2000] (sodium salt) DSPE-PEG2000-COOH, powder; 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-

phosphoethanol amine-N-[methoxy(polyethylene glycol)-2000], DSPE-mPEG2000 

(ammonium salt), chloroform solution 25 mg/mL; 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-

phosphoethanolamine-N-[amino(polyethylene glycol)-2000] (ammonium salt), 

DSPE-PEG2000-NH2, powder; 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-

[amino(polyethylene glycol)-5000] (ammonium salt), DSPE-PEG5000-NH2, powder, 

were purchased from Avanti Lipids.  

 

Preparation of water-dispersible Pd/Fe-oxide NPs  

Dispersion of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs in aqueous media with DMSA. The previously 

synthesized Pd/Fe-oxide NPs were transferred into water by functionalization with 

DMSA following a slightly modified protocol presented elsewhere.[2] Briefly, 10 mg 

dry powder of oleic acid (OA) capped Pd/Fe-oxide NPs dispersed in 3.3 mL hexane 

and 10 mg DMSA dispersed in 3.3 mL acetone were added into a three-neck round 

bottom flask together with 5 µL trimethylamine. The mixture was brought to reflux 

in nitrogen atmosphere under stirring and kept under reflux for 4 h at 44 °C. Black 

precipitate that appeared at the bottom of the flask was collected by disposing the 

solvent and drying the precipitate with gentle nitrogen flow. The remaining dried 

NPs powder was redispersed in 20 mL deionized water and further purified by 

dialysis (MW cutoff 12-15 kDa) against deionized water for 1 day.  

 

Dispersion of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs in aqueous media with DSPE-PEG2000-COOH. The 

previously synthesized Pd/Fe-oxide NPs were transferred into water by means of 

functionalization with DSPE-PEG2000-COOH/DSPE-mPEG2000/DSPE-PEG2000-NH2/ 

DSPE-PEG5000-NH2 following a slightly modified protocol presented elsewhere.[31] 

Briefly, 1 mg of OA-capped Pd/Fe-oxide NPs were dispersed via ultrasonication in 1 

mL chloroform containing 1.5 mg of PEG surfactant. The vial containing the mixture 
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was then left open for 24–48 h for the slow evaporation of the solvent, until a pasty 

precipitate remained at the bottom of the vial. The residual solid was heated to 80 °C 

for 10 min in a vacuum oven to ensure complete removal of chloroform. Next, 1 mL 

of Milli-Q water was added to the precipitate and sonicated for 15 min until a 

colloidal suspension in aqueous media was obtained. The colloidal suspension of NPs 

was pipetted into Eppendorf vials and the unbound polymer and excess lipids were 

removed by centrifugation for 1 h at 19,600 RPM (30,000 ×g) and subsequent removal 

of the supernatant. This procedure was repeated twice. Lastly, the NPs were collected 

in 1–2 mL of Milli-Q water in an Eppendorf and kept as such for further use. 

 

Characterization 

Magnetic characterization by superconducting quantum interference device 

(SQUID), was carried out on an MPMS XL magnetometer from Quantum Design, 

using about 1–2 mg of dried NPs powder. The hysteresis loops M(H) obtained under 

continuously varying applied magnetic field up to a maximum of ±50 kOe at 5 K and 

300 K were used for evaluation of saturation magnetization (Ms) and coercivity (Hc). 

Zero-field-cooling (ZFC) and field-cooling (FC) magnetization curves were measured 

at 1 kOe in the temperature range 5–370 K. The sample was cooled from 370 K down 

to 5 K in the absence of magnetic field. Once the lowest temperature was reached, 

magnetic field was set to 1 kOe and magnetization was measured as the temperature 

was increased to obtain the ZFC curve. When back at high temperatures, the sample 

was cooled down again while a magnetic field was applied. The magnetic NPs were 

progressively blocked along the magnetic field axis, and the FC magnetization was 

measured. The blocking temperature (TB) was determined as the maximum on the 

ZFC curve.  

Transmission 57Fe Mössbauer spectra were collected at 300 K with a conventional 

constant-acceleration spectrometer using a 57Co (Rh) source. Velocity calibration was 

done using an α-Fe foil. The spectra were fitted using the Mosswinn 4.0 program.[32] 

The heating power measurements were performed using the Magnetherm Digital, 

manufactured by Nanotherics, using a 50 mm coil device. All SLP values were 

measured using an alternating magnetic field with a frequency of 346 kHz and a field 

strength of 23 mT. Two glass-fibre optic thermometers were used for temperature 
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measurement [Osensa PRB-G40_2.0M-STM-MRI] to measure both the core and 

bottom temperature of the sample. The core temperature measured was used for SLP 

calculations. For determination of SLP, a sample of 1 mL of NPs in suspension was 

inserted in an isolated sample holder, to reduce heat loss to the environment, and 

placed in the middle of the coil. The temperature was equilibrated until it varied less 

than 0.05 °C/min before the measurement was conducted. The sample was then 

exposed to the magnetic field.  

The hydrodynamic radius of the differently PEG-functionalized Pd/Fe-oxide NPs 

was determined by dynamic light scattering (DLS) which consisted of a JDS uniphase 

633 nm 35 mW laser source, an ALV sp 125 s/w 93 goniometer, a fibre detector and a 

Perkin Elmer photo counter.  

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed on a Perkin Elmer 

thermogravimetric analyser from 30 to 850 °C (heating rate 10 °C/min) under air 

atmosphere on approx. 2 mg powder NPs obtained via freeze-drying of aqueous 

dispersions of PEG-functionalized Pd/Fe-oxide NPs.  

Transversal relaxation times (R2) of water protons in the presence of magnetic NPs 

were measured on a Bruker Avance-300 NMR using Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill 

(CPMG) pulse sequence with variable spin-echo train and echo time of 0.5 ms.  

The SLP-values and r2-relaxivities of the samples were calculated using the 

concentrations of iron obtained from the ICP-OES data performed on the same 

samples after destruction of NPs. 
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3.3 Results and discussion 
 

Magnetic properties of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs as a function of their morphology 

Defining the optimal synthetic conditions leading to hybrid Pd/Fe-oxide nanocrystals 

with characteristics suitable for hyperthermia and MR imaging involves 

understanding the associated magnetic properties, and especially, their correlation 

with geometric data. Not less important is the possibility of the NPs to interact with 

each other due to magnetic dipole interactions, which can impact the collective 

magnetic response.[33] The static magnetic behaviour of the prepared NPs was 

investigated by SQUID magnetometry. The measurements were conducted on the 

batches of hybrid NPs as-obtained from the thermal decomposition synthesis and 

subsequent cleaning procedure (see Table 2.1), hence coated with OA and in powder 

form. Magnetization curves resulting from alignment of NPs in the presence of an 

increasing magnetic field (up to 50 kOe) were measured at 300 and 5K, as presented 

in Figures 3.1A and 3.1B, respectively. The saturation magnetization (MS) could be 

determined by extrapolating the highest magnetization values to the ordinate axis, 

where the field approaches zero (Table 3.1). These values were found to be lower 

compared to the bulk magnetite (92 emu/g)[34] but corresponding to those of the NPs 

with sizes around 20 nm,[35] and close to the value of 84.5 emu/g measured from 

commercial magnetite fine powder.[36] The presence of Pd-core and organic layer at 

the surface were not accounted for, and therefore, it should be noted that the real MS 

values expressed in emu/g of NPs should actually be higher. The magnetization 

curves measured at 5K display a hysteretic behaviour with substantial coercivities 

and remanence (Figure 3.1A-inset and Table 3.1). This indicates typical behaviour of 

superparamagnetic NPs below their blocking temperature (TB), above which the 

thermal fluctuations randomize magnetic moments leading to decreased MS values 

as well as coercivities (Figure 3.1B-inset). As the result, at 300K the NPs exhibit 

characteristics of the superparamagnetic state, while the presence of some remained 

coercivities (Table 3.1) can be attributed to the complex interactions, such as 

frustrated order or spin canting phenomena, described for the surface functionalized 

core–shell structures.[37] 
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Furthermore, the saturation magnetization of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs increases with the size 

of the nanocrystals (Figure 3.1C), which agrees with the literature.[1] Notably, this 

behaviour fails for certain Pd/Fe-oxide batches, which can be explained by the shape 

variations of these NPs. Therefore, the MS values for the ‘exotically’ shaped 

Exp_flower-like and Exp_popcorn-like NPs were excluded from comparison, as it is 

hard to determine their relevant average size. Moreover, it is challenging to draw an 

exact correlation between MS and shape for the NPs with dissimilar volumes of Fe-

oxide content.[1]  

 

Table 3.1. Overview of the magnetic properties of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs (batches prepared as 

presented in Table 2.1). Saturation magnetization (Ms) at 50 kOe, T = 5 K and 300 K, coercivity 

(Hc) at T = 5 K and 300 K, and determined blocking temperature (TB). Calculated SLP, ILP and 

r2 values. 

Sample 

Saturation 

Magnetization 

(Ms) 

(emu/g) 

Coercivity 

(Hc) 

(Oe) 

TB 

(K) 

SLP a 

(W/gFe) 

ILP 

(nHm2/kg) 

r2 b 

(mM−1 s−1) 

 5K 300K 5K 300K     

Exp_standard 67.9 58.7 20 8 180 113 0.975 220 

Exp_flower-like 53.1 45.4 270 31 120 -c -c -c 

Exp_popcorn-like 58.5 49.0 427 6 >370 -c -c -c 

Exp_10 mg 69.2 61.4 67 12 200 233 2.011 440 

Exp_nDS 62.7 56.3 26 8 100 -c -c -c 

Exp_3 °C 52.1 45.1 287 8 40 -c -c -c 

Exp_7 °C 63.7 57.5 213 6 130 102 0.880 90 

Exp_[surf]/[Fe] = 2 26.4 20.5 466 10 30 2 0.017 -c 

Exp_[surf]/[Fe] = 11 62.4 55.8 81 4 120 -c -c -c 

Exp_DPE 36.9 28.1 236 19 23 -c -c -c 

Exp_ODE:DPE (1:1) 46.5 39.9 56 9 120 -c -c -c 

Exp_DBE 63.6 55.4 13 4 160 -c -c -c 

a Measured at 346 kHz, 23 mT; SLP error ≤ 5%; b measured at 9.4 T and 25 °C; c not measured. 
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Figure 3.1. SQUID magnetometry of dry Pd/Fe-oxide NPs batches prepared under conditions 

summarized in Table 3.1: (A) M(H)T curves measured at T = 5 K; the inset represents 120× 

magnification of the x-axis showing coercivities (Hc); (B) M(H)T curves measured at T = 300 K; 

the inset represents 1500× magnification of the x-axis showing coercivities (Hc); (C) derived MS 

at 300 K as a function of the average diameter; (D) TB as a function of the average diameter of 

NPs. 

 

Similarly, TB (vide infra) is generally found to be proportional to the NPs 

volume/size.[1] This is a trend that we generally observe for our Pd/Fe-oxide NPs 

(Figure 3.1D) but once again, with certain exceptions. Moreover, we also need to 

consider the effect of dipolar interactions on the determined TB, as the NPs cannot be 

assumed to be fully isolated. 

More insights into the interparticle dipolar interactions could be obtained by 

measuring magnetization as a function of temperature under zero-field-cooling 

(ZFC) and field-cooling (FC) conditions (Figure 3.2). The Pd/Fe-oxide NPs were 

cooled from 370 K to 5 K in the absence of magnetic field after which a small magnetic 

field (1 kOe) was applied.  
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Figure 3.2. ZFC/FC-curves of the Pd/Fe-oxide NPs samples (abbreviations explained in Table 

3.1) measured at 1 kOe. 

 

As the temperature increased (T < TB), the magnetic moments aligned along the 

direction of the field and the maximum magnetization was reached. This typical 

maximum in the ZFC-curve lays around the TB, which can then be calculated as the 

first derivative of zero magnetization (Table 3.1).[38] 

In some cases, such as for Exp_flower-like and Exp_popcorn-like NPs, the TB is 

distributed over a certain temperature range, due to the size irregularities and 

interparticle interaction. The latter can also be concluded from the bifurcation of 

ZFC/FC curves above the TB observed in several batches, except for Exp_standard, 

Exp_[surf]/[Fe] = 2, Exp_[surf]/[Fe] = 11, and Exp_DPE. At T > TB, the thermal energy 

exceeds that of the magnetic field, causing a random flip of magnetic moments, 

hindering a further increase in the measured magnetization. Thereby, the profiles of 

superparamagnetic NPs are characterized with a steep decrease in magnetization 

(e.g., Exp_DPE and Exp_[surf][Fe] = 2).  

As the transition magnetic NPs from single to multi-domain is expected at a critical 

diameter of 30–90 nm, depending on the size, shape, and magneto-crystalline 

anisotropy[39], we expect all batches of Pd/Fe-oxide, with Exp_popcorn-like as a 

possible exception, to be superparamagnetic/single domain. Indeed, all NPs present 
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TB much smaller than room temperature, therefore, all Pd/Fe-oxide batches 

synthesized are in their superparamagnetic/single domain regime at room 

temperature.  

It is important to note that most studies presenting magnetic behaviour of NPs are 

based on homogeneous Fe-oxide nanocrystals. Magnetic properties arise in the 

presence or absence of unpaired valence electrons and the distribution of cations in 

tetrahedral (A) and octahedral (B) sites within the inverse spinel crystal structures, 

such as magnetite (Fe3O4) and maghemite (Fe2O3).[1] The presence of a second element, 

Pd in our case, influences the magnetic properties,[40] and can be another reason why 

typical correlations fail for certain Pd/Fe-oxide NPs. Therefore, at this point it 

becomes interesting to take a closer look at the composition/crystallinity of the NPs, 

as magnetic properties can be influenced by (i) the ratio of low-magnetization 

maghemite to high-magnetization magnetite, and (ii) alteration of the chemical 

composition caused by OA bound strongly via its two carboxylic oxygen atoms 

leading to magnetically inhomogeneous surface.[41] 

The Mössbauer spectroscopy conducted on the NPs at 300K (Figure 3.3) reveals the 

hyperfine parameters determined by the position of Fe-ions within different lattice 

positions (Table 3.2). The first indication on the chemical composition at the A- and 

B-sites of magnetite can be derived from the isomeric shifts (IS). The charges of Fe2+ 

and Fe3+ ions at the octahedral B-site are delocalized and averaged to Fe2.5+ with IS of 

0.67 mm s−1 expected for bulk magnetite. Therefore, the IS values measured for B-sites 

within the lattice that deviate downwards directly indicate the substitution of Fe2+ by 

Pd2+. With increasing Pd substitution levels (and decreasing B-site IS values)—the 

spectral contribution of the octahedral site is expected to decrease compared to the 

measured value in bulk magnetite (67%). This is indeed observed with samples 

Exp_10mg, Exp_nDS and Exp_7 °C, although the presence of small amounts of 

maghemite (overlapping with the A-site) cannot be excluded at this stage. In samples 

Exp_standard and Exp_flower-like the opposite effect is detected (in correlation with 

higher B-site IS values)—indicating substitution of Pd also at the A-site 

(preferentially). As the Mössbauer parameters do not directly correlate to the 

observed magnetic properties—it is conceivable that an optimum Pd substitution 

degree is achieved in the better performing Pd/Fe-oxide NPs. The presence of 
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magnetite in sample Exp_nDS rather than maghemite detected for 

Exp_ODE:DPE(1:1) can explain the higher saturation magnetization of the smaller 

NPs (56.1 emu/g, 15 nm) compared to the bigger ones (39.9 emu/g, 16 nm). 

Additionally, the magnetite composition of the largest NPs (Exp_10mg (21 nm), 

Exp_standard (20 nm), and Exp_7 °C (19 nm) was confirmed based on the spectral 

contribution values (Table 3.2).  

 

  
 

Figure 3.3. Mössbauer spectra of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs at 300 K. 

 

Finally, the high crystallinity derived from the small Mössbauer line widths (Γ), the 

reasonably high MS values saturating at relatively low fields, and the favourable 

hysteresis loops (especially of Exp_10mg, Exp_standard and Exp_7 °C NPs) suggest 

that the samples are of high magnetic quality, making them well suited for potential 

biomedical applications.[42] 
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Table 3.2. The Mössbauer fitted parameters of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs at 300 K. 

Sample Phase 
IS 

(mm s−1) 

QS 

(mm s−1) 

Hyperfine 

Field (T) 

Γ 

(mm s−1) 

Spectral 

Contribution 

(%) 

Exp_standard 
Fe3+ (Fe3O4, A) 0.32 −0.01 47.2 0.46 24 

Fe2.5+δ (Fe3O4, B) 0.54 −0.01 43.3 1.03 76 

Exp_flower-like 

Fe3+ (Fe3O4, A) 0.31 −0.02 48.2 0.50 22 

Fe2.5+δ (Fe3O4, B) 0.60 0.02 44.6 0.93 70 

Fe3+ (SPM) 0.19 0.98 - 0.95 8 

Exp_10mg 
Fe3+ (Fe3O4, A) 0.34 −0.02 47.5 0.57 38 

Fe2.5+δ (Fe3O4, B) 0.50 −0.01 43.2 1.12 62 

Exp_nDS 
Fe3+ (Fe3O4, A) 0.33 −0.01 47.8 0.53 41 

Fe2.5+δ (Fe3O4, B) 0.49 0.02 43.7 0.99 59 

Exp_7 °C 
Fe3+ (Fe3O4, A) 0.34 −0.02 47.7 0.56 42 

Fe2.5+δ (Fe3O4, B) 0.46 −0.03 43.6 1.07 58 

Exp_[surf]/[Fe] = 2 Fe3+ (SPM) 0.33 0.79 - 0.78 100 

Exp_ODE:DPE(1:1) 
Fe3+ (SPM) 0.36 0.80 - 0.74 41 

Fe3+ (γ-Fe2O3) 0.34 −0.02 45.6 0.68 59 

Exp_DBE 
Fe3+ (γ-Fe2O3) 0.33 −0.01 48.1 0.55 53 

Fe3+ (γ-Fe2O3) 0.36 −0.01 44.0 1.04 47 

Experimental uncertainties: Isomer shift: I.S. ± 0.02 mm s−1; Quadrupole splitting: Q.S. ± 0.02 

mm s−1; Line width: Γ ± 0.03 mm s−1; Hyperfine field: ± 0.1 T; Spectral contribution: ± 3%. 

 

Surface modification of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs and resulting magnetic properties  

The surface effects on magnetic properties of NPs become more significant with 

decrease of their sizes, as the fraction of surface atoms vs bulk atoms increases, hence 

enhanced attention is required during surface functionalization procedures.[43] As 

previously shown, the investigation of magnetic properties for multiple batches of 

Pd/Fe-oxide NPs was conducted on the NPs in powder form, as obtained from the 

thermal decomposition synthesis and the subsequent cleaning procedure, 

functionalized with OA-molecules. Oleic acid surfactant is widely employed in the 

preparation  of ferrite NPs, as it can form a dense protective monolayer during the 

synthesis, which leads to highly uniform and monodisperse particles. Studies of Wu 

et al.[44] and Zhang et al.[45] showed that OA is chemisorbed on the particle surface via 

carboxylates with non-polar methyl end-groups exposed in the solution. This surface 

arrangement endows the OA-capped NPs with hydrophobicity that explains the 
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excellent dispersibility in non-polar solvents. Enabling the final NPs for in vitro and 

in vivo studies requires aqueous media. Therefore, the hydrophobic NPs must be 

chemically functionalized with hydrophilic inorganic compounds (e.g., silica) or 

organic functional polymers, such as polyethylene glycol (PEG), polyvinyl alcohol 

(PVA), polylactic acid (PLA), polyvinylpirrolidone (PVP) in order to facilitate their 

dispersion and stability in aqueous media and minimize aggregation. For such phase-

transfer of NPs to aqueous media three strategies are generally employed, namely (i) 

ligand exchange, (ii) ligand modification, and (iii) additional coating layers.[46] Next 

to improving colloidal stability, the surface-active compounds play an important role 

in determining the biocompatibility and non-toxicity of the NPs, their in vivo 

biodistribution and in preventing their premature biological clearance after 

intravenous or intratumoral administration.[22] All these benefits of surface 

modification come with one key requirement: preservation of magnetic properties 

responsible for heating and imaging performance, which are known to be affected by 

the coating, regardless of its type.[22,24,47,48] The magnetic structure present at the 

nanoparticles’ surface layer is usually significantly different from that in the 

nanoparticles’ core. It is suggested that the total magnetization of the nanoparticle is 

comprised of a component due to the core of the particle and one due to the surface 

spins.[22] On the surface of the nanoparticle, the organic ligands are changing the 

anisotropy and the magnetic moments. Therefore, as the chemical environment of the 

coating shell influences the magnetic properties of the surface ions, i.e. it could have 

a notable effect on the overall magnetic performance.[49-51] Plenty of the studies in 

literature report a reduced magnetization for NPs coated with non-magnetic 

layers.[1,26,28,52] 

To transfer the OA-capped Pd/Fe-oxide NPs into water-phase, a well-known ligand 

exchange method was adopted in the first place. The principle behind ligand 

exchange is that the molecules stabilizing the NPs in the original phase are replaced 

by other, ideally more strongly binding ligand molecules that would enable the 

transfer to the desired phase and provide high colloidal stability. In our case, the 

hydrophobic OA ligand molecules present on the surface of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs as-

obtained from a batch of Exp_standard, were replaced by hydrophilic DMSA 

surfactant molecules through ligand exchange strategy, following a slightly modified 
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procedure presented by Song et al.[2] After the ligand exchange with DMSA 

procedure was performed, the Pe/Fe-oxide NPs were dispersed in water. As a first 

step, the shelf-life of the NPs was checked, by leaving the colloidal water dispersion 

in a glass vial overnight without stirring or moving. As no obvious precipitation was 

noticed by naked eye, the surfactant exchange step was considered satisfactory. 

Further on, investigation of magnetic properties via SQUID magnetometry was 

conducted on the DMSA-capped Pd/Fe-oxide NPs to assess the magnetic properties 

after the ligand exchange procedure. For comparison, hysteresis loops of a batch of 

Pd/Fe-oxide NPs from Exp_standard, coated with OA and DMSA, respectively, were 

recorded at 5K. The measurements were performed on the NPs in powder form in 

both cases, as obtained post-cleaning after the thermal decomposition synthesis of 

OA-capped hybrid NPs, and after freeze-drying the DMSA-capped Pd/Fe-oxide NPs 

suspension in water. As a result, a sharp decrease in the Ms value from 64.7 emu/gNPs 

to 35.5 emu/gNPs was recorded for DMSA-capped Pd/Fe-oxide NPs when compared 

to the as-synthesized OA-capped Pd/Fe-oxide NPs (Figure 3.4A).  

 

 
 

Figure 3.4. (A) SQUID magnetometry of dry Pd/Fe-oxide NPs from a batch of Exp_standard 

before and after ligand exchange, M(H)T curves measured at 5 K; (B) Heating profile (AMF of 

346 kHz, 23 mT) of DMSA-capped Pd/Fe-oxide NPs from a batch of Exp_Standard. 

 

These findings agree with literature reporting a decrease in Ms post surface 

modification for phase transfer of NPs to aqueous media.[1,26,28,52] 

Nevertheless, the next step was to assess the heating capability of the DMSA-coated 

Pd/Fe-oxide NPs. A sample containing the hybrid NPs dispersed in water was 

exposed to AMF at the frequency of 346 kHz and a field strength of 23 mT, while the 
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temperature profile over time (Figure 3.4B) was recorded for three-time intervals: 

before (0-1 min), during (1-2 min) and post AMF exposure (2-3 min). During the 

heating measurement, the temperature was recorded by two different probes, one 

placed in the centre of the sample, and one at the bottom of the vial. In case of a good 

colloidal dispersion, the temperatures recorded in both points of the sample should 

coincide, as the NPs concentration is consistent throughout the sample. However, this 

was not the case, as the temperature recorded at the bottom was considerably higher 

than that at the centre, which is a strong indication of NPs sedimentation. The stability 

of a colloidal system is defined by its resistance to aggregate and remain in 

suspension, defined by the balance between the attractive and repulsive forces once 

the NPs come in close proximity to each other.[53] When the attractive forces overcome 

the repulsive ones, the NPs will aggregate and sediment. To tackle this problem, the 

DMSA-capped Pd/Fe-oxide NPs were dispersed in water containing either 0.5% 

xanthan or 2% agar, both added to increase sample viscosity and prevent 

agglomeration and subsequent sedimentation of the NPs. From the temperature 

profiles recorded during exposure of the NPs dispersion with xanthan at the same 

conditions as before, it can be concluded that addition of xanthan was not sufficient 

to prevent sedimentation as the temperature at the bottom of the sample was still 

increasing at a higher rate than that recorded at the centre (Figure 3.5A).  

 

 
 

Figure 3.5. Heating graphs (346 kHz, 23 mT) of DMSA-capped Pd/Fe-oxide NPs from a batch 

of Exp_standard in water (A) with 1 mL of 0.5% xanthan solution and (B) with 2% agar solution.  
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In contrast, the presence of 2% agar facilitated stable dispersion of NPs, evident from 

the heating profiles where the temperature in the centre is higher than that measured 

at the bottom of the sample vial (Figure 3.5B). However, the maximum temperature 

rise was very low (23 C), which may be because of the aggregation that occurs 

immediately after dispersion of DMSA-capped Pd/Fe-oxide NPs in water and before 

addition of agar, or because of the too high viscosity of the sample. Additionally, a 

significant decrease in Ms recorded for the DMSA-capped Pd/Fe-oxide NPs was 

observed, and it is known that heating efficiency is proportional to the NPs magnetic 

properties. Overall, considering the sharp decrease in Ms value and the poor colloidal 

stability in water of the resulted NPs post DMSA ligand exchange, it was concluded 

that the DMSA-capped Pd/Fe-oxide NPs are not satisfactory for the desired 

applications of this thesis, and another surfactant modification technique was 

investigated. 

The next surfactant modification strategy for Pd/Fe-oxide NPs (batch of Exp_10mg) 

involved introduction of an additional molecular layer, that adsorbs on the original 

ligand molecules (OA) and changes the surface properties accordingly. In this 

manner, a ligand bilayer is formed, which allows the transfer of the hydrophobic 

nanoparticles from organic solvents to aqueous media. This procedure requires an 

amphiphilic molecule, comprised of both hydrophobic and hydrophilic parts, acting 

as a phase-transfer agent. The hydrophobic tail intercalates in between the OA 

surfactant molecules bound to the NPs, leaving the hydrophilic part exposed, thereby 

rendering the NPs dispersible in water.[28] As PEG-coating strategies are the most 

used for biomedical applications,[50] DSPE-PEG2000-COOH consisting of hydrophobic 

lipid and hydrophilic PEG-chains and polar carboxylic end-group was the first 

amphiphilic PEG surfactant used. The same NPs (Exp_10mg) were functionalized 

with three additional surfactants (DSPE-mPEG2000, DSPE-PEG2000-NH2 and DSPE-

PEG5000-NH2) and compared with DSPE-PEG2000-COOH (see Figure 3.6 for the 

chemical structures) to identify the best performance in terms of colloidal stability, 

preservation of magnetic properties and heating ability. The shelf-life of the surface 

modified NPs was assessed visually and by DLS over the period of 1 week (Figure 

3.7). 
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Figure 3.6. Chemical structures of the PEG-polymers used to functionalize the Pd/Fe-oxide NPs: 

(A) DSPE-PEG2000-COOH; (B) DSPE-mPEG2000; (C) DSPE-PEG2000-NH2; (D) DSPE-PEG5000-NH2. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.7. Shelf-life (left, photographic images (the apparent phase-separation is actually the 

paper/table background transition)) and DLS measurements (right) of aqueous suspensions of 

Pd/Fe-oxide NPs (Exp_10mg) functionalized with different surfactants, monitored over 7 days.  

 

The colloidal systems looked overall stable, with DSPE-PEG2000-NH2 as an exception, 

where minor NPs sedimentation could be noticed over time. Another problem was 

noticed for DSPE-PEG5000-NH2-capped Pd/Fe-oxide NPs that became unstable and 
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quite viscous at higher concentrations, which is not surprising considering the 

increase from 2000 to 5000 PEG-units. The satisfactory visual colloidal stability of the 

PEG-functionalized Pd/Fe-oxide NPs was further confirmed by DLS measurements 

(Figure 3.7). No increase in size was found for Pd/Fe-oxide NPs functionalized with 

DSPE-PEG2000-COOH and DSPE-mPEG2000, while the DSPE-PEG2000-NH2 

functionalized NPs showed an increase in size over time, indicating unsatisfactory 

colloidal stability and sedimentation, as it was noticed in the shelf-life images. 

Looking at the chemical structures of these PEG surfactants (Figure 3.6), the main 

difference between the implemented polymers stands in the functional groups that 

are exposed to aqueous solution, namely carboxyl-, methoxy- and amino-groups. In 

aqueous media at neutral pH, the negatively charged carboxylates stabilize the NPs 

better due to strong electrostatic repulsions, which is not the case for the amino-

groups containing polymers. This results in a weaker electrostatic repulsion and a 

higher chance for NPs aggregation, which translates into possibly larger sized NPs 

and subsequent sedimentation. This is in line with the visually less satisfactory shelf-

life results and DLS measurements (Figure 3.7) obtained for DSPE-PEG2000-NH2 

functionalized Pd/Fe-oxide NPs in comparison to the DSPE-PEG2000-COOH 

functionalized analogues. 

To investigate the magnetic properties of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs after modification of their 

surface with the aforementioned amphiphilic PEG-polymers, water dispersions of the 

NPs were freeze-dried and the SQUID measurements were conducted on the 

obtained powder. The magnetic hysteresis loops obtained at 300 K (Figure 3.8A) 

displayed no coercivity and remanence (Table 3.3, Exp_10mg) indicating typical 

superparamagnetic behaviour above blocking temperature independent of the 

amphiphilic PEG-surfactant. 

The Ms values recorded were lower for all the PEG-functionalized Pd/Fe-oxide NPs 

in comparison to the Ms value obtained for OA-capped Pd/Fe-oxide NPs, but as 

mentioned already, a diamagnetic/non-magnetic polymer layer at the surface of NPs 

can reduce their magnetization. The highest Ms value of 51.1 emu/gNPs was recorded 

for the NPs modified with DSPE-PEG2000-COOH, followed by DSPE-mPEG2000, for 

which a reduced Ms value of 44.9 emu/gNPs was obtained (Table 3.3). 
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Figure 3.8. Analysis of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs from Exp_10mg with various PEG-functionalization: 

(A) M(H)T curves measured at T = 300 K; (B) Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA).  

 

Table 3.3.  Overview of the magnetic properties of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs from Exp_10mg with 

different PEG functionalization. 

aMeasured at 50 kOe and T = 300 K; bMeasured at 300 K; cObtained from TGA; dMeasured at 

346 kHz, 23 mT; Error ≤ 5%. 

 

It is expected that variations in surface coverage density (based on TGA) create 

differences in surface environments and introduce uncertainty to the magnetic 

response of NPs after surface modification.[45] This explains the slightly lower Ms-

value of the NPs functionalized with DSPE-mPEG2000 in comparison to DSPE-PEG2000-

COOH, as a the corresponding weight loses are 18.9 and 17.8%, respectively (Figure 

3.8B, Table 3.3) 

Considering that all PEG is decomposed at 800 °C and palladium/magnetite are 

thermally stable in the measured temperature range, the difference between the 

remaining weight can be related to the extent of bound PEG, meaning a higher 

number of DSPE-mPEG2000 molecules were present on the surface of NPs, resulting in 

decreased Ms, which is in agreement with literature.[54,55] However, for the NPs 

Surfactant Saturation 

magnetization (Ms)a 

(emu/gNPs) 

Coercivity 

(Hc)b 

(Oe) 

Weight 

Lossc 

(%) 

SLP 

(W/gFe)d 

Oleic acid 61.4 12 - - 

DSPE-PEG2000-COOH 51.1 5.23 17.8 233 

DSPE-mPEG2000 44.9 4.95 18.9 205 

DSPE-PEG2000-NH2 43.4 4.00 16.9 203 

DSPE-PEG5000-NH2 39.8 2.85 15.0 201 
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functionalized with DSPE-PEG2000/5000-NH2-polymers the opposite was found: lower 

weight loss (16.9 and 15%, respectively) did not result in increased Ms-values. It is 

important to stress that there are multiple factors regarding functionalization found 

to significantly affect the saturation magnetization and anisotropy, such as the type 

of functional group of the ligands, the nature and the strength of the bonds, the 

surfactant chain length, the packing density of the coating molecules. Because of this 

complexity and the number of factors involved, in some cases contradictory results 

can be observed.[48] Possibly, during the functionalization procedure with DSPE-

PEG2000-NH2, more oleic acid surfactant molecules were stripped, higher number of 

strong covalent O-Fe bonds formed at the surface of the particles being disrupted, 

leading to changes in magnetic moment due to an increased spin disorders and a 

decrease in saturation magnetization.  

For Pd/Fe-oxide NPs modified with the higher molecular weight (Mw) DSPE-PEG5000-

NH2 surfactant, a small decrease in the absorbed amount of ligand molecules on the 

surface of the NPs was determined via TGA measurements in comparison to the other 

three PEG polymers with lower Mw. This is in agreement with the TGA results 

reported by other studies, which show that larger polymers lead to lower amounts 

adsorbed on the surface of the NPs.[54,56,57] On the other hand, Hong et al. concludes 

that the actual molecular weight of the polymer has little effect on the coating 

efficiency,[55] which corresponds to our case considering the small differences in 

weight loss (%) obtained via TGA for all PEG polymers.  

The Ms value recorded for Pd/Fe-oxide NPs functionalized with DSPE-PEG5000-NH2 

was the lowest (39.8 emu/gNPs). Even though it is expected that less surfactant 

adsorbed on the surface leads to better Ms values, the effect of the surfactant on the 

magnetic properties of the NPs is also dependent on the balance between the amount 

of polymer adsorbed on the surface and the length of the polymer chain employed 

through functionalization. In this case, considering the small differences between 

TGA results, the increased number of PEG units plays the determining role, and the 

decrease in Ms does not come as a surprise but is in agreement with other studies like 

the ones of Józefczak et al.[58] and Hong et al.[55]  

Lastly, the scope of the abovementioned surface functionalization experiments was 

to transfer the hydrophobic Pd/Fe-oxide NPs to aqueous media in a way that ensures 
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good colloidal stability and preservation of magnetic properties, rather than 

conducting a comprehensive study on the effects of surface functionalization and the 

crystal distortions that may arise as a consequence. Hence, functionalization with 

DSPE-PEG2000-COOH leading to NPs with the highest saturation magnetization and 

excellent colloidal stability was chosen as the best functionalization route for 

transferring the initially hydrophobic Pd/Fe-oxide NPs to aqueous media for further 

testing their performance as heating/thermal ablation and MR imaging agents.  

 

Pd/Fe-oxide nanoparticles as magnetic hyperthermia/thermal ablation agents 

Heat treatments entail either hyperthermia, increasing the in vivo temperature to a 

level that either sensitizes other therapies, such as chemo- or radiotherapy (41–46 °C), 

or thermal ablation, that causes a targeted ablation and cell death (>46 °C).[21] 

Magnetic nanoparticles can generate heat via different mechanisms in the 

surrounding regions when submitted to an alternating magnetic field. Depending on 

the size of the NPs, the heating can arise from hysteresis losses or, as in the case of 

Pd/Fe-oxide superparamagnetic nanoparticles presented in this study, the effects are 

attributed to Néel and Brownian relaxation mechanisms.[1,59]  

To evaluate the heating efficiency, we chose four of the Pd/Fe-oxide NPs batches 

previously introduced through this study: Exp_10mg, Exp_standard and Exp_7 °C 

with the highest values of saturation magnetization and, oppositely, Exp_[surf]:[Fe] 

= 2 with the smallest size and Ms value. As previously discussed, the as-prepared 

hybrid nanocrystals were hydrophobic post thermal decomposition synthesis, thus, 

the hybrid NPs were first transferred to aqueous media by providing their surface 

with hydrophilic DSPE-PEG2000-COOH. Next, samples containing approximatively 10 

mg of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs dispersed in 1 mL of water were used while applying an AMF 

at the frequency of 346 kHz and a field strength of 23 mT. The efficiency of heating, 

expressed as specific loss power (SLP)[60], was calculated for each batch of Pd/Fe-oxide 

NPs based on the following equation: 

 

 

 

SLP [W/gFe] =
C

mFe

∆T

∆t
 (1) 
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where C is the heat capacity of the sample, mFe is the mass of iron in the colloidal 

solution determined by ICP-OES, and ΔT/Δt is the measured temperature increase 

with time.  

As the properties of the externally applied magnetic field influence the extent of 

heating resulted from the magnetic NPs, it has been proposed to use intrinsic loss 

power (ILP) to enable comparison of heating power measurements made at different 

magnetic field strengths/frequencies[61], which can be derived from SLP using 

Equation (2), in which SLP is in W/kg, f is the frequency of the alternating magnetic 

field in kHz and H is the magnetic field strength in kA/m.  

 

 

The superparamagnetic Pd/Fe-oxide NPs from Exp_[surf]:[Fe] = 2 presented an SLP 

value of only 2 W/gFe (Table 3.1). This value is below the detection limit of the 

machine, meaning, no heat was generated by these NPs. This is in agreement with 

the study of Jeun et al., that established a threshold size (approx. 10 nm) below which 

the measured SLP is insufficient for hyperthermia applications.[62] Generally, the SLP 

values of magnetic Fe-oxide NPs are known to be proportional to the saturation 

magnetization of these NPs.[63] In our case, even with the inclusion of Pd as a second 

metal and the Fe-oxide as a coating, we noticed the same correlation of increasing 

SLP values with MS as the Pd/Fe-oxide NPs with sizes of 19, 20 and 21 nm from Exp_7 

°C, Exp_standard and Exp_10 mg, which produced SLP values of 102 W/gFe, 113 

W/gFe, and 233 W/gFe, respectively (Table 3.1). Of course, we are interested in the 

highest SLP values possible for efficient hyperthermia/thermal ablation with a 

minimal dose of magnetic NPs introduced into the body, therefore, Exp_10mg had 

the most promising results.  

The SLP and ILP values are extensively used to characterize the heat generation 

ability of magnetic systems. The SLP is directly influenced by both intrinsic 

parameters such as size, magnetocrystalline/shape anisotropy and surface 

functionalization of the nanoparticles, as well as extrinsic parameters like frequency, 

amplitude of the magnetic field applied and the viscosity of the media.[64] As SLP is 

dependent on the frequency and strength of the magnetic field employed during the 

ILP =
SLP

𝑓 ∙ H2
 (2) 
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measurement, the ILP value is commonly used for comparison between magnetic 

nanoparticle heating powers measured at different laboratories.[61] However, it has 

been shown that ILP values of the same sample measured at several laboratories can 

differ up to 40% because of large systematic errors and lack of agreement in magnetic 

heating characterization.[12,65] Equation (1) used in this research to calculate the SLP is 

based on the assumption that all energy dissipated goes into a temperature increase 

of the sample. In reality, as the system is not perfectly adiabatic, some of the energy 

is lost to the environment. However, as the cooling rate is very low in comparison to 

the heating rate, the heat loss to the environment is negligible compared to the sample 

heating. Multiple calculation methods have been developed to estimate SLP from 

heating data, and such examples with more detailed decription are reported in 

studies of Soetaert et al.[66] and Wells et al.[65] 

As there is currently no consensus on “best practice” to measure temperatue and 

calculate SLP, it makes it hard to directly compare the results between our 

experiments and other different experimental setups.  

Once more, the presence of Pd in the composition of the NPs makes it hard to 

compare our results with those presented in literature on homogeneous Fe-oxides, 

and, to the best of our knowledge, there are no other Pd/Fe-oxide NPs on which the 

heating efficiency has been investigated. However, there are studies on Au/Fe-oxide 

NPs synthesized via thermal decomposition, such as the those reported by Efremova 

et al.[67] in which they present similar hybrid nanoparticles along with analogous 

method for transferring the hybrid nanoparticles in aqueous solution. Converting 

their maximum reported SLP value of Au/Fe-oxide NPs to the ILP results into 1.410 

nHm2/kg, which is comparable to our results with a slightly higher ILP value (2.011 

nHm2/kg) calculated for Exp_10mg. Still, this comparison is not fully relevant, as an 

AMF with different frequency and amplitude was applied during their heating 

studies, which still leads to differences in heating results.[65] 

As shown before, the heating efficiency of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs functionalized with 

DSPE-PEG2000-COOH was satisfactory, but NPs functionalized with other PEG-

polymers that led to lower saturation magnetization values were also tested under 

the same AMF conditions (346 kHz and a field strength of 23 mT) and the 

corresponding SLP values were calculated (Table 3.3). The SLP values recorded for 
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DSPE-PEG2000-COOH, DSPE-mPEG2000, DSPE-PEG2000-NH2 and DSPE-PEG5000-NH2 

functionalized NPs did not exhibit significant differences and were determined to be 

233, 205, 203 and 201 W/gFe, respectively. These results are consistent with the 

theoretical prediction for such small NPs in their superparamagnetic/single-domain 

regime, where Neél relaxation is thought to be the predominant mechanism, which 

is unaffected by the coating of the NPs.[68]  

 

Pd/Fe-oxide nanoparticles as MR imaging agents 

MRI is a well-known diagnostic technique in medicine, and it is mostly applied to 

generate high-resolution anatomic images of organs and tissues. The principle is 

based on the nuclear magnetic resonance of the protons, whose relaxation can be 

altered by administration of contrast agents, which leads to contrast enhancement of 

the images. Superparamagnetic Fe-oxide NPs are superior candidates to decrease the 

transversal T2-relaxation times of the protons in their proximity through generation 

of large magnetic field gradients resulting in a dark contrast in T2-weighted 

images.[1,69]  

As the Pd/Fe-oxide NPs presented promising magnetic properties, we performed T2-

relaxation measurements to gain insight into the r2 relaxivity (relaxation rate 

enhancement per mM of magnetic species). In accordance with the theory, only ultra-

small Fe-oxide NPs (<10 nm) exhibit a T1-effect,[70] which was not the case for the 

presented Pd/Fe-oxide NPs, thus the r1-measurements were omitted in this study. It 

has been shown that the contrast enhancement effects are directly related to the 

saturation magnetization value,[1] thus the Pd/Fe-oxide NPs from Exp_[surf]:[Fe] = 2 

were excluded, as their MS was the lowest and the SLP value was insufficient for 

heating. Instead, we focused on the three Pd/Fe-oxide batches with the highest MS 

values: Exp_10mg, Exp_standard and Exp_7 °C in aqueous suspensions, after surface 

modification with DSPE-PEG2000-COOH, and investigated their impact on the T2 

relaxation time. The resulting transverse relaxivities r2 measured for these three 

batches are summarized in Table 3.1. A typical increase in r2 values with increasing 

NPs size was observed[71] with the highest value of 440 mM−1 s−1 for Exp_10mg, 

making these NPs the most promising T2 contrast agents candidates, as the higher the 

relaxivity, the smaller the amount of NPs to be injected in the patient for high quality 
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imaging. An inverse of the T2-relaxation time as a function of iron concentration for 

Exp_10mg can be found in Figure 3.9. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.9. Inverse of the T2-relaxation times as a function of iron concentration (determined 

by ICP-OES) for Pd/Fe-oxide NPs from Exp_10mg and functionalized with DSPE-PEG2000-

COOH. 
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3.4 Conclusion 

 
The magnetic properties of the multiple batches of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs synthesized and 

presented in the previous chapter of this thesis were investigated. For this, SQUID 

magnetometry was conducted on hydrophobic Pd/Fe-oxide NPs in powder form. It 

was noticed that the magnetic behaviour of NPs is strongly dimension-dependent, 

and size is indeed one of the parameters that can be manipulated to tune the magnetic 

properties like saturation magnetization, coercivity, blocking temperature, etc. 

However, most of the trends on magnetic properties of NPs presented in literature 

are based on homogeneous Fe-oxide nanocrystals. Moving towards hybrid NPs and 

more complicated nanosystems leads to even more variables that influence the 

magnetic properties. This becomes extremely challenging, especially without a 

reliable basis for comparison with other magnetic nanoparticles presented in 

literature that are synthesized by various research groups via different synthetic 

routes. In any case, the presence of the non-magnetic Pd in the core of Fe-oxide NPs 

complicates the size-dependence due to variations in the volume of magnetic shell. 

Therefore, parameters, such as shape, composition, anisotropy, surface 

functionalization, etc., need to be considered to achieve complete control over the 

magnetic properties.  

Nevertheless, the reasonably high saturation magnetization values obtained in this 

study with Pd/Fe-oxide NPs indicate that high-temperature synthesis via thermal 

decomposition is a suitable method to produce magnetic hybrid NPs. Majority of the 

hysteresis loops presented by the various batches of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs suggests that 

the samples are in their superparamagnetic regime, with low coercivity and 

remanence, and saturation magnetization occurs at relatively low fields. 

The Pd/Fe-oxide NPs are meant to be used as theranostic agents, but the as-

synthesized hybrid NPs are hydrophobic, hence surface modification was required 

in order to transfer the hybrid NPs to aqueous media. For making the NPs 

hydrophilic, a ligand exchange procedure with DMSA was conducted first, but the 

results were unsatisfactory in terms of colloidal stability and preservation of magnetic 

properties. A second attempt at making the NPs water-dispersible was by 

introducing an additional PEG layer on the Pd/Fe-oxide NPs. Four PEG-surfactants 

with different functional groups or Mw were employed, but DSPE-PEG2000-COOH 
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offered the best results, as the Pd/Fe-oxide NPs were stable in water for long periods 

of time and presented the highest saturation magnetization value.  

Lastly, the best combination of SLP values and r2-relaxivities in water were obtained 

for Exp_standard and Exp_10mg. These batches present efficient heating and 

transversal relaxation rate enhancement, which makes them the best candidates for 

further investigation on their application for MR-image assisted 

hyperthermia/thermal ablation and radiotherapy.  
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Abstract: Multifunctional biocompatible magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) are highly 

researched for biomedical applications, especially in the fields of diagnosis (e.g. MRI imaging) 

and therapy (e.g. hyperthermia/thermal ablation) for cancer treatment. A crucial requirement 

for such theranostic nanoparticles meant as thermal and contrast agents is to endow them with 

magnetic properties, while retaining small sizes to ensure superparamagnetism. This would 

provide high heating efficiency at clinically relevant doses and contrast enhancement under 

application of an external magnetic field. The magnetic properties of nanoparticles are strongly 

related to their characteristic parameters such as size, shape and magnetocrystalline anisotropy. 

However, size has its limitations as MNPs move from superparamagnetic regime to pseudo 

single-domain and then multi-domain with size increase. Tuning the magnetocrystalline 

anisotropy can be an alternative strategy to increase the magnetic properties, for e.g. via doping 

by introducing different cations in the crystal lattice. Ferrite nanoparticles with the general 

formula MFe2O4 (M = Mn, Co, Ni) are a great inspiration, as their magnetic properties can be 

altered and enhanced by introducing the desired number of dopants in the nanoparticles 

composition. The idea of this study was to generate  nanoparticles comprised of a Pd core, 

envisioned for the eventual radiolabelling with 103Pd to enable brachytherapy, and an iron oxide 

coating doped with Mn, responsible for hyperthermia/thermal ablation and MR-imaging. 

Therefore, we established a synthesis method for Pd-core-iron oxide manganese doped shell 

nanoparticles (Pd/Fe|Mn-oxide NPs), investigated their magnetic properties, and tested their 

performance as theranostic agents. Lastly, a better performance in comparison to analogue 

Pd/Fe-oxide NPs previously presented in this thesis was demonstrated, including additionally 

enabled beneficial T1 contrast. 

 

Keywords: hybrid nanoparticles, palladium, iron oxide, manganese doping, magnetic 

properties, hyperthermia/thermal ablation, dual MR-contrast. 
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4.1. Introduction 

 
One of the most challenging innovations in medicine stands in multifunctional 

biocompatible magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs), that have the ability to revolutionize 

the field of diagnosis and therapy of cancer.[1] The magnetic properties of MNPs are 

crucial for their successful performance in biomedical applications, such as drug 

delivery, cell marking, magnetic hyperthermia/thermal ablation (MH/TA) or 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).[2,3] For example, one of the limitations of 

conventional MNPs in thermal treatments is their low heating power, which requires 

local injection of MNPs in large quantities.[1] However, it is difficult to inject high 

volumes in tumours, plus the recommended dose of magnetic iron oxide NPs 

(Ferumoxytol) approved by the FDA is 510 mg (<10 mg per kg). Hence, to fully exploit 

the therapeutic potential of thermal treatments, it is crucial to design MNPs with high 

heating efficiency at clinically relevant doses (<10 mg per kg) to ensure generation of 

high intratumoral and intralesional temperatures required for sensitization or 

complete eradication of cancer tissues.[2,4] Therefore, design optimization of the 

nanoagents for MH/TA, while keeping an efficient heating power, has become a truly 

important challenge in biomedicine. At the same time, optimized magnetic properties 

designed for thermal treatments may also lead to improved MRI performance, as 

both heating performance and contrast enhancement are directly related to saturation 

magnetization (Ms).[2,5] These objectives can be achieved by tuning the MNPs 

parameters, such as size, shape and magnetocrystalline anisotropy.[1]  

Saturation magnetization (Ms) varies with the size of the MNPs until a threshold size 

beyond which the magnetization value reaches a plateau and approaching the bulk 

magnetization value. At the same time, with size increase, the balance of magnetic 

interaction changes, and the MNPs move from superparamagnetic regime to single- 

and eventually multi-domain regimes.[5] However, the MNPs preferred in biomedical 

applications are sufficiently small to ensure the superparamagnetic regime, where 

magnetism disappears after removal of applied magnetic field, ensuring colloidal 

stability and resistance towards aggregation.[6,7] Lastly, it seems that MNPs with an 

optimal size limit between superparamagnetic and single-domain behaviour are 

optimal for thermal treatment.[1,8] Therefore, tuning the efficiency of MNPs via their 
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size has limitations. On the other hand, tuning the anisotropy of the NPs is a very 

promising alternative strategy to increase Ms, and to enhance MNPs heating 

efficiency and relaxivities (relaxation rate enhancement per concentration of magnetic 

component).[1,8] The effective anisotropy of MNPs can be tuned via changes on shape 

anisotropy, or on magnetocrystalline anisotropy by doping or synthesizing core-shell 

MNPs.[1,9] In the last years, ferrite nanoparticles with the general formula MFe2O4 (M 

= Fe, Mn, Co, Ni) have gained the spotlight due to their potential applications in 

biomedicine, and due to their remarkable magnetic properties, which can be tuned 

by introducing the desired composition of the dopants.[10,11] For example, the 

saturation magnetization of MnFe2O4 NPs was enhanced to 110 emu/mass of 

magnetic atoms from 101 emu/g of magnetic atoms presented by Fe3O4 NPs of the 

same size, via magnetic engineering of the iron oxide nanocrystal by replacement of 

Fe2+ with Mn2+.[8,12]  

Lastly, the nanomedicine paradigm is moving towards design of dual T1/T2 contrast 

agents. Such nanomaterials are developed through different approaches, one 

example being doping iron oxide NPs with paramagnetic ions, as Mn2+.[1] In 

accordance to literature, only ultra-small iron oxide NPs (<10 nm) exhibit a T1-

effect.[13] However, such small sized MNPs are not able to generate heat sufficient for 

HT/TH applications.[14] Therefore, engineering of magnetization values via the MNPs 

composition is critical for developing sensitive magnetic probes for biomedical 

applications.[8] 

In the previous chapter of this thesis, core-shell Pd/Fe-oxide NPs, with sizes around 

20 nm, were deemed as best candidates for both MH/TA and MR-imaging. Therefore, 

we wanted to investigate the possibility of boosting their efficiency as theranostic 

agents even further. As previously mentioned, tuning the magnetic properties of NPs 

via their size, while ensuring superparamagnetism, has limitations, hence, anisotropy 

becomes a great alternative. For this, we attempted to boost the magnetic properties 

of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs by tuning their magnetocrystalline anisotropy via doping the iron 

oxide coating with manganese. Firstly, a seed-mediated thermal decomposition 

method for synthesis of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs with different amounts of manganese-

doped iron oxide coatings (Pd/Fe|Mn-oxide NPs) was investigated. These hybrid 

MNPs were synthesized with similar sizes and shapes as the Pd/Fe-oxide NPs, in 
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order to study the effect of doping on magnetic properties, heating and imaging 

performance in comparison to their Pd/Fe-oxide analogues. 

 

4.2 Materials and methods 

 
Reagents 

Palladium (II) acetate, oleylamine (OAm), tert-butylamine-borane complex, ethanol, 

hexane, Iron (III) acetylacetonae (Fe(acac)3), Manganese (II) acetylacetonate 

(Mn(acac)2), 1,2-hexadecanediol, 1-oxtadecene (ODE), oleic acid (OA), chloroform, 

1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-[carboxy(polyethylene glycol)-

2000] sodium salt, powder (DSPE-PEG2000-COOH), ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid 

disodium salt dihydrate (EDTA), sodium hydroxide (NaOH).  

 

Preparation of oleylamine capped Pd NPs (seeds) 

OAm capped Pd-seeds were prepared based on previously published protocols.[15,16] 

Briefly, palladium (II) acetate (56 mg, 0.249 mmol) was added to 15 mL OAm in a 3-

neck round-bottom flask. The reaction mixture was heated to 60 C in 10 min under 

a stream of nitrogen gas and vigorous stirring. In parallel, tert-butylamine-borane 

complex (130 mg, 1.495 mmol) was dissolved in 3 mL OAm and injected into the 

reaction mixture via a septum, once the temperature reached 60 C. After addition, 

the reaction mixture was further heated to 90 C with a heating rate of 3 C/min and 

kept at this temperature for 60 min. After 60 min, the reaction system was left to cool 

down to room temperature and the Pd NPs were collected by addition of 30 mL 

ethanol and centrifugation for 8 min at 10500 RPM (11830 g). The Pd NPs were 

stored as such until further use. The final product was redispersible in organic 

solvents such as toluene, hexane, chloroform.  

 

Preparation of Mn doped Pd/Fe-oxide NPs (Pd/Fe|Mn-oxide) via a seed-mediated 

method  

The synthesis employed to prepare Pd/Fe|Mn-oxide NPs for this study was adjusted 

from protocols presented in previously published articles.[17,18] Iron(III) 

acetylacetonate (Fe(acac)3) (23.5 mg, 0.066 mmol) together with Mn(II) 

acetylacetonate (Mn(acac)2) (8 mg, 0.033 mmol), and 1,2-hexadecanediol (50 mg) were 
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added to a 3-neck round bottom flask containing 20 mL octadecene (ODE), oleic acid 

(OA, 660 µL),  and oleylamine (OAm, 65 µL). OAm capped Pd NPs (5.3 mg, 0.05 

mmol) were dispersed in approximatively 0.4 mL hexane and sonicated for 5 min. 

Next, the Pd-seeds in hexane were added to the 3-neck round bottom flask. The 

reaction mixture was slowly heated to 120 C under nitrogen flow and vigorous 

stirring and left at this temperature for 20 min to ensure the complete removal of 

hexane. Subsequently, the reaction mixture was further heated to 205 C with a 

heating rate of 5 C/ min and kept at this temperature for 120 min. After 120 min, the 

reaction mixture was further heated to 315 C with a heating rate of 5 C and kept at 

this temperature for 60 min. Next, the reaction system was left to cool down to room 

temperature and the Mn-dopped Pd/Fe-oxide NPs were collected by addition of 30 

mL ethanol and centrifugation at 10500 RPM (11830 g) for 4-6 min. The procedure 

was repeated several times with ethanol and one or two times with a combination of 

ethanol and hexane in equal volumes. Lastly, the NPs were dried by a gentle flow of 

nitrogen/compressed air and stored as such until further use. The final product could 

be redispersed in organic solvents such as toluene, hexane, chloroform. 

The experiment was conducted with 1[Mn]:4[Fe] ratio as well.  

 

Dispersion of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs in aqueous media with DSPE-PEG2000-COOH 

The synthesized Pd/Fe|Mn-oxide NPs were transferred into water by means of 

functionalization with DSPE-PEG2000-COOH following a slightly modified protocol 

presented elsewhere.[19] Firstly, 2 mg of Pd/Fe|Mn-oxide NPs were dispersed via 

ultrasonication in 1 mL chloroform containing 1.5 mg of PEG surfactant. The vial 

containing the mixture was left open for 24 h for the slow evaporation of the solvent, 

until a pasty precipitate remained at the bottom of the vial. The residual solid was 

heated to 80 °C for 10 min in a vacuum oven and subsequently flushed with a gentle 

flow of nitrogen, to ensure complete removal of chloroform. Next, 1 mL of Milli-Q 

water was added to the precipitate and sonicated for 15 min until a colloidal 

suspension in aqueous media was obtained. The colloidal suspension of NPs was 

pipetted into Eppendorf vials and the unbound polymer and excess lipids were 

removed by two rounds of centrifugation for 1 h at 19,600 RPM (30,000 xg) and 
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subsequent removal of the supernatant. Lastly, the NPs were collected in 1-2 mL of 

Milli-Q water in an Eppendorf and kept as such for further use. 

 

Pd, Mn leakage study 

Pd/Fe|Mn-oxide MNPs (2.5 mg) were transferred into an aqueous media with DSPE-

PEG2000-COOH surfactant. Subsequently, the MNPs were resuspended in 0.5 mL 1 

mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid disodium salt dihydrate (EDTA) solution, 

previously brought to pH 7.4 with 0.1 M sodium hydroxide (NaOH) solution. The 

NPs were left for 24 h in suspension, after which they were added to an Amicon Ultra 

Centrifugal tube with a centrifugal concentrator Ultracel - 30 kDa MWCO 

regenerated cellulose membrane and centrifuged for 20 min at 4200 RPM. Lastly, the 

filtrate was collected and analysed on ICP-MS to check the Pd and Mn content. The 

2.5 mg of Pd/Fe|Mn-oxide NPs were resuspended in 0.5 mL EDTA solution and the 

same procedure was repeated after 48h and 7 days. 

 

Characterization  

Particle size, size distribution and morphology of the samples were determined by 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM), using a 120 kV Jeol_JEM1400 microscope. 

All samples for TEM were prepared by drop-casting a diluted nanoparticle 

suspension in organic solvents such as hexane on a Quantifoil R1.2/1.3 Cu300 grid 

and evaporating the solvent at room temperature. The mean diameter and the size 

distribution of the samples were obtained by statistical analysis over 500-1000 NPs, 

by analysing the obtained TEM images with ImageJ software. The elemental mapping 

analysis was done with an Oxford Instruments EDS detector X-MAXN 100TLE on the 

same grids used for TEM.  

Magnetic characterization by superconducting quantum interference device 

(SQUID), was carried out on an MPMS XL magnetometer from Quantum Design, 

using about 1–2 mg of dried NPs powder. The hysteresis loops M(H) obtained under 

continuously varying applied magnetic field up to a maximum of ±50 kOe at 5 K and 

300 K were used for evaluation of saturation magnetization (Ms) and coercivity (Hc). 

The heating power measurements were performed using the Magnetherm Digital, 

manufactured by Nanotherics, using a 50 mm coil device. All SLP values were 
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measured using an alternating magnetic field with a frequency of 346 kHz and a field 

strength of 19.1 mT. Two glass-fiber optic thermometers were used for temperature 

measurement [Osensa PRB-G40_2.0M-STM-MRI] to measure both the core and 

bottom temperature of the sample. The core temperature measured was used for SLP 

calculations. For determination of SLP, a sample of 1 mL of NPs in suspension was 

inserted in an isolated sample holder, to reduce heat loss to the environment, and 

placed in the middle of the coil. The temperature was equilibrated until it varied less 

than 0.05 °C/min before the measurement was conducted. The sample was then 

exposed to the magnetic field.  

The longitudinal (T1) and transverse (T2) MR relaxation times of the phantoms were 

evaluated at 1.5 T, using a 450W MR scanner (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI, USA). 

T1 relaxation times were measured with an inversion recovery (IR) turbo spin echo 

sequence with the following parameters: repetition time (TR) = 3000 ms, inversion 

time (TI) = 50, 100, 250, 200, 250, 500, 750, 1000, and 1500 ms, echo time (TE) = 11.2 ms, 

field of view (FOV) = 192 x 192 mm2, slice thickness = 4 mm, acquisition matrix = 192 

x 192, and number of excitations (NEX) = 1.[20] The T1 relaxometry data were analysed 

using MATLAB script (R2018b, The MathWorks INC, Natick, USA) developed by 

Barral et al.[21] T2 relaxation times were measured with a spin echo sequence with the 

following parameters: TR = 2000 ms, TE = 9, 15, 25, 35, 55, and 75 ms, FOV = 192 x 192 

mm2, slice thickness = 4 mm, acquisition matrix = 128 x 128, and NEX = 1. The T2 

relaxation rates were calculated by fitting a mono-exponential signal decay model 

using the nonlinear curve fitting function lsqcurvefit of MATLAB with an in-house 

developed script. Relaxation measurements were repeated once. The measured 

values were calculated per voxel and reported as the mean and standard deviation 

over approx. 120 voxels per sample. 

The SLP-values and r2-relaxivities of the samples were calculated using the 

concentrations of iron obtained from the ICP-OES data performed on the same 

samples after destruction of NPs. 
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4.3 Results and Discussion  

 
Pd/Fe|Mn-oxide NPs synthesis 

Cation exchange (CE) processes consist in partial or total replacement of cations from 

a nanocrystal structure with other cations. A typical CE process is conducted by 

mixing pre-made nanoparticles with additional metal precursors and surfactants and 

subsequent heating of the mixtures.[7] Even though post-synthetic cation exchange is 

an elegant method to introduce doping, as presented in the study of Sytnyk et al.[22], 

conventional seeded-growth method was preferred in this case, as it spares an extra 

step in the procedure, highly important in the view of the eventual radiolabelling of 

these MNPs with 103Pd radionuclide. 

The synthesis of iron oxide NPs via reductive thermal decomposition of Fe(acac)3 iron 

precursor is highly popular, and it can be easily extended to the preparation of 

MFe2O4 by simply adding Mn(acac)2 in the reaction mixture, together with the 

Fe(acac)3 precursor.[8] Therefore, the Fe(CO)5 precursor previously employed through 

the synthesis of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs was replaced with Fe(acac)3, as acetylacetonate 

groups coordinate to a range of metals, including iron and manganese, both 

precursors being readily available and with decomposition temperatures around 200 

°C.[8,18,23] The synthesis method adopted for generating Pd/Fe|Mn-oxide MNPs was a 

seed-mediated thermal decomposition, similar to the one employed for Pd/Fe-oxide 

NPs, in which pre-made OAm-capped Pd NPs were introduced in the reaction 

mixture to act as seeds on which the iron|manganese-oxide simultaneously nucleate 

and grow as a coating. However, the change in precursor introduced new challenges 

in the synthesis as experiments failed to consistently display core-shell structures. 

Fe(acac)3 and Mn(acac)2 have different nucleation/growth regimes than Fe(CO)5, 

arising from their different chemistries and reactivities. While Fe(CO)5 favours 

heterogeneous nucleation onto seeds surface and successive growth over 

homogeneous nucleation, Fe(acac)3 does not exhibit the same preference, 

homogeneous nucleation being favoured in this case. During the synthesis, this 

resulted into a mixture of single iron|manganese-oxide NPs, uncoated Pd-seeds and 

incomplete core-shell morphologies, as reported elsewhere.[17] Therefore, new 

measures were employed during the synthesis with Fe(acac)3 and Mn(acac)2 
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precursors, in order to promote heterogeneous nucleation and formation of 

Pd/Fe|Mn-oxide MNPs. Such measures included i) a decrease in the iron|manganese 

precursor quantity present in the reaction, to avoid supersaturation conditions 

promoting homogeneous nucleation, ii) a lower amount of OAm-surfactant 

introduced during the reaction, iii) introducing an intermediate temperature step at 

approximatively 200 °C during a prolonged time to stimulate the formation of Fe(III)-

complex with surfactants, iv) the use of a long-chain diol (1,2-hexadecanediol) to act 

both as accelerant in the formation of Fe-O-Fe bonds and mild reducing agent, and v) 

an increased temperature of 315 °C for the growth stage. Similar measures that 

promoted the heterogeneous nucleation of Fe(acac)3 on pre-made seeds were 

proposed in other studies.[17] 

After tuning the synthesis in accordance to the aforementioned measures, Pd/Fe|Mn-

oxide NPs were successfully prepared via thermal decomposition of acetylacetonate 

precursors of iron and manganese on preformed OAm-capped Pd NPs with an 

average diameter of 5 nm. As the result, the iron|manganese-oxide heterogeneously 

nucleated and formed a coating on top of the Pd-seeds, leading to hybrid MNPs with 

spherical-squared morphology and sizes around 22 nm, as can be seen in the TEM 

images presented in Figure 4.1.  

 

 
 

Figure 4.1. TEM images and corresponding size distributions of Pd/Fe|Mn-oxide MNPs 

synthesized with the following precursor ratios: (A) Pd/Fe|(0.5 Mn)-oxide and (B) Pd/Fe|(0.25 

Mn)-oxide. 
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Two experiments were conducted, in which different amounts of manganese 

precursor Mn(acac)2 in relation to iron precursor Fe(acac)3 (1[Mn]:2[Fe] and 

1[Mn]:4[Fe]) were employed during the synthesis. The two batches of NPs are to be 

referred as Pd/Fe|(0.5 Mn)-oxide and Pd/Fe|(0.25 Mn)-oxide, respectively. 

Independent of the precursor ratio introduced in the reaction, the hybrid MNPs 

undertook the same spherical-squared morphology (Figure 4.1A,B). 

In the bright-field TEM images, the darker areas correspond to Pd, whereas lighter 

contrast represents Fe|Mn-oxide, as a result of the different electron penetration 

efficiency on Pd compared to Fe|Mn-oxide. However, Fe and Mn have similar 

electron densities, and cannot be differentiated via different contrast in TEM images, 

making it impossible to confirm the presence of the two metals in the composition of 

the hybrid MNPs. For this, EDS elemental mapping analysis was performed on the 

two batches of synthesized Pd/Fe|Mn-oxide NPs visualizing the individual signals 

for Pd, Fe, and Mn to confirm their position within the coating (Figure 4.2).  

 

 
 

Figure 4.2. HR-TEM and EDS elemental mapping with individual signals for Pd (green), Fe 

(blue), and Mn(orange) of (A) Pd/Fe|(0.5 Mn)-oxide and (B) Pd/Fe|(0.25 Mn)-oxide. 

 

Interestingly, the experiment conducted with a higher Mn amount, generated 

Pd/Fe|Mn-oxide NPs with a portion of the Mn atoms permeating the iron oxide 

coating. However, the majority of the Mn atoms was residing at the surface, 

generating an outer rim on the hybrid MNPs (Figure 4.2A). On the other hand, for 

the experiment conducted with lower Mn amount, the Mn atoms were found to be 

permeating the iron oxide coating (Figure 4.2B), but no outer rim was formed, 

possibly due to insufficient amount of Mn atoms. The EDS mapping analysis 
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confirmed the successful synthesis of Pd/Fe|Mn-oxide hybrid MNPs, with spherical-

square morphologies, relevant sizes around 22 nm and different Mn-doping 

amounts, which increased with the higher [Mn]:[Fe] precursor ratio introduced in the 

synthesis. 

 

Magnetic properties of Pd/Fe|Mn-oxide MNPs 

The static magnetic behaviour of the two aforementioned batches of Pd/Fe|Mn-oxide 

MNPs was investigated by SQUID magnetometry. The MNPs were coated with OA, 

as-obtained from the thermal decomposition synthesis and subsequent cleaning 

procedure. The magnetization curves resulting from the alignment of the MNPs in 

the presence of an increasing magnetic field (up to 50 kOe) were measured at 5 K and 

300 K, as shown in Figures 4.3A and 4.3B, respectively. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.3. SQUID magnetometry of Pd/Fe|Mn-oxide MNPs: (A) M(H)T curves at T = 5 K; the 

inset represents 120x magnification of the x-axis showing coercivities (Hc); (B) M(H)T curves at 

T = 300 K; the inset represents 1200x magnification of the x-axis showing coercivities (Hc). 

 

It is important to mention that the hysteresis loops present small dips at high fields, 

as a consequence of the strong diamagnetic interaction of the plastic capsule used 

during the measurements. The saturation magnetization (Ms) was determined by 

extrapolating the highest magnetization values (40 kOe) to the ordinate axis, where 

the field approaches zero (Table 4.1). The Ms values obtained for the two batches of 

Pd/Fe|Mn-oxide MNPs were corrected for the presence of Pd-core and organic layer 

at the surface, hence expressed in emu/gFe+Mn. For both temperatures, 5 K and 300 K 
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the saturation magnetization values were higher for the Pd/Fe|(0.5 Mn)-oxide MNPs, 

with higher content of Mn in their composition (Figure 4.3, Table 4.1). 

As both batches of MNPs possess similar sizes, the differences in Ms values can be 

attributed to the content of doping material in their composition. According to 

multiple studies in literature,[10,11,22,24] doping iron oxide crystal structures with 

paramagnetic cations, such as manganese or cobalt, results in magnetic anisotropy 

increase, due to the replacement of Fe2+/Fe3+ cations with more anisotropic Mn2+ or 

Co2+. Additionally, the same studies observed that an increased magnetic anisotropy 

ensures higher Ms values, which translates in better magnetic properties. This 

confirms that tuning the composition of the MNPs can be indeed used as an 

alternative strategy to increase the Ms of the nanoparticles, instead of size. 

Unfortunately, as the Ms value obtained for Pd/Fe-oxide NPs described previously 

(Chapter 2) was not corrected for Pd-core and surfactants, a relevant comparison 

could not be made in this case. 

 

Table 4.1. Overview of the magnetic properties of Pd/Fe|Mn-oxide and Pd/Fe-oxide 

(Exp_10mg) NPs: saturation magnetization (Ms) at 40 kOe, T = 5 K and 300 K, coercivity (Hc) at 

T = 5 K and 300 K, and calculated SLP, r1 and r2 values.  

MNPs 

 Ms 

(emu/gFe+Mn) 

Hc 

(Oe) 

SLP b 

(W/gFe+Mn) 

r1 c 

(mMFe+Mn−1 s−1) 

r2 c 

(mMFe+Mn−1 s−1) 

5K 300K 5K 300K    

Pd/Fe|(0.5 Mn)-

oxide 
140 112 308 20 386 8.74 ± 0.3 443 

Pd/Fe|(0.25 Mn)-

oxide 
95 83 240 12 352 5.95± 0.4 404 

Pd/Fe-oxidea -c -c 67 12 233 -d 440 
a from Exp_10mg, b measured at 346 kHz, 19.1 mT, SLP error ≤ 5-10%, c measured at 1.5 T and 25 

°C; d not measured. 

 

Both magnetization curves at 5 K display a hysteretic behaviour with substantial 

coercivity (Table 4.1), which indicates a typical behaviour of superparamagnetic 

MNPs below their blocking temperature. On the other hand, the MNPs exhibit 

characteristics of the superparamagnetic state at 300 K, with some low remained 

coercivity that can be attributed to complex interactions, such as frustrated order or 

spin canting phenomena.[25] Interestingly, the coercivity values at both 5 K and 300 K 

are also higher for the Pd/Fe|(0.5 Mn)-oxide MNPs, with higher content of Mn in their 
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composition. Coercivity, like saturation magnetization, is mainly related to the 

increase of anisotropy, which in turn is higher for higher Mn-doping contents. The 

same trend of coercivity with doping amount was also recorded in the studies of  Jalili 

et al.,[10] Fantechi et al.,[11] and Sytnyk et al.[22]  

 

Pd/Fe|Mn-oxide MNPs as hyperthermia/thermal ablation agents 

Thermal therapies in oncology refer to hyperthermia, which entails an in vivo 

temperature increase that sensitizes (41-46 °C) other therapies like chemo- and 

radiotherapy or thermal ablation ( >46 °C), which causes a targeted ablation and cell 

death, and is meant as surgery replacement.[1,26] There are two main mechanisms 

responsible for the heat dissipated by MNPs exposed to an alternating magnetic field 

(AMF), dependent on their sizes. At large enough sizes, the MNPs are in multi-

domain regime, and the heating arises from hysteresis losses. For small sizes that 

ensure superparamagnetism, as is the current case of Pd/Fe|Mn-oxide MNPs, the 

heating effects are attributed to Néel and Brownian relaxation mechanisms.[1,5,27]  

It is known that magnetic anisotropy plays a critical role in SLP enhancement,[8] thus, 

the heating efficacy of the two Pd/Fe|Mn-oxide NPs batches with different Mn 

doping amounts was tested. For this, the MNPs were first transferred to aqueous 

media by providing their surface with hydrophilic DSPE-PEG2000-COOH surfactant. 

Subsequently, the samples containing Pd/Fe|Mn-oxide MNPs dispersed in approx. 1 

mL of water were subjected to an alternating magnetic field at the frequency of 346 

kHz and a field strength of 19.1 mT. The ability of MNPs to generate heat under AMF 

exposure is characterized by the specific loss power (SLP).[1,28] Hence, the heating 

efficiency expressed as SLP was determined for both batches of Pd/Fe|Mn-oxide NPs 

based on the Eq.1: 

 

                                             SLP [W/gFe+Mn] =
C

mFe+Mn

∆T

∆t
                                       (1) 

 

where C is the heat capacity of the sample, mFe+Mn is the sum of the masses of Fe and 

Mn in the colloidal NPs suspension, determined by ICP_OES, and ΔT/Δt is the 

temperature increase measured with time.  
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The Pd/Fe|(0.5 Mn)-oxide exhibited an SLP value of 386 W/gFe+Mn, while Pd/Fe|(0.25 

Mn)-oxide MNPs generated a lower value of 352 W/gFe+Mn. However, both SLP values 

obtained are higher in comparison to the SLP of 233 W/gFe obtained for Pd/Fe-oxide 

NPs (Exp_10mg). The SLP is directly influenced by both extrinsic parameters such as 

frequency, amplitude of the magnetic field applied and media viscosity,[9] as well as 

intrinsic parameters like size, magnetocrystalline/shape anisotropy, and surface 

functionalization, as the latter creates changes in local magnetization at the surface of 

the MNPs.[9] The three aforementioned batches of MNPs presented similar 

sizes/shapes and were transferred to aqueous media by functionalization via the 

same procedure using the same hydrophilic surfactant. Additionally, the heating 

efficiency for all batches was assessed similarly, via MNPs exposure to the same AMF 

(346 kHz, 19.1 mT). Therefore, the better heating efficiency of Pd/Fe|Mn-oxide NPs 

over the Pd/Fe-oxide NPs can be attributed to the Mn doping of the Fe-oxide coating 

and the doping amount. These results are in agreement with the consensus in 

literature that doping increases the crystalline anisotropy, playing a critical role in 

SLP enhancement.[1,8,9]  

 

Pd/Fe|Mn-oxide MNPs as MR imaging agents 

MRI is a well-known, non-invasive high-resolution imaging technique in medicine 

that generates anatomical images based on the differences in relaxation of water 

protons around solid tissue and the surrounding biological media in the presence of 

magnetic field. The proton relaxation rates can be altered by administration of 

contrast agents, generating improved MRI sensitivity and contrast enhancement of 

the images. MRI contrast agents function by reducing either the longitudinal (T1) or 

the transversal (T2) relaxation times of protons in the target tissue, generating T1-

weighted images that give positive (bright) image contrast and T2-weighted images 

that result in negative (dark) contrast, respectively.[5,8,29] T1 contrast agents are mostly 

based on paramagnetic ions like Gd3+ and Mn2+ in the form of ion-complexes, while 

T2 contrast agents are mainly based on superparamagnetic NPs. The efficacy of 

contrast agents is evaluated in terms of relaxivities (r1 or r2).[8] Doping of Pd/Fe-oxide 

with paramagnetic manganese renders these MNPs interesting candidates for 

generating both T1 and T2 contrast. To evaluate this, T1 and T2 measurements were 
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performed on the two batches of Pd/Fe|Mn-oxide NPs after their transfer to aqueous 

media with DSPE-PEG2000-COOH. Results summarized in Table 4.1 demonstrate that 

both MNPs batches express r2-relaxivities comparable to those of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs 

and additional increased r1-relaxivities. Interestingly, the r1 value is higher for 

Pd/Fe|(0.5 Mn)-oxide (8.74 mMFe+Mn s-1) compared to Pd/Fe|(0.25 Mn)-oxide (5.95 

mMFe+Mn s-1), which is expected since former MNPs contain a higher amount of 

paramagnetic Mn. Additionally, according to Li et al.[30], T1-effect is dominated by the 

presence of Mn2+-ions at the surface of the MNPs, which is the exact case of the MNPs 

from the Pd/Fe|(0.5 Mn)-oxide batch, as confirmed by the EDS analysis. Figure 4.4 

demonstrates an indication of the T1 contrast enhancement generated by both 

Pd/Fe|Mn-oxide NPs, with a higher contrast measured for Pd/Fe|(0.5 Mn)-oxide 

NPs. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.4. T1 mapping measured at 1.5T and 25 C on agar phantoms containing Pd/Fe|(0.25 

Mn)-oxide (top) and Pd/Fe|(0.5 Mn)-oxide (bottom) nanoparticles.  

 

To gain more insight into the interplay of the magnetic components constituting the 

MNPs (i.e. Fe and Mn), electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectra of dry 

Pd/Fe|Mn-oxide NPs with different Mn-content were recorded at room temperature 

and the obtained parameters are summarized in Table 4.2. As shown in Figure 4.5A, 

the EPR active spins of both samples resulted in broad spectra ranging from 1500 to 

4500 Gauss.  
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Table 4.2. The EPR parameters of Pd/Fe|(0.5 Mn)-oxide and Pd/Fe|(0.25 Mn)-oxide NPs. 

MNPs 
Hra 

(mT) 

Hppb 

(mT) 

Pasyc gpeakd gcrossoverf gvalleyg 

Pd/Fe|(0.25 Mn)-oxide 250 147 2.03 3.35 2.44 1.96 

Pd/Fe|(0.5 Mn)-oxide 326 155 0.82 2.78 2.07 1,72 
a resonance field; b line width; c the ratio of the amplitude of the peak above and below the 

baseline; d g-factor at the positive peak the EPR signal; f g-factor at Hr; g g-factor at the negative 

peak the EPR signal. 𝑔 =
ℎ∙𝜈

𝜇𝐵∙𝐵
 with h = Planck constant, ν = microwave frequency (9.78 Hz), µB 

= Bohr magneton, B = magnetic field (T). The g-factor for a free electron in vacuum ge = 2.00232. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.5. EPR date obtained on superparamagnetic hybrid nanoparticles with different Mn-

content Pd/Fe|(0.5 Mn)-oxide and Pd/Fe|(0.25 Mn)-oxide: A) EPR spectra of the powder 

samples. The signal intensity of the two spectra were normalized to their maximal signal 

amplitude. EPR conditions: microwave frequency, 9.78 GHz; microwave power, 20 mW,  

modulation frequency, 100 kHz, modulation amplitude, 5 Gauss; room temperature.; B) Power 

saturation curves, with insets representing the spectra corresponding to each power data point. 

EPR conditions: microwave frequency, 9.78 GHz; microwave power, 0.002-63 mW,  modulation 

frequency, 100 kHz, modulation amplitude, 2.5 Gauss; room temperature. 

 

The power saturation behaviour of the EPR signals in both cases shows almost no 

saturation, confirming the fast relaxation of the spins (Figure 4.5B). The slight 

decrease in signal intensity at maximal power (200 mW), being more pronounced for 

Pd/Fe|(0.25 Mn)-oxide NPs, indicates slower relaxation for the less Mn-containing 

MNPs. This is consistent with the larger Hpp for Pd/Fe|(0.5 Mn)-oxide NPs, which 

represents a shorter spin lifetime for the more Mn-containing NPs.  

The line shape of Pd/Fe|(0.25 Mn)-oxide NPs nanoparticles corresponds to a so-called 

Dysonian line, which is determined by the diffusion of electrons, the penetration 
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depth of the microwaves and relaxation time, while the more symmetrical line shape 

of Pd/Fe|(0.25 Mn)-oxide NPs resembles those observed for superparamagnetic iron 

oxide NPs.[31] According to Dyson theory, the symmetry parameter Pasy is correlated 

with the ratio of electron diffusion and spin lifetime 𝑇𝐷/𝑇𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑛. Since the spin lifetime 

Tspin (inversely proportional to the ΔHpp ) contains both T1 and T2 relaxation in metals, 

the calculated Pass value for Pd/Fe|(0.5 Mn)-oxide is significantly lower compared to 

the less Mn-containing NPs.  

Finally, for the nanoparticles to be either positive or dual T1/T2 contrast agents, the 

ratio r2/r1 should be close to 1, whereas larger values generally mean the preference 

for a T2 contrast.[32] However, as they are meant for intratumoural injection, high 

concentrations required for thermal treatments in combination with high r2-

relaxivities may cause artefacts during the T2-weighted imaging. Therefore, the T1 

contrast can be helpful until the MNPs start diffusing.  

 

Pd- and Mn-leakage studies  

Since the designed Pd/Fe|Mn-oxide NPs are intended for biomedical applications, a 

primordial requirement is their biocompatibility. Palladium is considered toxic for 

the human body, being hypothesized that the effects of Pd metal are mediated via the 

presence or release of Pd ions, which are capable of eliciting a series of cytotoxic 

effects in vitro.[33] Manganese toxicity (manganism) is rarely encountered but 

represents a serious health hazard, resulting in severe pathologies of the central 

nervous system.[34,35] The manganese cytotoxicity arises from the triggering of 

apoptosis in cells accumulating toxic doses of Mn. Depending on the comorbid 

disease state or dietary variation, bodily efflux and pancreatic elimination may be 

dysfunctional, in which case, the cellular efflux of Mn may also be affected. Changes 

in glutamate and glutamine metabolism and use, mitochondrial function, and 

triggering of cellular apoptosis and necrosis comprise the cellular responses to 

manganism, which eventually result in the neuropsychiatric manifestations of Mn 

toxicity.[34] Therefore, with biomedical applications in mind, a study was conducted 

to simulate and determine the amount of Pd and Mn leak from the MNPs. To assess 

this, Pd/Fe|Mn-oxide NPs functionalised with DSPE-PEG2000-COOH were dispersed 
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in 1 mM EDTA solution, a widely used compound in leakage studies as it binds to 

di- and trivalent metal ions.[36] The MNPs after 24 h, 48 h and 7 days were filtered in 

an Amicon tube with a 30 kDa MWCO membrane and the filtrates were analysed by 

ICP-MS for both palladium and manganese content (Table 4.3). 

 

Table 4.3. Pd and Mn leakage from Pd/Fe|Mn-oxide NPs at different time points. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Negligible amounts of Pd and Mn (µg), close to the detection limit of the ICP-MS 

were found in the supernatants. The iron oxide coating encapsulating the Pd-core and 

the surfactant layers create a sufficient barrier to prevent any Pd or Mn leakage, and 

therefore, the Pd/Fe|Mn-oxide NPs can be considered stable for the biomedical use.  

  

Time Pd  

(µg) 

% Pd leaked 

from total 

amount of NPs 

Mn  

(µg) 

% Mn leaked 

from total 

amount of NPs 

24 h 0.019 0.00081 0.196 0.0081 

48 h 0.017 0.00071 0.113 0.0047 

7 d 0.016 0.00066 0.096 0.0039 
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4.4 Conclusion 

 
This chapter focused on the assessment of the effects of manganese doping on the 

properties and performance of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs as thermal and MR-imaging agents. 

For this, a seed-mediated thermal decomposition method that generated Pd/Fe|Mn-

oxide with different Mn-doping amounts was established. Subsequently, the 

presence and position of Pd, Fe, and Mn in the composition of the MNPs and the 

doping amounts were confirmed through EDS mapping analysis. The Pd/Fe|Mn-

oxide MNPs were synthesized with similar sizes and shapes to Pd/Fe-oxide NPs, in 

order to enable their comparison. Via SQUID magnetometry, the Mn-doped MNPs 

were identified as superparamagnetic, with high saturation magnetization values 

and low coercivities. An increase in both Ms and Hc with Mn-content in the 

composition of the hybrid MNPs was recorded, in accordance with other literature 

studies. To test their performance in hyperthermia/thermal ablation, the Pd/Fe|Mn-

oxide MNPs were transferred to aqueous media with DSPE-PEG2000-COOH 

surfactant, exposed to AMF, and their SLPs values were calculated.  The hybrid 

MNPs doped with the highest Mn amount performed best as thermal agent, with 

highest SLP value recorded.  The SLP values obtained for the two batches of 

Pd/Fe|Mn-oxide MNPs were higher in comparison to the one of their Pd/Fe-oxide 

analogues. Lastly, the performance of these hybrid MNPs as T1 and T2 contrast agents 

was assessed via MRI measurements. Both Pd/Fe|Mn-oxide MNPs batches showed 

r2-relaxivities comparable to those of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs and additional increased r1-

relaxivities, with higher T1 contrast enhancement measured for Pd/Fe|(0.5 Mn)-oxide 

MNPs compared to their non-doped analogues. Therefore, the possibility of boosting 

the magnetic properties of NPs via increasing their magnetocrystalline anisotropy 

through Mn-doping was showed.  
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Abstract: To this day, cancer remains one of the leading causes of death worldwide. Surgery, 

chemotherapy and radiotherapy are the most common cancer treatments used in clinical 

practices, with associated limitations and multiple side effects. However, the current advances 

in nanotechnology, specifically on multi-functional theranostic NPs that can simultaneously 

deliver therapy and enable follow-up of the effect via imaging, in combination with the more 

common early detection of cancer, open the possibility for alternative treatments, that can offer 

more precise diagnostic and therapeutic regimes. Nanobrachytherapy is conducted via 

injection of radioactive NPs into the tumour and its great advantages are the preservation of 

the characteristics of brachytherapy, such as precise and targeted dose delivery, while allowing 

less invasive administration. The main disadvantage, the radioresistance exhibited by tumour 

cells, can be overcome via combination with hyperthermia, a heating treatment. Thermal 

ablation, heating treatment with even higher temperatures, is proposed as a surgery 

replacement. Due to the advances in nanotechnology, magnetic nanoparticles can deliver heat 

when exposed to an alternating magnetic field. Hence, the synergy between these two 

treatments and the possibility for both to be delivered via NPs stands as the basis for the 

superior hybrid magnetic NPs that we envision as theranostic agents for cancer treatment. In 

this study, we explore the synthetic conditions for manufacturing novel 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide 

theranostic nanoparticles, composed of a palladium core containing its 103Pd radioisotope, 

meant to deliver the required dose for nanobrachytherapy, and an iron oxide shell responsible 

for generation of heat for hyperthermia/thermal ablation and contrast enhancement in magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI). In this chapter, we developed routes for radiolabelling Pd/Fe-oxide 

hybrid nanoparticle with 103Pd radioisotope and investigated the radiolabelling efficiency. 

Subsequently, in vitro studies on spheroids of the breast cancer cell line MDA-MB-231 were 

conducted with the non-radioactive NPs to assess their biocompatibility and determine uptake. 

Lastly, the efficacy of the 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide MNPs as nanobrachytherapy and 

hyperthermia/thermal ablation agents were assessed on the same 3D models. 

 

Keywords: hybrid nanoparticles, 103Pd radionuclide, iron oxide, nanobrachytherapy, 

hyperthermia/thermal ablation, theranostics 
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5.1 Introduction  

 
To this day, cancer remains one of the leading causes of death worldwide and the 

survival rates have only been improved slightly over the past few decades.[1,2] Despite 

advances in oncology, treatments such as surgery, chemotherapy, and radiotherapy 

are still the most commonly used clinical practices, with associated limitations and 

multiple side effects.[3,4] However, biocompatible, multifunctional nanosystems, 

which represent the most challenging innovation in medicine, are capable of 

revolutionizing the fields of imaging and therapy, allowing their simultaneous 

application for cancer treatment, namely theranostics. Such multi-functional 

theranostic nanoparticles (NPs) can simultaneously treat and enable following up the 

therapeutic effect through imaging. Being able to combine the two functionalities in 

one entity, while avoiding the side effects presented by the conventional cancer 

therapies employed in clinics, may boost the emerging market of nanotechnology in 

biomedicine.[5] Additionally, the number of patients diagnosed with cancer in 

incipient stages is constantly increasing.[6,7] Therefore, the advances in 

nanotechnology for cancer treatment along with its increasingly accessible early 

detection open the possibility for alternative treatments, which can develop more 

precise diagnostic and therapeutic regimens, thus, specifically treat the cancerous 

cells while reducing the damage to the surrounding areas. Such therapies bear an 

enormous potential for tailored treatments according to the patient needs.  

Radiotherapy (RT) is a well-established method for treating cancer and in current 

practice, more than half of cancer patients receive RT either as a primary treatment 

or an adjuvant mode along with other therapies.[4] Particularly interesting is a type of 

internal RT, known as brachytherapy (BT), conducted by placing the radiation 

sources inside or in close proximity to the tumour, enabling delivery of high radiation 

doses precisely to the tumour volume, while minimizing radiation exposure of the 

healthy tissues and organs at risk. For BT, implants containing radionuclides that 

ensure a low/high-dose rate are widely used in the treatment of prostate and breast 

cancers and preclinical and clinical studies employing BT have reported promising 

results.[4,8] However, the treatment necessitates the insertion of tens of seeds per 

tumour, and the logistical and operational difficulties associated with seed placement 
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have impeded its fully successful application. Moreover, the millimetric seeds are 

relatively big compared to the dimensions of an incipient tumour, thus, insertion 

causes trauma and edema, which results in inaccurate or off-target placement of the 

seeds and high discomfort for the patient. Additionally, in BT, the dose gradients are 

very steep, and the dose delivered to tumours falls off sharply with increasing 

distance from the seeds, which can lead to either inhomogeneous dose distribution 

to the tumour, or exposure of the surrounding normal tissues to high doses of 

radiation.[4,8]  

Based on the aforementioned advances in nanotechnology, preclinical studies on 

localized delivery of radioactive NPs into the tumour, analogous to BT, have been 

reported in literature.[9-11] This technique is termed as nanobrachytherapy, in which 

injection of the radioactive NPs is used as an alternative to the radioactive seed 

implantation. Such an unconventional BT procedure has great advantages as it 

retains the characteristics of BT, such as precise and targeted dose delivery while 

allowing less invasive administration by intratumoral injection. In this way, the 

radiation dose can be delivered in several fractions, convenient for patient-specific 

treatments. Once injected, due to their nanometre size, the NPs can diffuse and 

improve the homogeneity of the dose distribution within the tumour volume. Lastly, 

such strategy would also alleviate inflammation, often caused by insertion of multiple 

millimetric-sized radioactive seeds within the tumour.[4,8]  

Successful nanobrachytherapy relies on the same criteria handled for the 

conventional seed-based approach: precise placement of the radiation source and the 

right choice of the radionuclide. For small tumours in incipient stages or cluster 

tumour cells, radionuclides emitting Auger electrons are considered to be beneficial, 

especially for the treatment of solid tumours like breast and prostate cancers. The 

reason behind is the higher cytotoxicity caused by these low-energy electrons (few 

keV) with short range in the biological tissues (few nm).[4] 103Pd radionuclide has been 

long used in seed-based BT, and recent preclinical studies with tumour-bearing 

xenograft models showed its potential for nanobrachytherapy.[4] This radionuclide 

decays by electron capture (EC) emitting Auger electrons according to Scheme 5.1.  
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Scheme 5.1. Decay scheme for 103Pd.[12] 

 

The low-energy X-ray (21 keV) photons emitted by 103Pd are attenuated by a fewmm 

of biological tissue, which is a great advantage over high-energy emitters, since it 

confines the radiation inside the tumour.[4,9,12] 

With such short penetration depth, patients are not required to be isolated and 

admitted in the hospital to minimize the risk of radiation exposure to the general 

public, as there is none.[13] Moreover, the half-life of 17 days makes 103Pd radionuclide 

a great candidate for low dose rate BT, as it is able to deliver the dose with an 

acceptable dose rate for such application while, at the same time, enables shipping 

and storage. Lastly, the 103Pd-NPs are expected to diffuse slowly inside the tumour 

and eventually be cleared from the area at a much slower pace than the half-life of 

the radionuclide. Overall, 103Pd is a perfect candidate for depositing therapeutic 

radiation in tumours.  

Even though brachytherapy is such a promising tool for cancer treatment, it may not 

always be enough to affect the tumour completely as the poorly vascularized hypoxic 

core of the tumour exhibits resistance to ionizing radiation, which limits, at times, BT 

to be used as the main therapeutic modality. However, the cancerous cells residing 

in the hypoxic core of tumours being more acidotic, and thus, less sensitive to 

radiation, can actually be more sensitive to thermal damage. From the available 

heating treatments, hyperthermia, procedure in which the temperature of a part or 

the body is increased up to 44-46 °C, is already used as adjunctive therapy with 

established cancer treatments such as external radiotherapy, to boost the therapeutic 

effects.[14] It has great potential to sensitize tumour cells to be killed by ionizing 
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radiation, attributed to the fact that heat is a pleiotropic damaging agent, affecting 

multiple cell components to different degrees by altering protein structures, hence 

influencing the DNA damage response. Overall, there is great synergy between 

hyperthermia and radiation as cancer treatment modalities, as the intent of 

hyperthermia is to raise the temperature of the target tissue to alter its physiology 

and biology, which in practice translates to a greater response of the tumours to other 

therapeutic modalities, such as radiation.[15-17] From the heating medical treatments, 

apart from hyperthermia, thermal ablation has also great potential as adjuvant 

therapy together with radiation, being an effective surgery replacement, as elevated 

temperatures above 48-50 °C cause direct tissue necrosis.[7,16] For example, nowadays, 

the treatment for early-stage detected breast tumours often includes surgery, where 

most of the tumour is removed, followed by external beam radiotherapy applied to 

the whole breast to kill any remaining cancer cells. This treatment is effective, but also 

comes with significant side effects. Therefore, replacing surgery with thermal 

ablation, which would enable minimally invasive tumour eradication, followed by 

BT as an alternative to the external beam radiation, to ensure the full elimination of 

any remaining tumour cells post-ablation, would offer a superior treatment with 

fewer side effects and improved well-being for patients.[6]  

Despite the clear advantage of heating treatments, the current methods of attaining, 

maintaining and monitoring such treatments suffer from inadequacies.[15] As other 

therapies, heating treatments also require to be tumour-focused, minimally invasive 

and more uniform in heat generation. In this direction, same as for BT, current 

developments in nanotechnology make possible to employ heat-generating NPs that 

can be activated by an external magnetic field. These nanometre scale heat sources 

have decisive advantages, as they can be injected directly into tumour through a 

variety of non-invasive techniques, plus they generate heat homogeneously.[16] 

Among the different nanostructures designed for therapeutic uses, magnetic NPs 

(MNPs) generate heat efficiently when subjected to an alternating magnetic field. 

From this category, iron oxide NPs that are nontoxic, nonimmunogenic, 

biocompatible and stable, are exceptional candidates. Moreover, iron oxide NPs also 

enable diagnosis via magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) through acceleration of 

transversal relaxation times of water protons in their proximity, resulting in 
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darkening of the contrast. Taking into consideration the previously discussed 

synergistic effects between heating and radiation treatments and the great 

opportunities coming from the developments in hybrid NPs, designing such multi-

functional nanosystems capable of two treatments and imaging, can be the key to 

enable a superior image-assisted cancer treatment avoiding most of the side effects 

typical for conventional therapies.  

Based on the study of van Oossanen et al.,[6] the dose distribution of such a hybrid 

MNP is comparable with current commercial brachytherapy seeds, while anisotropy 

of the dose distribution is reduced. This decreases the dependence of dose 

distribution on seed orientation, simplifying surgical placement of MNPs. Lastly, the 

same study explained that variations in shell thickness only led to changes in the dose 

profile between 210-4 mm and 310-4 mm radial distance to the hybrid NP, therefore, 

not affecting the long-range dose. This offers great flexibility in tuning the size of the 

iron oxide shell in which 103Pd is encapsulated to satisfy the necessary requirements 

for high heat generation and imaging, without influencing the dose distribution.  

In this chapter, we explore the synthetic conditions for manufacturing Pd/Fe-oxide 

hybrid nanoparticles in their radioactive form (103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs) and 

investigate their effect using 3D models of spheroids from MDA-MB-231 cell line, 

derived from human breast adenocarcinoma. Two different approaches for 

radiolabelling of the hybrid nanoparticles with the 103Pd radionuclide were tested, 

and the radiolabelling efficiency was investigated for the successful method. 

Subsequently, in vitro studies were conducted first, with the hybrid NPs in their non-

radioactive form in order to determine their biocompatibility and uptake by 

spheroids. Lastly, the combined therapeutic effects of 103Pd radiation and 

hyperthermia/thermal ablation delivered via 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs on the same 3D 

models were investigated. To the best of our knowledge, this is a novel proposal for 

combining radiotherapy, heating and imaging in a single nanoparticle design. 
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5.2 Materials and methods 

 
Reagents  

[102Pd]Pd metallic powder 90% enriched purchased from Buyisotope.com, Neonest 

AB. Glacial acetic acid, nitric acid 69% (HNO3), palladium powder, Pd(II)-

acetylacetonate (Pd(acac)2), 1-octadecene (ODE), oleic acid (OA), oleylamine (OAm), 

iron pentacarbonyl (Fe(CO)5), ethanol, hexane, chloroform, palladium (II) acetate, 

tert-butylamine-borane complex (BTB), 1,2-distearoyl-sn-glycero-3-

phosphoethanolamine-N-[carboxy(polyethylene glycol)-2000] sodium salt, powder 

(DSPE-PEG2000-COOH), ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid disodium salt dehydrate 

(EDTA), and sodium hydroxide (NaOH) were obtained from Sigma Aldrich. All 

chemicals were used as received without further purification. 

 

Pd(II) acetate synthesis 

Synthesis of Pd(II) acetate was conducted according to a procedure presented by 

Cotton et al.[18] Briefly, 0.3 g palladium powder were suspended in 20 mL glacial 

acetic acid and 300 µL concentrated HNO3 (69%) were slowly added under stirring. 

Next, the reaction mixture was heated to reflux (b.p. acetic acid 118 °C) and kept for 

30 min, while stirring and bubbling nitrogen through the mixture. The reaction 

mixture was cooled to room temperature and the obtained product was isolated via 

filtration and evaporation.  

 

103Pd radionuclide 

The [103Pd]Pd metallic powder was obtained by exposure of 0.5 mg of purchased 

[102Pd][Pd] 90% enriched powder in a quartz vial to thermal neutron flux at the TU 

Delft Reactor Institute: thermal flux 4.9 x 1016 s-1m-2, epithermal flux 9.3 x 1014 s-1m-2 

and fast neutrons flux 3.6 x 1015 s-1m-2. The obtained [103Pd]Pd metallic powder was 

used as such without further purification.  

 

Synthesis of 103Pd:Pd NPs 

The palladium-103 radionuclide available as a powder was converted into its ionic 

form prior to the synthesis by solubilisation in aqua regia to obtain a 103Pd stock 
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solution. 103Pd:Pd NPs were synthesized by following a similar procedure, based on 

previously published protocols,[19,20] as applied for the synthesis of cold OAm-capped 

Pd NPs, with slight modifications. Briefly, Pd(II) acetate (56 mg, 0.249 mmol) was 

added to 15 mL OAm in a 3-neck round-bottom flask and the volume (µL) of 103Pd 

stock solution in aqua regia necessary to achieve the desired activity in the yielding 

NPs was added to the mixture. The reaction mixture was next heated to 60 C in 10 

min under a stream of nitrogen gas and vigorous stirring. In parallel, tert-butylamine-

borane complex (130 mg, 1.495 mmol) was dissolved in 3 mL OAm and injected into 

the reaction mixture via a septum, once the temperature reached 60 C. After 

addition, the reaction mixture was further heated to 90 C with a heating rate of 3 

C/min and kept at this temperature for 60 min. After 60 min, the reaction system was 

left to cool down to room temperature and the 103Pd nanoparticles were collected by 

addition of 30 mL ethanol and centrifugation for 8 min at 10500 RPM (11830 g) 

multiple times. The 103Pd:Pd NPs were stored as such until further use. The final 

product was redispersible in organic solvents such as toluene, hexane, and 

chloroform. 

 

Synthesis of 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs 

For the synthesis of 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs, an iron oxide shell was added via the same 

classical thermal decomposition procedure on top of the pre-made radioactive 

103Pd:Pd-seeds, by following a previously published protocol with slight 

modifications.[21] OAm-capped 103Pd:Pd NPs (10 or 20 mg, 0.094/0.188 mmol) were 

dispersed in approximatively 0.5 mL hexane and sonicated for 5 min. Next, the 

103Pd:Pd-seeds in hexane were added to a 3-neck round bottom flask containing 20 

mL ODE, OA (1 mL, 3.14 mmol) and OAm (1 mL, 3.14 mmol). The reaction mixture 

was slowly heated to 120 C under nitrogen flow and vigorous stirring and left at this 

temperature for 30 min to ensure the complete removal of hexane. Subsequently, iron 

pentacarbonyl (150 µL, 1.141 mmol) was injected into the reaction vessel via a septum 

and the reaction system was heated to 300 C with a heating rate of 5 C/ min and 

kept at this temperature for 30 min. After that, the reaction system was left to cool 

down to room temperature and the 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide nanoparticles were collected by 

addition of 30 mL ethanol and centrifugation at 10500 RPM (11830 g) for 4-6 min. 
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The procedure was repeated several times with ethanol and one or two times with a 

combination of ethanol and hexane in equal volumes. Lastly, the 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide 

nanoparticles were dried by a gentle flow of nitrogen/compressed air and stored as 

such until further use. The final product could be redispersed in organic solvents such 

as toluene, hexane, and chloroform. 

 

Dispersion of 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs in aqueous media with DSPE-PEG2000-COOH 

The synthesized 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs were transferred into water by modification 

with DSPE-PEG2000-COOH following a slightly modified protocol presented 

elsewhere.[22] Firstly, the 103Pd/Fe-oxide NPs were dispersed in the necessary amount 

of chloroform to obtain a concentration of 1 mg NPs/mL. After addition of 

chloroform, the solution was stirred and sonicated to ensure a good colloidal system. 

Next, 1 mg 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs in 1 mL chloroform were pipetted into a glass vial 

containing 1.5 mg DSPE-PEG2000-COOH. The vials were sonicated for 5-10 minutes 

and left open for 24 h for slow evaporation of the solvent, until a pasty precipitate 

remained at the bottom. The residual solid was additionally flushed with nitrogen for 

1-2 minutes, to ensure complete removal of chloroform. Next, 1 mL of Milli-Q water 

was added to the precipitate and sonicated for 15 min until a colloidal suspension in 

aqueous media was obtained. The colloidal suspension of NPs was transferred into 

Eppendorf vials and the unbound polymer, excess lipids were removed by 

centrifugation for 1h at 19600 RPM (30000 g), and the supernatant was removed. 

This procedure was repeated twice. Lastly, the NPs were collected in 1-2 mL of Milli-

Q water in an Eppendorf and kept as such for further use. 

 

Pd leakage study 

Pd/Fe-oxide NPs (1 mg) were transferred into aqueous media with DSPE-PEG2000-

COOH. Subsequently, the NPs were resuspended in 0.5 mL 1 mM EDTA solution, 

previously brought to pH 7.4 with 0.1 M NaOH solution. The NPs were left in 

suspension for 24h, after which they were added to an Amicon Ultra Centrifugal tube 

with a centrifugal concentrator Ultracel - 30 kDa MWCO regenerated cellulose 

membrane and centrifuged for 20 min at 4200 RPM. Lastly, the filtrate was collected 

and analysed on ICP-MS to check the Pd content. The 1 mg of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs were 
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resuspended in 0.5 mL EDTA solution, and the same procedure was repeated after 

48h and 7 days. 

 

Characterization 

IR spectroscopy was conducted on the powder using KBr pellets. Approximatively 

0.5 g KBr and 1 mg product powder were mixed and pulverized into small granular 

powder. Next, the powder was inserted into a pellet-forming dye and was subjected 

to 10 tons pressure in vacuum, resulting in a transparent cylindrical pellet. The same 

procedure was carried out for pure KBr powder to produce a blank pellet for 

background measurement.  

1H NMR analysis was performed on Agilent 400-MR DD2, operating at the frequency 

of 399.7 MHz. The samples were prepared in deuterated chloroform (CDCl3) in 5 mm 

NMR tubes. 

Particle size, size distribution and morphology of the Pd-seeds and Pd/Fe-oxide NPs 

samples were determined by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), using a 120 

kV Jeol_JEM1400 microscope. All samples for TEM were prepared by drop-casting a 

diluted nanoparticle suspension in organic solvents such as hexane on a Quantifoil 

R1.2/1.3 Cu300 grid and evaporating the solvent at room temperature. The mean 

diameter and the size distribution of the samples were obtained by statistical analysis 

of around 200-300 NPs, by analyzing the obtained TEM images with ImageJ software.  

The count rates of 103Pd were determined with a Perkin Elmer 2480 automated γ-

counter WALLAC for multiple supernatants obtained through the 103Pd:Pd-seeds and 

103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide nanoparticles cleaning procedure.  

Magnetic characterization by superconducting quantum interference device 

(SQUID), was carried out on an MPMS XL magnetometer from Quantum Design, 

using about 1–2 mg of dried Pd/Fe-oxide NPs powder. The hysteresis loops M(H) 

obtained under continuously varying applied magnetic field up to a maximum of ±50 

kOe at 5 K and 300 K were used for evaluation of saturation magnetization (Ms) and 

coercivity (Hc).  

The heating power measurements were performed using the Magnetherm Digital, 

manufactured by Nanotherics, using a 50 mm coil device. An alternating magnetic 

field (AMF) was applied on the samples containing 1 mL suspension of Pd/Fe-oxide 
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or 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs placed in the middle of the coil in an isolated sample holder 

to reduce heat loss to the environment. The temperature was equilibrated until it 

varied less than 0.05 °C/min before the measurement was conducted. The sample was 

then exposed to a magnetic field with a frequency of 346 kHz and a field strength of 

19.1 mT. Two glass-fiber optic thermometers [Osensa PRB-G40_2.0M-STM-MRI] 

were used to monitor the temperature at the bottom as well as at the core of the 

sample. The latter was used to calculate specific loss power (SLP) produced by 

nanoparticles expressed in W/gFe. The concentration of iron was determined by the 

ICP-OES or ICP-MS on the same samples after destruction of the NPs in aqua regia 

(HNO3 + 3HCl). 

 

In vitro studies 

Cell culture. Breast cancer cell line (MDA-MB-231) was kindly provided by the 

Department of Genetics, Erasmus MC. The cells were cultured in high glucose (4.5 

g/L) Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium (DMEM) with 10% fetal bovine serum and 

1% penicillin (6 mg/L) and streptomycin (10 mg/L) (Biowest). The cells were 

incubated at 37 °C and 5% CO2. Cells were counted using the automated Luna2 cell 

counter (Westburg) to determine the cell concentration. 

 

Preparation of MDA-MB-231 spheroids. MDA-MB-231 spheroids were produced 

using the liquid overlay technique in cell repellent U-shaped 96-well plates (Greiner 

Bio-one GmbH, CELLSTAR®). Cells were seeded in concentrations of 2000 cells/well 

in DMEM culture medium with 3.5% Matrigel, followed by centrifugation (1000 RPM 

for 10 min at 10 °C) (Eppendorf centrifuge 5810 R). Each treatment group consisted 

of 6 spheroids. 

 

Spheroid viability assay. The viability of the spheroids was determined by Glo3D 

viability assay (Promega), a method that determines the number of viable cells in 3D 

cultures by quantifying the concentration of ATP. A Glo3D reagent caused cell lysis 

by breaking down cell membranes leading to release of ATP, which in presence of 

the enzyme luciferase and substrate luciferin emitted luminescence signal. The 
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viability of the cells was determined based on the linear relationship between the 

luminescence signal and the cell number. 

 

Characterization of spheroid growth rate. The spheroids were imaged using a 12 MP 

camera mounted on a binocular microscope using automated imaging software 

(SampleScan). The diameter of the spheroids was measured using the open-source 

image processing software ImageJ. The diameter and volume were hence determined 

based on the 2D area measurement, with the assumption that the spheroid is a perfect 

sphere. 

 

Biocompatibility of Pd and Pd/Fe-oxide NPs with MDA-MB-231 spheroids. The 

biocompatibility of Pd NPs was tested in the concentration range of 10 - 250 µg/mL, 

whereas the biocompatibility of Pd/Fe-oxide MNPs was tested in the concentration 

range of 125 - 1000 µg/mL NPs for 7 days after MDA-MB-231 spheroid formation. 

Both NPs solutions were prepared from a stock of 10 mg/mL NPs, freshly prepared 

in MilliQ water before use. Suspensions with different concentrations of Pd NPs (10, 

50 and 250 µg/mL) and Pd/Fe-oxide MNPs (125, 250, 500 and 1000 µg/mL) were 

freshly prepared in cell culture medium prior to the treatment of spheroids. 

Spheroids in only medium were used as positive control, whereas spheroids in 10% 

DMSO were used as negative control. Each treatment group consisted of 6 spheroids. 

The NPs were incubated with the spheroids on day 7 and the spheroids viability and 

growth rate (diameter and volume) were assessed at day 14 post incubation. 

 

Uptake of Pd/Fe-oxide MNPs by MDA-MB-231 spheroids. Pd/Fe-oxide MNPs uptake 

in MDA-MB-231 spheroids was followed over a period of 7 days. Each spheroid was 

exposed to 100 µL of a 500 µg/mL concentration Pd/Fe-oxide NPs in each well. The 

spheroids were collected at different time points namely, 1h, 3h, 24h, 72h and 168h. 

Each spheroid was washed gently twice with phosphate buffer saline (PBS) and 

collected in a vial for quantification of Fe and Pd elements by ICP-MS. The obtained 

amounts were used to determine the percentage of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs uptake in the 

spheroids at different time intervals. 
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Spheroid processing and embedding for histology. Spheroids were slowly collected 

by aspiration in a 1.5 mL Eppendorf vial and rinsed with PBS. 4% cold 

paraformaldehyde was used to fix the spheroids for 30 min at room temperature. 

Post-fixation, spheroids were rinsed in PBS (twice) by slow aspiration. Using wide 

bore pipet tips, spheroids were transferred to the centre of a disposable biopsy mould, 

covered with a few drops of molten HistoGel, and then transferred to a cold surface 

for rapid solidification for 5 min. Solidified HistoGel with spheroids was demoulded, 

transferred to a labelled tissue cassette and placed in a container with 70% alcohol. 

HistoGel embedded spheroids were later processed into paraffin in an automated 

tissue processor. After paraffin infiltration, each cassette was placed in a molten 

paraffin to embed in desired orientations and then transferred to cold plate.  

 

Prussian blue staining protocol. Spheroids embedded in paraffin were cut in 4 µm 

slices using microtome and placed on microscope slides (Ultra). Next, they were 

deparaffinised (3  3 min xylene), rehydrated (ethanol series, 1 min each: 100%, 100%, 

95%, 95%, 80%, 79%, 50%) and incubated for 1 min in demi-water. A mixture of 

potassium ferrocyanide and hydrochloric acid solutions in equal volumes was 

prepared to obtain the iron staining solution (one use only). Subsequently, the slides 

were incubated in the iron staining solution for 5 min at room temperature. After the 

incubation, the slides were rinsed gently with distilled water and dehydrated 

(ethanol series, 1 min each: 95%, 100%, 100%). Each slice was cleared using xylene for 

3 min (twice) and mounted using Pertex mouting medium. 

 

Radiotherapeutic effect of 103Pd. The radiotherapeutic effect of 103Pd was investigated 

by exposure of MDA-MB-231 spheroids to a varying range of 103Pd radioactivities, 

namely, 50 kBq, 100 kBq, 200 kBq and 400 kBq. Based on the biocompatibility study 

conducted on Pd NPs, a concentration of 50 µg/mL [103Pd]Pd metallic powder was 

chosen, to avoid interference of palladium toxicity itself with the results. Similarly, as 

a control, spheroids were also exposed to non-radioactive Pd solutions with the same 

concentration of 50 µg/mL Pd metallic powder. The 103Pd/Pd stock solutions were 

prepared using 103Pd/Pd in aqua regia (54 µL) neutralized to pH 7.2 using sodium 

hydroxide (NaOH, 10M and 0.1M) and diluted with sterile PBS. The 103Pd/Pd 

treatment solutions were freshly prepared using neutralized 103Pd/Pd stock in cell 
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culture medium, made prior to the treatment of spheroids. Each treatment group 

consisted of 6 spheroids. Different radiation doses of 103Pd or non-radiation doses of 

Pd were introduced in each spheroid on day 6. Subsequently, the spheroids viability 

and growth rate (diameter and volume) were determined at day 13 post incubation. 

 

103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs as thermo-brachytherapy agents. Spheroids were treated 

using 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide MNPs with 1 mg/mL (approx. 50 kBq) or 10 mg/mL (approx. 

500 kBq) concentration. The following thermal doses were selected based on clinical 

relevance and thermal ablation reference, which were delivered via heating with the 

two concentrations of radioactive MNPs. 

 

Table 5.1. Thermal doses delivered to MDA-MB-231 spheroids via 103PdPd/Fe-oxide NPs. 

 Temperature (˚C) Time (min) CEM43 °Cb 

Control 37 - 0 

42˚C 42 60 15 CEM43 °C 

43˚C 43 30 30 CEM43 °C 

45 ˚C 45 30 120 CEM43 °C 

50 ˚C 50 22/7a - 
a22 and 7 minutes were required to reach thermal ablation (50 ˚C) with 1 mg/mL and 10 mg/mL 
103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide MNPs concentration, respectively. bCEM43 °C was determined according to 

the formula 𝐶𝐸𝑀43 °C =  ∑ 𝑡𝑖 ∙ 𝑅(43−𝑇𝑖)𝑛
𝑖=1 , where CEM43 °C is the cumulative number of 

equivalent minutes at 43 °C, ti is the i-th time interval, R is related to the temperature 

dependence of the rate of cell death ( R = 0.25 for T < 43 °C, R = 0.5 for T > 43 °C and Ti is the 

average temperature during time interval ti.[23]  

 

The NP heating experiments were performed using the MagneTherm Digital device, 

manufactured by NanoTherics Ltd, with a 50 mm diameter coil. The device was 

connected to a water cooler/heater and the coil cooling water temperature was set to 

37 °C. The experiments were conducted with a frequency of 346 kHz and a maximum 

magnetic field strength of 19.1 mT.  

It is important to mention the limit on the maximum magnetic field strength and 

frequency of an AMF that can be safely applied to patients. The reported AMF limit 

is around 5∙109 Am-1s-1 for hyperthermia applications using coils of around 10 cm.[24,25] 

This AMF limit is expressed as the product of magnetic field strength (H-field) and 

frequency (s-1). As our setup is calibrated using the magnetic flux density field (B-

field), closely related to H-field as follows from equation B = µ0µrH, the AMF limit 
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can be rewritten as approximatively 6.3∙109 Ts-1, assuming µr ≈ 1 for air. If the AMF 

limit is exceeded, eddy currents might be induced in healthy tissue, causing 

unwanted and unselective heating, and eventually burns. Through this study , we are 

very close to the less rigid Hergt-Dutz limit mentioned above.  

Inside the coil, an isolating sample holder made of polystyrene was placed to prevent 

heat losses of the sample to the environment. The sample holder was also necessary 

to ensure the sample was positioned in the centre of the coil, where the magnetic field 

strength was maximal. Just before heating, the spheroids were transferred to a vial 

containing 1 mL colloidal solution of 1 or 10 mg 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide MNPs in cell 

medium and placed in the incubator at 37 °C. The plastic vial had a total volume of 2 

mL and a screw cap with 1 mm hole. A glass fibre thermometer (Osensa PRB-

G40_2.0M-STM-MRI sensor, compatible with strong magnetic fields) was carefully 

inserted through the hole in the cap. The thermometer was placed at the bottom of 

the vial, next to the spheroids. The initial field strength was set to maximum to bring 

the sample to the programmed temperature as fast as possible. After reaching the 

desired temperature, the MagneTherm was changed to temperature control mode, in 

which the software automatically changed the field strength to maintain a constant 

temperature. The sample was kept at the desired temperature for the set time, after 

which the field was turned off. Immediately after, the sample was taken out to enable 

fast cooling. Subsequently, the spheroids were carefully washed with PBS and 

transferred to a 96-well plate. The spheroids treated with 1 or 10 mg/mL 103Pd:Pd/Fe-

oxide MNPs were divided into two groups, namely, Group I, not exposed to MNPs 

post thermal dose or Group II, exposed to 200 µL of 1 mg/mL 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide MNPs 

colloidal solution post thermal dose. Each treatment group consisted of 6 spheroids. 

The treatment was initiated on spheroids between day 5 to day 8 and incubated post 

application of thermal doses. The spheroids viability was determined 3 and 7 days 

post incubation, whereas the growth rate (diameter and volume) was determined 

only on day 7 post incubation. 

 

Statistical analysis. Quantitative results were assessed with ANOVA to show the 

statistical significance within groups of spheroids. For all statistical analyses, a value 

of p was considered significantly different if ∗p ≤ 0.05; ∗∗p ≤ 0.01; ∗∗∗p ≤ 0.001; ∗∗∗∗p 

≤ 0.0001 and a 95% confidence interval. 
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5.3 Results and discussion 

 
Synthesis of 103Pd(II)-acetate 

Since the 103Pd radionuclide is supplied in powder form, but the synthesis of OAm-

capped Pd NPs employs a palladium precursor in the form of Pd(II)-acetate salt, the 

[103Pd]Pd metallic powder cannot be used as such and extra steps need to be taken 

prior to the synthesis. The full procedure is shown in Scheme 5.2A. The first step in 

this approach consists of the synthesis of the Pd(II)-acetate salt in its radioactive form, 

starting from the available [103Pd]Pd metallic powder. The synthesized 103Pd(II)-

acetate precursor is then used in the following step for preparation of 103Pd NPs. These 

103Pd NPs are to be used as seeds to grow an iron oxide coating through the seed-

mediated growth synthesis as described and conducted before (Chapter 2). Therefore, 

we started with the search for a good method to synthesize Pd(II)-acetate, first in its 

non-radioactive form, starting from Pd-powder similar to the one used as a 103Pd-

source. Wilkinson et al.[26] was the first reporting on synthesis of Pd(II)-acetate, and 

even though it is an old method, it is still the most commercially used route for 

producing Pd(II)-acetate.[27] Briefly, glacial acetic acid containing palladium powder 

is heated to reflux in the presence of a minimal amount of nitric acid, until the 

formation of brown NOx fumes ceases, conform the reaction: 

 

                         3 Pd + 6 HNO3 + 6 HOAc               Pd3(OAc)6 + 6 NO2 + 6 H2O             (1) 

 

Even though the synthesis seems trivial, it is not, and several studies in literature[18,27] 

corroborate that next to the desired Pd(II)-acetate, two common impurities  

Pd3(OAc)5(NO2), and the insoluble polymeric [Pd(OAc)2]n are often present (Figure 

5.1).  

Formation of Pd3(OAc)5(NO2) by-product can be attributed to the attack of nitrogen 

oxides on the formed Pd(II)-acetate molecules. These oxides are generated during the 

oxidation of Pd-powder with nitric acid.[18] 
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Scheme 5.2. Routes for preparation of 103Pd radiolabelled Pd/Fe-oxide NPs via (A) 103Pd(II)-

acetate and (B) 103Pd-powder solubilized in aqua regia.  
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Figure 5.1. (A) Pd (II) species, identified as by-products originated from the Pd(II)-acetate 

formation reaction.[27] 

 

However, Cotton’s group reported a modified Wilkinson method in which nitrogen 

gas is bubbled through the reaction mixture in order to rapidly eliminate the formed 

NOx fumes and prevent the formation of the two side-products mentioned above.[18] 

In this direction, we tried to mimic the synthesis method for Pd(II)-acetate reported 

by Cotton et al. Their synthesis follows a two-step procedure starting from palladium 

chloride (PdCl2). First, the palladium chloride salt is transformed to palladium 

powder following the reaction:  

 

                           PdCl2 + NaO2CH + NaOH             Pd + CO2 + 2NaCl + H2O               (2) 

 

Subsequently, the palladium powder is separated by filtration, washed with acetone 

and dried under vacuum. They report almost 100% yield, with a production of 0.3 g 

palladium powder from 0.5 g PdCl2 starting material. The next step of the synthesis 

follows reaction (1). 

As the radionuclide is available as powder, we skipped the first step of the procedure 

presented by Cotton et al. Initially, the synthesis was performed starting from 

palladium powder in its non-radioactive form and 0.3 g palladium powder were 

added to a reaction vessel containing acetic acid. Next, concentrated nitric acid was 

slowly added while stirring. The first problem noticed was the lack of solubility of 

the palladium powder precursor in the used solvents, even after slow addition of 

HNO3. Nevertheless, the reaction was continued with heating the mixture to reflux 

(b.p. acetic acid is 118 C) under continuous stirring, nitrogen atmosphere, and 

nitrogen bubbling. Cotton et al. describe that the solution is brought to reflux for 30 
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min and the volume of the solution is then reduced to a third of the original volume 

by slow evaporation using mild heating, with no specific instruction about the time 

or temperature used during the mild heating. As instructed, the reaction was brought 

to reflux and kept for 30 min, after which the temperature was decreased below the 

b.p. of acetic acid and left for several hours. However, no change in volume was 

observed during the heating step. Additionally, the Pd powder did not seem to 

solubilize even after reflux and long exposure to elevated temperature. By the end of 

the experiment, a black powder remained, clearly indicating the unreacted precursor, 

as the Pd(II)-acetate salt has typically an orange colour.  

As solubility was a problem in the previously conducted experiment, we ran a second 

experiment following the same procedure, but with an excess of nitric acid, as an 

attempt to improve the solubility of the Pd-powder in the reaction mixture. After 

heating to reflux and maintaining the reaction for 30 min under reflux, an orange 

powder appeared on the edges of the liquid. After the 30 min, the temperature was 

decreased below reflux and maintained for several hours. Yet again, the volume was 

not reduced to a third as described by Cotton et al., thus, the reaction mixture was 

left overnight. The next day, the volume was still not reduced, but a brown liquid 

was formed and collected. By filtration, an orange-coloured powder was isolated 

from the reaction mixture. However, only 21.6 mg were collected as powder, and 

assuming this was pure Pd(II)-acetate, it would entail a yield of only 7.2 %. Despite 

the low yield, next step was to check if the produced powder was indeed Pd(II)-

acetate. For this, IR analysis was carried out on a sample of commercially available 

Pd(II)-acetate and on the powder collected from the experiment described above. An 

overlay of the two spectra can be seen in Figure 5.2 for a direct comparison. From 

literature,[18] Pd(II)-acetate shows characteristic peaks in IR spectrum at the following 

wavelengths: 1600, 1430, 1350, 1157, 1047, 951, 696 and 625 cm-1. As the spectrum is 

strongly muddled from noise between 400 and 900 cm-1, the characteristic 

wavelengths at 625 and 696 cm-1 for Pd(II) acetate are not visible. Both commercial 

Pd(II)-acetate and the as-obtained powder clearly present the peak at 951 cm-1. Not as 

clear, but visible, are small dips at 1350 cm-1 and broad dips at 1430 and 1600 cm-1 for 

both spectra. However, only the commercial Pd(II)-acetate showed peaks at the 

characteristic 1157 and 1047 cm-1. Overall, it was concluded that the product powder 
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isolated from the experiment has a somehow similar structure to Pd(II)-acetate, but 

the absence of peaks at 1157 and 1047 cm-1 indicates that the desired product can 

either be in extremely low quantity, or one of the by-products was produced. 

Presence of the nitrate coupled by-product is, however, not a surprise, as the reaction 

was performed with an excess of HNO3, in an attempt to increase the palladium 

powder solubility.  

 

 
 

Figure 5.2. Overlay of commercial Pd(II)-acetate IR spectra (blue) and as-obtained powder from 

the experiment following Cotton et al. procedure, but conducted with HNO3 excess. 

 

As additional confirmation, 1H NMR analysis was performed on the obtained powder 

solubilized in deuterated chloroform (CDCl3). The obtained spectrum is shown in 

Figure 5.3A and was compared to available spectra of commercial Pd(II)-acetate, 

Pd(OAc)5(NO2) by-product, where one acetate group is replaced by a nitrite group, 

and in-house prepared Pd(II)-acetate from the study of Cotton et al. (Figure 5.3B). The 

high peak at 2.10 ppm from the 1H NMR spectrum of our powder product indicates 

the presence of acetic acid. The peak at 2 ppm is the characteristic peak for Pd(II)-

acetate. This is indeed confirmation that Pd(II)-acetate was synthesized during the 

experiment, however, additional prominent peaks present at 2.07, 2.03 and 1.95 ppm 

indicate the presence of the nitrate coupled by-product, confirmed by the presence of 

similar peaks on the 1H NMR spectrum (Figure 5.3B) of the Pd3(OAc)5(NO2) by-

product from Cotton et al. Seemingly, the by-product was present in higher quantities 

than the desired product, which can be once again explained by the excess HNO3 

used during the experiment for boosting the solubility of the palladium powder. 
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Despite the excess of nitric acid used to perform the reaction, the high amount of by-

product formed can also be due to a too low N2 bubbling present during the 

experiment. With a closed system in nitrogen atmosphere, the pressure of the 

nitrogen for bubbling from outside through a needle was indeed very small. 

Additionally, the lack of specificity regarding the parameters used by Cotton et al., 

such as the temperature used during the mild heating phase and the time exposure 

that caused the reaction volume to decrease by up to a third, was puzzling, as in our 

case, the volume of the reaction mixture never dropped to one third of the initial 

amount.  

In a third experiment, no excess of nitric acid was used, and the same precursor 

quantities, as used by Cotton et al., were employed. However, this time the reaction 

was brought to reflux, kept for 30 min under nitrogen atmosphere, and post reflux, 

the experiment was continued in open system, which allowed vigorous nitrogen 

bubbling and solvent evaporation. As a result, an oil-like substance was formed, 

rather than a powder, leaving again most of the palladium powder precursor 

unreacted. An attempt to remove the acetic acid under vacuum in a rotary evaporator 

was made, but the substance remained a viscous liquid that did not turn into a 

powder. Even so, the viscous liquid product obtained was solubilized in CDCl3 and 

analysed. The obtained 1H NMR spectrum is shown in Figure 5.3C. The presence of 

the peak at approx. 2 ppm is an indication that some Pd(II)-acetate was formed, but 

it is hugely overshadowed by the acetic acid peak at 2.10 ppm. The 1.88 ppm peak 

can be indication of a hydrolysed version of the Pd(II)-acetate salt, while the peak at 

1.95 ppm corresponds again to the Pd3(OAc)5(NO2) by-product. Even though none of 

the other correspondent peaks for the by-product can be seen, it can simply be that 

they are completely overshadowed by the large acetic acid peak. Thus, this third 

attempt in synthesizing Pd(II)-acetate with high yield and purity was again 

unsuccessful. Several other experiments with minor variations were performed, 

however, the desired product was never obtained in a satisfactory manner and, even 

though, Cotton et al. reported production of pure Pd(II)-acetate in 94% yield, we were 

unable to reproduce this result. Similar to our study, there are other examples in 

literature such as by Carole et al.[27] and Stolyarov et al.[28] that were also unable to 

reproduce the results of Cotton et al.  
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Figure 5.3. (A) 1H NMR spectrum in CDCl3 of the as-obtained powder from the experiment 

following Cotton et al. procedure, but conducted with HNO3 excess; (B) 1H NMR spectrum in 

CDCl3 of commercial Pd(II)-acetate (top), by-product Pd(OAc)5(NO2) (middle) and in-house 

prepared Pd(II)-acetate (bottom) by Cotton et al. Reproduced with permission from [18]; (C) 1H 

NMR spectrum in CDCl3 of the as-obtained powder from the experiment following Cotton et 

al. procedure, but conducted in open system post reflux. 

 

As previously explained, the Pd(II)-acetate synthesis employed by Cotton et al. is a 

two-step procedure, starting with a first reaction in which PdCl2 is used as precursor 

to generate Pd-powder, which is further employed as precursor to synthesize the 

Pd(II)-acetate salt in a second reaction step. As the 103Pd radionuclide is available as a 

powder, in our case the first reaction step had to be skipped through the experiments 

and a commercially available Pd-powder was used as precursor, similar to the 

radioactive palladium. Therefore, the inability to solubilize the employed Pd-powder 

in the reaction mixture is a highlight on the importance of the palladium source. The 

same observation was also made by Carole et al. in his study after multiple attempts 

to mimic the system and obtain the same palladium source failed.  

Even though the excess of nitric acid helps to improve solubility, it also leads to 

generation of more NOx fumes, which results in undesired by-products. Therefore, 

what seemed to be a solution for one problem, only generated another.  
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Lastly, there are other methods in literature presenting synthesis of Pd(II)-acetate 

from different starting materials. However, as the radioactive material is available in 

the form of [103Pd]Pd metallic powder, it is futile to investigate such attempts, as it 

implies conversion of the radioactive palladium source to a Pd-salt, meaning extra 

steps with increased risk of contamination. Therefore, another route was developed 

in order to synthesize the Pd NPs in their radioactive form.  

 

Synthesis of 103Pd:Pd NPs 

As production of palladium precursor salt in its radioactive form was not successful, 

a different approach (Scheme 5.2B) to introduce the desired radionuclide in the 

reaction mixture was designed. The concept behind this approach was to integrate 

the palladium radionuclide into the composition of the nanoparticles without 

converting it to a palladium salt first. During the procedure, the [103Pd]Pd metallic 

powder was first solubilized in aqua regia and introduced as such in the reaction 

mixture together with the commercially available Pd(II)-acetate, both intended to 

work as palladium precursors during the synthesis. The radioactive palladium in 

aqua regia was fully solubilized, thus in the form of 103Pd2+ ions. During the synthesis, 

in the presence of the OAm weak reductant, together with the co-reductant BTB and 

the temperature increase, thermal decomposition is triggered and the Pd(II)-acetate 

salt decomposes, releasing Pd2+ ions. The free 103Pd2+ and Pd2+ ions existent in the 

reaction mixture and surrounded by surfactant molecules act as monomers and start 

the nucleation and subsequent growth process, in accordance with LaMer’s theory, 

resulting in radioactive palladium nanoparticles consisting of both radioactive and 

non-radioactive palladium. 

As [103Pd]Pd metallic powder is introduced during the synthesis as solubilized in 

aqua regia, the presence of such strong acid is a new parameter that could influence 

the reaction mechanism. However, because the as-synthesized 103Pd:Pd NPs could not 

be visualized via TEM while still radioactive, a study on the effect of aqua regia on 

the synthesis was first conducted by synthesizing two non-radioactive Pd NPs 

batches under previously described conditions, with addition of 15 and 100 µL aqua 

regia, respectively. Subsequently, the Pd NPs synthesized in the presence of aqua 

regia were visualized via TEM (Figure 5.4A,B) and their size and morphology were 

assessed. 
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Figure 5.4. OAm-capped Pd NPs synthesized in presence of (A) 15 µL and (B) 100 µL aqua 

regia. 

 

As the result, the Pd NPs synthesized with different volumes of aqua regia presented 

the same spherical morphology, independent of the quantity of aqua regia added 

during the experiment. Most probably, the high acidity of aqua regia assisted the 

breakdown of the Pd(II)-acetate precursor, without later interference with the 

growth-process. The presence of an acid is known to play a role in precursor 

reduction, meaning an excess of reducing power can increase the rate of monomer 

generation during the nucleation phase. Excess of monomers usually translates into 

more nucleation centres, which can lead to smaller sized nanoparticles.[29,30] However, 

this was not reflected through the aforementioned experiments, and the Pd NPs 

retained the same 5 nm size they had as a result of thermal decomposition conducted 

without aqua regia. Overall, no obvious influence on the outcome of the Pd NPs using 

different quantities of aqua regia in the synthesis was noticed from the TEM images. 

The presence of acid could also influence the surface charges of the nanoparticles, 

which may play a role in stabilizing the formed monomer-ligand complexes during 

the nucleation phase. If the presence of acid has an effect on the surface charges 

during the synthesis, the functionalization of the Pd NPs post-synthesis may differ 

when the synthesis is conducted in presence of aqua regia. In order to confirm that 

the surface of the Pd-seeds is preserved and behaves similarly to those prepared 

without aqua regia, the Pd-seeds synthesized in the presence of 15 µL aqua regia were 

used to conduct Exp_Standard, as presented in Chapter 2 of this thesis, in which an 
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iron oxide shell was grown on top of the pre-formed Pd-seeds via thermal 

decomposition. Additionally, it was highly important to understand if there is any 

influence on the nucleation or growth processes of iron oxide during the synthesis, 

by verifying if the resulting Pd/Fe-oxide NPs retain same sizes, morphology, 

magnetic properties and heating ability. Figure 5.5 displays the Pd/Fe-oxide NPs 

obtained via thermal decomposition (Exp_standard procedure) by employing Pd-

seeds synthesized with 15 µL aqua regia. As shown, the hybrid nanoparticles 

maintained the same spherical-squared morphology and sizes as the NPs from 

Exp_standard presented in Chapter 2 of this thesis.  

 

 
 

Figure 5.5. TEM image and size distribution of Pd/Fe-oxide obtained via thermal 

decomposition using Pd-seeds synthesized in the presence of 15 µL aqua regia.  

 
However, even though the synthesized NPs are very similar in terms of size and 

morphology, the most important aspect is their final heating performance. Therefore, 

the magnetic properties were investigated next (Figure 5.6A,B) and the results of this 

experiment and classical Exp_standard conducted with OAm-capped Pd seeds 

synthesized without aqua regia were compared. As shown in Table 5.2, the magnetic 

properties of both types of nanoparticles are nearly the same, and negligible 

differences are within the experimental variation range. 
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Figure 5.6. SQUID magnetometry of dry Pd/Fe-oxide NPs: (A) M(H)T curves measured at 5 and 

300 K; (B) ZFC/FC-curve; (C) heating graph of the Pd/Fe-oxide NPs with Pd-seeds synthesized 

in presence of 15 µL aqua regia. 

 

Table 5.2. Overview of the magnetic properties of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs produced with/without 

aqua regia introduced during the synthesis of the Pd-seeds.  

a Found at 50 kOe; b determined from ZFC/FC curves; c measured at 346 kHz, 19.1 mT; Error ≤ 

5%, and calculated using the concentration of Fe determined by ICP-OES.  

 

 

 

Pd/Fe-oxide NPs from: Size  

(nm) 

Msa TBb  

(K) 

SLP (W/gFe) 

5 K 300 K  

Pd NPs - no aqua regia 19.5 ± 1.5 67.9 58.7 180 113 

Pd NPs - 15 µL aqua regia 19.2 ± 1.7 64.9 55.8 178 102 
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We can conclude that introduction of aqua regia during the synthesis of Pd seeds has 

no influence on the synthetic procedure resulting in Pd NPs with same properties as 

those synthesized without aqua regia. Moreover, the seeds in their radioactive form 

can be further used as surface to grow the iron oxide shell and obtain hybrid 

103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs with preserved morphology and magnetic properties. 

Lastly, the Pd/Fe-oxide NPs synthesized from Pd-seeds produced in the presence of 

aqua regia were taken to water phase through the same surfactant modification step 

with DSPE-PEG2000-COOH, as presented before. Heating measurements were 

conducted next and the SLP was determined. The SLP value obtained was 102 W/gFe, 

very similar to the value of 113 W/gFe presented by Exp_standard from Chapter 3, this 

thesis. The small difference between the SLP values that can be accounted to the 

slightly lower Ms or to the small variations during the functionalization step, are in 

any case within the experimental error range. Most importantly, the heating 

temperature as high as 60 C during 20 min exposure of these Pd/Fe-oxide NPs to 

AMF (346 kHz and 19.1 mT) could be reached (Figure 5.6C), which confirms their 

suitability to be used as agents for both hyperthermia and thermal ablation. As the 

Pd-seeds synthesized in presence of aqua regia and the from obtained Pd/Fe-oxide 

NPs maintained all necessary properties, we proceeded to synthesize them in their 

radioactive form.  

 

Radiolabelling Pd-seeds and Pd/Fe-oxide NPs with 103Pd 

As previously explained, the procedure for synthesizing radioactive 103Pd:Pd-seeds 

was conducted by using [103Pd]Pd metallic powder solubilized in aqua regia as a 

precursor, together with the commercially available Pd(II)-acetate. An important step 

was to investigate how much of the activity introduced in the reaction can actually 

be incorporated in the synthesized nanoparticles. To do this, several experiments 

were conducted by varying 103Pd-activities and amounts of aqua regia added to the 

reaction mixture. Post synthesis, the activity in the supernatants obtained from the 

two centrifugation rounds during the cleaning procedure was measured to verify 

how much of the activity stayed in the supernatant and how much was actually 

incorporated in the synthesized nanoparticles. 
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In the first two experiments, similar activities of 359 and 331 kBq were added to the 

precursors after dissolving [103Pd]Pd metallic powder in 15 µL of aqua regia, resulting 

in very similar radiolabelling efficiency of 98.09% and 98.86%, respectively (Table 

5.3). Increasing the amount of aqua regia to 100 µL for 359 kBq 103Pd activity resulted 

in similar radiolabelling efficiency (97.69%). Overall, it is safe to conclude that this 

synthetic approach offers high and consistent efficiency for the preparation of 

103Pd:Pd NPs. Lastly, the fact that neither the amount of activity, nor the volumes of 

aqua regia introduced in the reaction mixture have an effect on the radiolabelling 

efficiency, translates into a great flexibility in tuning the amount of activity with 

which the NPs are radiolabelled, by simply varying the amount of activity introduced 

in the experiment, independent of the aqua regia volume.  

 

Table 5.3. 103Pd radiolabelling efficiency for Pd-seeds and Pd/Fe-oxide NPs. 

 

The next step was to use the 103Pd:Pd NPs in the seed-mediated growth synthesis and 

coat them with iron oxide to produce 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs. As this reaction takes 

place at very high temperatures, it was important to check if any of the radioactivity 

incorporated in the 103PdPd NPs was lost. Therefore, the synthesis was ran as 

described, and 93 kBq were introduced via the synthesized 103Pd:Pd seeds. Post the 

experiment, during the cleaning procedure, the activity in the supernatants obtained 

after each centrifugation round (6 in total) was measured. Only 1.33 kBq were lost in 

the supernatants, meaning 98.56% of the activity introduced with the 103Pd:Pd-seeds 

stayed in the precipitated 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs.  

Additionally, valid for both synthesis of 103Pd:Pd-seeds and 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs, 

during the cleaning procedure some of the nanoparticles were lost in the supernatant. 

Figure 5.7 shows the 6 supernatants obtained through the cleaning process for 

isolating the as-synthesized 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs and the recorded activities. As it 

Nanoparticles Aqua  

regia  

(µL) 

103Pd activity 

introduced 

(kBq) 

Total activity lost in 

the supernatants 

(kBq) 

Radiolabeling 

efficiency  

(%) 

103Pd-seeds 15 359 6.83 98.09 % 

103Pd-seeds 15  331 3.75 98.86 % 

103Pd-seeds 100 359 8.30 97.69 % 

103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs - 93 1.33 98.56 % 
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can be seen, the clear coloured supernatants (S1-S4) have very little activity, while 

supernatants S5 and S6, which clearly contain lost NPs due to the darker colour of the 

suspension, showed also the highest activity. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume 

100% incorporation of the introduced radionuclide in the synthesized 103Pd:Pd-seeds 

and implicitly in the 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 5.7. Falcon tubes containing the 6 supernatants collected post each round of 

centrifugation during the cleaning procedure of the 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs, and the recorded 

activities for each supernatant.  

 

Pd leakage study 

As the Pd/Fe-oxide NPs in their radioactive form are intended for biomedical 

applications, a primordial requirement is their biocompatibility. Palladium is 

considered toxic for the human body, being hypothesized that the effects of Pd metal 

are mediated via the presence or release of Pd ions. Pd ions are capable of eliciting a 

series of cytotoxic effects in vitro.[31] A study was conducted to determine the amount 

of Pd that leaks from the hybrid NPs. For this, Pd/Fe-oxide NPs functionalized with 

DSPE-PEG2000-COOH were dispersed in 1 mM EDTA solution, a widely used 

compound in leakage studies as it binds to di- and trivalent metal ions.[32] The NPs 

after 24 h, 48 h and 7 days were filtered in an Amicon tube with a 30 kDa MWCO 

membrane and the filtrates were analysed via ICP-MS for palladium content (Table 

5.4). As for the results, the Pd amount (µg) recorded was almost zero, close to the 

detection limit of the device. It can be concluded that there is no leakage of Pd from 

Pd/Fe-oxide NPs. Therefore, as expected, the iron oxide coating and the surfactant 

layer encapsulating the Pd core create a barrier sufficient to prevent any Pd leakage.  

1.6 Bq 1.2 Bq 2.7 Bq 23 Bq 809 Bq 495 Bq 
NPs 
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Table 5.4. Pd leakage from Pd/Fe-oxide NPs at different times. 

 

 

 

 

 

In vitro evaluation of Pd/Fe-oxide and 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs 

Typical in vitro studies with NPs are tested on 2D cancer cell cultures. This 

conventional model is relatively simple, cheap and provides a reliable tool for 

biomedical research. However, it comes with several limitations, most importantly 

their inability to effectively mimic the interactions between cells of real physiological 

tissues and the tumour microenvironment (TME), as a result of insufficient structural, 

mechanical, and biochemical attributions. Because 2D models cannot mimic crucial 

tumour aspects to accurately emulate in vivo conditions, they can negatively influence 

tested therapies, and lead to poor prediction of the real in vivo effect.[33] Employment 

of 3D cellular models can bridge the gap towards in vivo and ease the development 

and screening of new theranostic nanosystems.[33] Multicellular tumour spheroids 

(MCTS) are the most commonly used 3D tumour models, comprised of spherical 

cellular self-aggregates that can produce their own extracellular matrix (ECM), being 

recognized as non-vascularized tumour models. The MCTS exhibit a similar growth 

kinetics to real tumours, forming a gradient of oxygen, nutrients and metabolic waste. 

This translates into a hypoxic core with necrotic cells and an outer rim formed by 

proliferative cells in the outer layer and quiescent cells in the inner layer (Figure 5.8).  

The structures are estimated to be formed in spheroids with diameter over 400-500 

μm, with the outer rim having usually 100–220 μm of thickness. Therefore, all the in 

vitro studies were conducted in a 3D model of spheroids from a MDA-MB-231 cell 

line, derived from human breast adenocarcinoma, with sizes around 400 or 500 μm.  

 

Time Pd (µg) % Pd leaked from total 

amount of NPs 

24 h 0.101 0,0092 

48 h 0.072 0,0065 

7 days 0.057 0,0052 
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Figure 5.8. Common structural features displayed by solid tumours and tumour spheroids. 

Reproduced with permission from [34], 2023-Copyright Elsevier. 

 

Biocompatibility of Pd/Fe-oxide hybrid MNPs and Pd seeds.  

The 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide hybrid NPs are meant to be used as theranostic agents, hence, 

to estimate their suitability for biomedical applications, we first assessed their 

cytotoxicity. The study was conducted with non-radioactive Pd/Fe-oxide NPs 

functionalized with DSPE-PEG2000-COOH surfactant. The water-dispersible MNPs 

were incubated in graded concentrations of 125 – 1000 µg/mL for 7 days with 

spheroids obtained from a MDA-MB-231 cell line. In parallel, a control consisted of 

spheroids where no MNPs were incubated, while incubation with 10% DMSO acts as 

a negative control. Subsequently, the cell viability was evaluated (Figure 5.9A). 

The lower concentrations of MNPs maintained the same cell viability as the control, 

with only the highest concentration of 500 and 1000 µg/mL Pd/Fe-oxide NPs resulting 

in 19 ± 4.5% and 22 ± 9.2% viability loss, respectively. However, the percentage of size 

increase after the incubation period (Figure 5.9B) is similar or greater to the control 

for all concentrations. It can be concluded that Pd/Fe-oxide MNPs exhibit no 

significant toxicity in the employed concentration range, confirmed also via images 

of the spheroids exposed to different concentrations of MNPs (Figure 5.9C). Such a 

result is not unexpected, as the toxic palladium core is encapsulated by 

biocompatible/non-toxic iron oxide and PEG-surfactant. However, as it is possible 

during the synthesis of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs for certain Pd cores to remain uncoated, the 
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cytotoxicity of Pd NPs was investigated as well. For this, OAm-capped Pd NPs were 

transferred to water phase by functionalization with DSPE-PEG2000-COOH and 

different concentrations in the 10-250 µg/mL range were incubated with the 

spheroids for 7 days.  

 

 
 

Figure 5.9. In vitro toxicity induced by Pd/Fe-oxide NPs on MDA-MB-231 spheroids on day 7: 

(A) cell viability, (B) spheroid growth rate, and (C) representative images of the spheroids 

treated with different MNPs concentrations. Scalebars are 200 µm. 

 

The cell viability assay (Figure 5.10A) showed no toxic effect for the lower 10 and 50 

µg/mL Pd NPs concentrations used through the study, with 100 ± 3.8% spheroid 

viability recorded in both cases. However, a strong toxic effect with a viability loss of 

81 ± 17.5% was recorded for the highest concentration of 250 µg/mL Pd NPs. This was 

also confirmed by the percentage of size increase in the spheroids (Figure 5.10B), as 

40 ± 9.6% of the spheroid size was reduced for the highest Pd NPs concentration 

employed as shown in the representative images of MDA-MB-231 spheroids treated 

with different Pd NPs concentrations (Figure 5.10C). 
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Figure 5.10. In vitro toxicity induced by Pd NPs on MDA-MB-231 spheroids on day 7: (A) cell 

viability, (B) spheroid growth rate, and (C) representative images of the spheroids treated with 

different Pd NPs concentrations. Scalebars are 200 µm. 

 

Uptake of Pd/Fe-oxide MNPs 

An important element in the selection of the radionuclide for radiation therapy is the 

energy of the emitted particles and the tissue penetration range.[35] As discussed, 103Pd 

decays by electron capture (EC) emitting low energy X-rays and Auger electrons 

(AEs). The AEs are attractive for radiation treatment of cancer, especially when 

emitted in close proximity to cell sensitive targets such as DNA and the cell 

membrane.[35] As the AEs of the 103Pd are highly efficient in such close proximity to 

cell sensitive targets, it is important to investigate the uptake of the Pd/Fe-oxide NPs 

by the spheroids. Additionally, the internalization of the MNPs in the spheroids can 

impact the heating efficiency, as this can impact the Brownian relaxation events 

leaving Néel relaxation as the only available mechanism after internalization of 

NPs.[36] However, based on the small sizes presented by the Pd/Fe-oxide NPs and the 

results obtained in Chapter 3, it is expected that Néel relaxation is anyway the 

predominant mechanism via which the Pd/Fe-oxide hybrid MNPs produce heat. 
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To investigate the uptake, we used the same 3D tumour model based on spheroids 

composed of MDA-MB-231 cells. The spheroids were incubated with a concentration 

of 500 µg/mL Pd/Fe-oxide NPs and collected after 1, 3, 24, 72 and 168 hours. The 

uptake of MNPs by spheroids was assessed based on the iron content determined via 

ICP-MS. Based on the results, a slight increase in uptake was recorded with time, 

resulting in the highest value of 8 ± 0.4% internalization of the introduced Pd/Fe-oxide 

NPs for the 7-day incubation period (Figure 5.11A). 

 

 
 

Figure 5.11. (A) Uptake percentage of DSPE-PEG2000-COOH functionalized Pd/Fe-oxide NPs by 

MDA-MB-231 spheroids as obtained from ICP-MS and (B) Prussian Blue staining showing cells 

and Pd/Fe-oxide NPs (blue) at different incubation times. 

 

Prussian blue staining confirmed just a little uptake of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs by the 

spheroids, with the NPs being deposited only in the proliferation zone of the 

spheroids (Figure 5.11B). As mentioned, the MNPs are functionalized with DSPE-

PEG2000-COOH polymer. Surface modification of the NPs via PEGylation is known 

for shielding the surface from aggregation, opsonisation, and phagocytosis, 

prolonging systemic circulation times.[37] While PEGylation renders the colloidal 

system of MNPs stable and highly reduces systemic toxicity of the MNPs that could 

arise from their injections, it also has an apparent effect of limited uptake of the MNPs 

by spheroids.  

On this basis, the goal of the in vitro studies was to assess the effect of 103Pd:Pd/Fe-

oxide MNPs surrounding the spheroids. It should be noted that under clinical 

conditions, the radioactive hybrid MNPs are to be administered locally via injection 

in the centre of the tumour, aiming to specifically target the peripheral region of the 

tumour after hyperthermia/thermal ablation treatment. The fact that the MNPs are 
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not taken up becomes an advantage in this case, as they are expected to stay longer 

at the tumour site, thus, enabling the possibility of heat treatments with longer 

intervals as well as continuous localized radiation exposure.  

 

Radioactivity effect of [103Pd]Pd  

To investigate the in vitro efficiency of 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs as thermo-

brachytherapy agents, we first needed to validate and confirm a minimum 103Pd 

activity that provides a therapeutic effect on MDA-MB-231 spheroids. For this, a 

study of the effect of [103Pd]Pd metallic powder on MDA-MB-231 spheroids was 

conducted. From the investigations on Pd NPs cytotoxicity, 50 µg/mL non-

radioactive Pd/[103Pd]Pd metallic powder stock solution was chosen as a suitable 

concentration for the study, to avoid interference of palladium toxicity itself. 

A range of 50-400 kBq of 103Pd activity was employed through the investigation, and 

a strong effect was seen only for the highest activity of 400 kBq. In this case, the cell 

viability decreased to 58 ± 6% (Figure 5.12A) and 66 ± 18.9% of the spheroids size was 

reduced (Figure 5.12B) compared to the control, demonstrating the therapeutic effect 

of 103Pd and the minimum necessary 103Pd activity to be radiolabeled on the hybrid 

MNPs. 

However, due to constraints encountered during the radiolabelling synthesis 

procedure, a radiolabelling to achieve 400 kBq activity could not be performed for a 

concentration of 1 mg/mL 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs.  
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Figure 5.12. Study of [103Pd]Pd radioactivity (50 – 400 kBq) therapeutic effect on MDA-MB-231 

spheroids: (A) cell viability, (B) spheroid growth rate, and (C) representative images of the 

spheroids treated with different Pd/[103Pd]Pd doses. Scalebars are 200 µm. 

 

Investigation of 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs as thermo-brachytherapy agents 

To evaluate in vitro the combined therapeutic effects of hyperthermia/thermal 

ablation and 103Pd radiation, MDA-MB-231 spheroids were treated with 103Pd:Pd/Fe-

oxide NPs. A concentration of 1 mg/mL MNPs was the minimum required to deliver 

effective heat doses. However, the synthetic procedure and permit limitations 

hindered the radiolabelling of the hybrid MNPs with the minimum 400 kBq 103Pd 

activity that showed therapeutic effect on MDA-MB-231 spheroids. An activity of 
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only approx. 50 kBq was achieved with a 1 mg/mL 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs 

concentration. Hence, it was decided to study and compare the therapeutic effects of 

hyperthermia/thermal ablation at 10 mg/mL 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs also, to reach an 

activity of approx. 500 kBq. The treatment applied was conducted as shown in 

Scheme 5.3.  

 

 
 

Scheme 5.3. Procedure followed to evaluate the combined therapeutic effects of 

hyperthermia/thermal ablation and 103Pd radiation via 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs on MDA-MB-231 

spheroids. 

 

Samples of spheroids in colloidal solutions of 1 mg/mL or 10 mg/mL 103Pd:Pd/Fe-

oxide NPs were exposed to AMF, subjecting the spheroids to different thermal doses. 

Subsequently, the MNPs colloidal solution was gently aspirated and the spheroids 

were washed carefully. Next, the treated spheroids were divided into two groups, 

namely, Group I, where the spheroids were not exposed to MNPs after the treatment, 

and Group II, in which the treated spheroids were incubated with 200 µL of 1 mg/mL 

radioactive MNPs colloidal solution. The latter group treatment was supposed to 

better simulate the in vivo conditions, where the MNPs will be distributed locally to 

deliver radiation post hyperthermia/thermal ablation treatment.  
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1 mg/mL 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs – Group I – day 3 vs day 7 post treatment 

For Group I spheroids treated with 1 mg/mL 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs (approx. 50 kBq) 

and no MNPs incubation after heat exposure, the thermal doses delivered via 

hyperthermia at 42 °C (60 min) and 43 °C (30 min), together with the low radioactivity 

dose to which the spheroids were exposed during heating, did not show a therapeutic 

effect at day 3 post treatment (Figure 5.13A). The cell viability (> 80%) remained 

similar to the control (Figure 5.13A). Similar results were also observed for day 7 post 

treatment. 

On the other hand, cell viability losses of 54 ± 5.3% and 78 ± 2.2% were recorded 3 

days post treatment for hyperthermia at 45 °C (30 min) and thermal ablation (TA_50 

°C), respectively (Figure 5.13A). However, the spheroids treated via hyperthermia at 

45 °C (30 min) showed on day 7 post treatment an increase in cell viability from 46 ± 

5.3% to 67 ± 5.9%, indicating spheroid recovery. It is well-known that hyperthermia 

alone is not always efficient in completely killing the cancerous cells, being mainly 

used as an adjuvant to radiotherapy or other treatments. However, the low 

radioactivity dose received via 1 mg/ml 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide MNPs was also not enough 

to create cytotoxic effects, regardless the radiosensitization triggered by 

hyperthermia. Interestingly, the spheroids treated via thermal ablation (TA_50 °C) 

recorded further decrease in cell viability 7 days post treatment, suggesting spheroid 

eradication. Same conclusions can be drawn from the size growth rate of the 

spheroids (Figure 5.13B). 
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Figure 5.13. In vitro combined therapeutic effects of 103Pd radiation (approx. 50 kBq) and 

hyperthermia/thermal ablation via 1 mg/mL 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide MNPs on MDA-MB-231 

spheroids: (A) cell viability at day 3 and 7 post treatment for Group I and at day 7 post treatment 

for Group II, (B) size growth rate, and (C) representative images of the spheroids for all 

treatment groups at day 0 and 7 post treatment administration. Scalebars are 200 µm. 
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1 mg/mL 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs – Group I vs. Group II – day 7 post treatment 

For the treatment applied with 1 mg/mL 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs, the difference 

between Group I and Group II stayed only in incubation of the spheroids with 200 

µL of 1 mg/mL MNPs colloidal solution post heat treatment in the case of Group II, 

as a trial in better mimicking in vivo conditions. As the same MNPs concentration was 

employed during the treatment of both groups, the thermal and radioactive doses 

received by the spheroids were the same during heating. Looking at the cell viability 

(Figure 5.13A), independent of the thermal dose applied, the results recorded were 

similar for both groups, with only thermal ablation showing a strong therapeutic 

effect. As previously mentioned, hyperthermia alone is usually not sufficient to 

completely eradicate tumours, plus the 103Pd activity to which the spheroids were 

exposed was much lower than the 400 kBq 103Pd activity that was determined to show 

a therapeutic effect. Nevertheless, looking at the spheroids size growth (Figure 5.13B), 

we do notice an interesting effect for thermal ablation. Even though the spheroids 

from Group I indicate a minimal size increase, hence possible slight recovery, this is 

not the case for Group II, where the spheroids were completely destroyed. This can 

stand as an indication that MNPs presence post heat treatment, and possibly even 

such small radioactivity, can have a therapeutic effect in combination with thermal 

ablation.  

 

10 mg/mL 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs – Group I – day 3 vs day 7 post treatment 

For Group I spheroids treated with 10 mg/mL 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs (approx. 500 

kBq) and no MNPs incubation after heat exposure, a significant cell viability loss 3 

days post treatment was observed in all cases (Figure 5.14A). The strongest effects, 

approx. 90% viability loss in both cases, were obtained with hyperthermia at 45 °C 

(30 min) and thermal ablation (TA_50 °C). Interestingly, for this treatment scenario, 

an increase in cell viability, indicating spheroid recovery, was noticed 7 days post 

treatment only for the spheroids subjected to hyperthermia at 42 °C (60 min) and 43 

°C (30 min), respectively. Possibly, the therapeutic effect of moderate hyperthermia 

together even with high radioactivity dose (approx. 500 kBq 103Pd during heating), 

was still insufficient to generate complete spheroid destruction. On the other hand, 

hyperthermia at 45 °C (30 min) and thermal ablation (TA_50 °C), together with 
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exposure to high 103Pd activity, were highly efficient in killing the cancer cells. 

Analysis of the spheroids size growth (Figure 5.14B) 7 days post treatment confirms 

these results. Lastly, the best therapeutic effect of this group was actually achieved 

via hyperthermia at 45 °C (30 min) instead of thermal ablation. For a concentration of 

10 mg/mL MNPs colloidal solution employed for delivering the established thermal 

doses, the heating rate to achieve the desired temperature is high. Therefore, in case 

of thermal ablation, the spheroids were exposed to heat for 7 minutes only, whereas 

hyperthermia was delivered for 30 min at 45 °C. This concludes that apart the 

radioactivity and the temperature at which the spheroids are exposed during the 

treatment, the time exposure to a certain temperature is another important factor in 

ensuring an efficient treatment. 

 

10 mg/mL 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs – Group I vs. Group II – day 7 post treatment 

For the treatment applied via 10 mg/mL 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs, the difference 

between the treatment groups stays only in the incubation of the spheroids with 200 

µL of 1 mg/mL MNPs colloidal solution post treatment in the case of Group II, as a 

trial to better mimic in vivo conditions. In case of thermal doses delivered via 

hyperthermia at 42 °C (60 min) and 43 °C (30 min), Group II showed a much stronger 

therapeutic effect compared to Group I , with lower cell viability recorded in both 

cases (Figure 5.14A). Additionally, complete spheroid destruction was achieved 

(Figure 5.14B). Therefore, the combination of high radiation dose and hyperthermia, 

followed by spheroid incubation with MNPs post treatment administration, to better 

simulate in vivo conditions, effectively results in complete cancer cell destruction, 

with better results than Group I. 

In case of the spheroids that received thermal doses delivered via hyperthermia at 45 

°C (30 min) and thermal ablation (TA_50 °C), both Group I and II showed strong heat 

and radiation dose damage, with complete loss of cell viability (Figure 5.14A). 
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Figure 5.14. In vitro combined therapeutic effects of 103Pd radiation (approx. 500 kBq) and 

hyperthermia/thermal ablation via 10 mg/mL 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide MNPs on MDA-MB-231 

spheroids: (A) cell viability at day 3 and 7 post treatment for Group I and at day 7 post treatment 

for Group II, (B) size growth rate, and (C) representative images of the spheroids for all 

treatment groups at day 0 and 7 post treatment administration. Scalebars are 200 µm. 
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It is important to mention that when the treatment effects are very strong, little of the 

spheroids is left behind. In such cases, the spheroids are not alive, as confirmed by 

the cell viability assays, but some structures are still maintained. This occurs 

especially in case of incubation with nanoparticles, as the MNPs surround the 

spheroids and are able to maintain their structure. 

 

1 vs 10 mg/mL 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs – Group I – day 7 post treatment 

The combined effect and synergy between hyperthermia/thermal ablation and 

radiation can be best seen for the spheroids treated with 10 mg/mL 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide 

NPs in comparison to 1 mg/mL 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs. The 10 times higher 103Pd 

activity (approx. 500 kBq) achieved with 10 mg/mL MNPs showed much stronger 

therapeutic effects, especially with the spheroids that underwent hyperthermia at 45 

°C (30 min) and thermal ablation (TA_ 50 °C). The cell viability (Figure 5.15A) and 

size growth (Figure 5.15B) results stand as confirmation that the therapeutic effects 

obtained via higher radiation doses led to better spheroid destruction. It is interesting 

to mention that a stronger effect was recorded in case of hyperthermia at 45 °C (30 

min) over thermal ablation (TA_ 50 °C). However, as explained before, conducting 

the treatment with a 10 mg/mL 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide MNPs concentration ensures faster 

heating rates, therefore, the spheroids were exposed to heating significantly shorter 

times in case of thermal ablation. 

 

 
 

Figure 5.15. In vitro therapeutic effects of 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide MNPs on Group I MDA-MB-231 

spheroids assessed on day 7 after the treatment and subsequent washing removal of MNPs: (A) 

cell viability, and (B) size growth rate.  
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1 vs 10 mg/mL 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide MNPs – Group II – day 7 post treatment 

For Group II, where the spheroids were incubated with MNPs post treatment 

administration, the same effects as for Group I presented earlier were seen for almost 

all thermal doses applied (Figure 5.16A,B). However, it is important to discuss the 

stronger therapeutic effect shown by the spheroids treated with 1 mg/mL 103Pd:Pd/Fe-

oxide MNPs and thermally ablated, in comparison to the spheroids thermally ablated 

with 10 mg/mL 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs (Figure 5.16B). The spheroids were exposed to 

a 10-fold higher dose in case of 10 mg/mL 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs concentration, 

however, it took only 7 min to reach the thermal ablation temperature, compared to 

22 min that were required in case of the 1 mg/mL MNPs concentration. Hence, this 

shows again the importance of the exposure time to a certain temperature, apart from 

the radiation and thermal doses received during the treatment.  

 

 
 

Figure 5.16. In vitro therapeutic effects of 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide MNPs on Group II MDA-MB-231 

spheroids assessed on day 7 after the treatment and subsequent incubation with same amount 

of MNP: (A) cell viability, and (B) size growth rate.  
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5.4 Conclusion  

 
This chapter started with investigation of different radiolabelling routes for obtaining 

103Pd-labelled Pd/Fe-oxide NPs (103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs). The concept behind the 

radiolabelling route that proved successful stood in insertion of the [103Pd]Pd metallic 

powder solubilized in aqua regia in the synthesis reaction mixture, together with 

available non-radioactive palladium precursor. As radioactive nanoparticles could 

not be imaged via TEM, Pd NPs were first synthesized in their non-radioactive form 

in order to assess if the presence of different aqua regia quantities has an influence on 

the outcome of the Pd NPs. As no obvious influence was recorded, with the NPs 

maintaining the same morphology, independent of the aqua regia quantity 

employed, they were further used as seeds to verify that the same nucleation and 

growth processes of iron oxide during thermal decomposition was enabled. Pd/Fe-

oxide NPs obtained from Pd-seeds synthesized with aqua regia exhibited same 

morphology, magnetic properties and heating ability as previously presented Pd/Fe-

oxide NPs. As the radiolabelling method proved to generate nanoparticles with 

conserved properties, the 103Pd-labelling efficiency was next assessed by synthesizing 

the nanoparticles with several 103Pd activities and aqua regia quantities. All trials 

resulted in very high radiolabelling efficiency, close to 100%.  

The biocompatibility of the designed nanoparticles was assessed first in their non-

radioactive form by monitoring the in vitro toxicity effects of Pd and Pd/Fe-oxide NPs 

in different concentration ranges on MDA-MB-231 spheroids. Pd NPs showed no 

toxic effect until a concentration of 250 µg/mL, whereas Pd/Fe-oxide NPs showed no 

significant toxicity in the employed concentration range, being established that the 

highest concentration of 1000 µg/mL MNPs could be used for further studies. 

Subsequently, investigation of the uptake of Pd/Fe-oxide NPs by spheroids resulted 

in very low uptake, with only 8 ± 0.4% internalization of the introduced MNPs for the 

7-day incubation period. Prussian blue staining confirmed this result, showing that 

the MNPs were taken up only in the proliferation zone of the spheroids. The 

radioactivity effects of 103Pd were also assessed, to confirm a minimum activity that 

provides a therapeutic effect on MDA-MB-231 spheroids. From the range of 50-400 

kBq 103Pd activity employed through the study, a strong effect was seen only for the 

highest activity, in this case the cell viability decreasing to 58 ± 6% and 66 ± 18.9% of 
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the spheroids size being reduced. The next step was to evaluate in vitro the combined 

therapeutic effects of hyperthermia/thermal ablation and 103Pd radiation on the same 

3D cell model. As it was not possible to achieve the minimum 103Pd activity (400 kBq) 

that showed a therapeutic effect with 1 mg/mL 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs concentration, 

the same study was also conducted with 10 mg/mL MNPs concentration. After 

delivery of thermal dose with the two MNPs concentrations, the spheroids were split 

in treatment groups, namely Group I, where the treated spheroids were not exposed 

to MNPs and Group II, in which the spheroids were incubated with MNPs, to better 

simulate in vivo conditions. In case of Group I treated with 1 mg/mL 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide 

NPs concentration only thermal ablation in combination with the low 103Pd dose 

seemed to have good therapeutic effect, whereas the hyperthermia treatments 

together with the low 103Pd dose showed spheroid recovery on day 7 post treatment 

compared to day 3. In case of Group II treated with 1 mg/mL 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs 

concentration, complete spheroid destruction was achieved in case of thermal 

ablation, being an indication of how the presence of MNPs post thermal dose, as it is 

the case in vivo, has an effect. Overall, it can be concluded that hyperthermia with 

such low 103Pd radiation dose cannot produce satisfactory therapeutic effects, whereas 

thermal ablation, even in combination with low doses, can lead to spheroid 

eradication. In case of treatments applied with 10 mg/mL 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs 

concentration, the combination of high 103Pd dose with all thermal doses showed great 

therapeutic effects in all cases, with strongest effects for hyperthermia at 45 °C (30 

min) and thermal ablation, where complete loss of cell viability was recorded. A very 

interesting result worth mentioning was the stronger therapeutic effect obtained for 

the spheroids of Group II treated with 1 mg/mL 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide MNPs and 

thermally ablated, in comparison to the spheroids of Group II thermally ablated with 

10 mg/mL 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs. Due to the lower concentration in case of 1 mg/mL 

MNPs concentration, a slower heating rate was employed, hence the spheroids were 

exposed longer to higher temperatures, which resulted in a stronger therapeutic 

effect.  

Overall, through the in vitro studies, we managed to confirm that the combination of 

high 103Pd dose together with strong thermal dose is able to generate spheroid 

destruction, and additionally, the time exposure to a certain temperature is a very 

important factor. Lastly, this preliminary biological evaluation conducted showed the 
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great potential of 103Pd:Pd/Fe-oxide NPs in cancer therapeutics, which should be 

further complemented with in vivo assessments.  
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